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• By Monte Paulsen

widening Vote No On #1 Coalition was also blessed
with a million dollar war chest that enabled them to
Maine voters put themselves in the driver's seat outspend their opponents by at least 4-to-l.
on Nov. 5 when they overwhelmingly approved a
But the Portland-based coalition calling itself the
referendum that will stop the proposed widening Campaign for Sensible Transportation overcame
of the Maine Turnpike and establish a new trans- those odds through the combination of more than a
portation policy requiring state officials to consider year of grassroots organizing and less than a week
alternatives such as mass transportation.
of broadcast blitzkrieg.
The victory - won by a margin of 59 percent in
"It wasn't really that tough a campaign," said
favor to 41 percent opposed, with heavier than campaign strategist and spokesman Alan R. Caron.
expected voter turnout - carne in the face of over- "We were only up against the entire power strucwhelming odds. In addition to the support of key ture,"
business executives and elected officials, the proContinued on next page

,"

I

Campaign for Sensible Transportation President Peter Troast and campaign coordinator Karen Schuler laugh at a comment
CBW/Tonee Harbert
by campaign strategist Alan Caron, at right. They were addressing a crowd of about 300 referendum supporters at Father O'Hara's on Nov. 5.

Portland-area women continue to have a thousand abortions a year. But despite the raging
pro-life vs. pro-choice debate - or perhaps because of it - no one wants to talk about them.

Talking about the A-word
• By Ellen Liburt

Pro-life protesters in Wichita chained themselves together to get it out of Kansas. Presidents
Reagan and Bush waged a slow but increasingly
effective war to restrict it. Judge Clarence Thomas
said he hadn't thought about it, so he was appointed to the Supreme Court, which recently
upheld a "gag rule" designed to keep health
workers from even discussing it.
It is the A-word: abortion.
And lately it seems as if everyone is talking
about everything that has anything to do with itexcept the experience itself.
Yet abortion itself is commonplace. Most of the

people you know have either had an abortion or
know someone who has.
More than 41,000 women had abortions in
Maine during the 1980s, according to the state
Office of Data Research and Vital Statistics. Residents of Greater Portland account for more than a
quarter of those - about 1,000 a year.
If you're one of these people, you probably
haven't discussed. it openly. That's unfortunate.
For while no two abortions are the same - even
for the same woman - many of the people who
experience abortion have a lot in common. They
share a deep and lingering sense of loss. They fear
what other people will think not just of their
decision, but of them. They grapple with the

frightening. almost incomprehensible sense of
having complete control over another life. And
most of all, they are bound by a nebulous but
powerful fear of sharing their experiences.
If you're someone who has never experienced
an abortion, you should know that the social and
political dissension surrounding the abortion issue
obscure the actual experience.
And without an understanding of abortion
itself, the political discussion rages on over the Aword - without any basis in reality.
Continued on page 8
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1/2 PRICE SALE

Brand Name MENS' SUITS as low as $169
100% wool SPORTCOATS as low as $119
100% wool OVERCOATS as low as $137
100% cotton DRESS SHffiTS as low as $1999
100% silk $28 NECKTIES as low as $999

SALE NOW THRU
VETERANS'DAY
l
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A.H. BENOIT & CO.

Continued from front page

A review of the top news stories affecting Greater
Portland: October 29 through November 5, 1991.

Local election results

188 Middle St .. In the Old Port

Westbrook
Mayor of Westbrook
Fred C. Wescott
78 Brackett St., Westbrook

DANGER
SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES

ww

•
Bc:r:k Pain
• Hip Pain
• Pain Down Leg
• Shoulder Pain
• Numbess in
Hands

• Heod.a::hes
• Di2ziness
• Neck Pain
• Arthritis

• Indigestion
• Constipation

A Chiropractor can help relieve your pain.
Call for a consultation.

854-4633

Ward 2 Alderman
Peter T. Adams
51 Oakland Ave., Westbrook
854-5490

Aldermen-At-urge
Kenneth M. Lefebvre
80 Mechanic St., Westbrook
772-9llJ5

Ward 3 Alderman
Don E. Richards
429 Saeo St., Westbrook
854-8185

Paul LeConte
8 Louise St.,Westbrook
854-5158

Ward 4 Alderman
ElmerT. Welch
148 North St., Westbrook
854-4245

Ward 1 Alderman
Lionel R. Dumond
164 Marrett St., Westbrook
854-1954

Ward 5 Alderman
Peter Wescott
275 E. Bridge Road, Westbrook
854-2312

South Portland
797-8776
Most Insurances

are accepted.

Dr. Stephen D. WUlkler, D.C.
980 Forest Ave., Suite 106
Portland, ME 04103

Make sure you
don't forget
birthdays &
•
•
anniversaries.

We'll call to
reDlind you!

5~~~~N'~~~;~::_
Portland

Weotbrook

774·5946

854·2518

Frco p<lrki,:z al bolh locations.
AU major credil "" accepled 0,. plio,.. orders.
Ope,. SUlldays. 10-4.

Join our Birthday/Anniversary Club by
filling out and mailing this form.

Open a store charge account, too!
Your name
Address
Daytime phone
Sample
1.
2
3.

4.

Special Occas ion
Mom's Birthday

Date
July 30

Quarry plans rile
Naples neighbors

District 3 Councilor
James A. Soule
23 Whitworth Drive,
South Portland
767-1343

District 4 Councilor
Robert W. Fickett
1106 Highland Ave.,
South Portland
799-2814

Freeport

Scarborough

Councllman-At-Large
Edward F. Bradley Jr.
242 Flying Point Road,
Freeport
865-4612

Town Council At-Large
Philip A. Rowe
26 Down East Lane,
Scarborough

Dlstrkt 3 Councilor
John A. Nelson
2 Church Road, Freeport
865-3009

Michael J. Martin
3 Horseshoe Drive,
Scarborough
883-2554

District 4 Councilor
Cary V. Veilleux
160 Wardtown Road, Freeport
865-0903

• Voters rejected a referendum
for the construction of a new
$1.8 million Town HaIl.

883-9584

Statewide referenda
In addition to passing the turnpike initiative (Question 1),
Maine voters also passed two of the eight other referenda on the
statewide ballot. Maine voters chose to:
• Reject Question 2, a $5,500,000 bond issue for construction,
purchasing and renovation of correctional facilities.
• Reject Question 3, a $16,500,000 bond issue to help municipalities and water districts with the costs of protecting water
quality.
• Reject Question 4, a $7,500,000 bond issue for use in
providing financing assistance to Maine's natural resource and
other industries for job retention and job creation.
• Reject Question 5, a $5,000,000 bond issue for the purchase
of outstanding recreational and scenic lands, wildlife habitat
conservation and increasing public access for Mainers.
• Reject Question 6, a $10,000,000 bond issue to fund grants
and loans to municipalities and regional associations for
recycling and landfill deanup.
• Reject Question 7, a $5,000,000 bond issue for major
renovations and improvements at state parks and for the
preservation of historic buildings open to the public.
• Approve Question 8, a $29,700,000 bond issue for improvements to highways, state and local bridges, airports, state ferry
vessels and harbors, making the state eligible for up to
$103,000,000 in matching federal funds.
• Approve Question 9, which amends the Constitution of
Maine to provide that funds appropriated to the Maine State
Retirement System become assets of the system and not be
diverted to another pupose.

The tactics employed by the
opposing camps were as distinct as the Portland watering
holes they chose for their election-night parties.
The prO-Widening forces
began by arguing for the turnpike widening. But mid-summer, with the help of a California consulting firm, that
group renamed itself the Vote
No On #1 Coalition and saturated the October airwaves
with television and radio advertising that portrayed the
transportation policy as unnecessary red tape.
IronicaH y, in a terse concession speech delivered at the
posh but somber Portland Regency Hotel, Vote No chairwoman Barbara Trafton
blamed her loss on "misleading" television advertisements
placed by the Campaign for
Sensible Transportation during the final hours of the campaign.
Those ads pictured Transportation Commissioner Dana
Connors, former Governor
Kenneth Curtis and State Police Chief Andrew Demers all of whom had taped testimonials for the Vote No group
along with Governor
McKernan and a graph depicting the state's budget deficit.
"First they gave us a $1 billion
deficit," intoned the deepthroated TV announcer, "and
now they want to waste another $100 million to gold plate
the turnpike."
As calculated, McKernan
took the bait and publicly
howled about the ad thereby magnifying its lastminute impact.
''We saved all our television
pennies for one tactical strike
at the end," said Caron. "The
Vote No camp attacked us with
inaccurate and misleading advertisements for weeks and
weeks, so we took out our one
little slingshot and hurled our
one little ad - and hit the giant on the head."
But the Campaign for Sensible Transportation's victory
party, held at Father O'Hara's
pub on Danforth Street, was
equally the result of a year
spent building a grassroots
network of 300 volunteers who
brought an unusually high
voter turnout to this off-year
election.
Losses were heavy in the
No camp: Trafton's hopes to
springboard a victory into a
campaign for political office
were dashed and Connors
must now implement the
policy he campaigned against
heavily - while facing down
an angry highway lobby that
spent a million dollars and lost.
'The big winners are the
people of Maine," said Caron
to the election-night crowd.
"Today we set a new standard
for citizen involvement. We
took transportation planning
out of the hands of the special
interests and put it in our
hands."
•

~.

A cement company's plan
to open a granite quarry in
Naples drew opposition from
neighbors, who claim the 15acre operation would
threaten drinking water and
ruin their serene lifestyle. .
'They're not going to be
good neighbors no matter
what they do," said Cecilia
Wemau, who moved with
her husband Henry to a log
home of their dreams on
Madison Mountain.
The Wemaus and others
fear their tranquility will be
shattered by dynamite blasts,
grating machinery and huge,
rumbling dump trucks if
Dragon Products Inc. opens a
quarry on the 700-foot
mountain ridge.
Dragon officials said the
proposed quarry meets all
requirements and will not
disturb anyone. The project
was OK'd by the state
Department of Environmental Protection and was
approved on appeal by the
Naples Planning Board.
A group called Neighbors
of Madison Mountain has
filed a lawsuit asking a
Superior Court judge to
reverse the town's approval
and send it back to the
planning board, where they
hope it will be rejected. The
project is on hold until the
lawsuit can be resolved.
Dragon, the state's largest
supplier of ready-mix
concrete, operates quarries in
Thomaston, Portland and
Chapman.

Portland to be oil
spill cleanup base
Within 15 months, Portland Harbor will become one
of four centers on the East
Coast equipped to deal with a
major oil spill.
Marine Spill Response
Corp., a non-profit company
created by the major oil
companies, plans to station in
Portland a 208-foot oil
cleanup ship, 2 1/2 miles of
oil booms, four skimmers to
vacuum oil and a barge to
store cleaned-up oil.
"1 hope 1 never have to
clean up an oil spill here,"
said J. Stephen Darrler,
manager of the Northeast
division of Marine Spill.
"In terms of degree of
difficulty and number of
areas that could be potentially contaminated, this
would be a long-term
cleanup operation," said
Darrler, who explained that a
spill the size of the Exxon
Valdez spill in Alaska would
extend from Cape Cod to
Norfolk, Va.
Marine Spill was created
after Congress passed the Oil
Pollution Act of 1990 requiring oil shippers and handlers
to develop a national plan for
responding to oil spills by
February 1993. The other
Northeast ports to get
response vessels are New
York, Cape May, N .J., and
Norfolk, Va.

• Continued on page 4

BOOKS ETC

FREE BOOK
One Free with 10

Book Card
For gifts or for yourself,
Start your Book Card Now.
38 Exchange st. • In the Old Port· 774-O(j26· Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

tJ3eautijul
J'fowers

for the
Jiofiaays

'D.5. L~
J'ine J'fowers

~)
468 :JoreStreet, Portland, Maine
1·207·772·3881

THE $99.00
Cere6rating
'Ilie year of'Ii6et
AN EXHIBIT OF TIBETAN MEDITATIVE PAINTINGS
~
~

21 NOVEMBER ·19 DECEMBER 1991
OPENING RECEPTION, THURSDAY, 21 NOVEMBER 5· 8PM

RICHARD •PARKS •GALLERY
288 Fore Street, Portland, ME 04101 (207) 774·1322

BALOUCH
We thought we'd
never get more of these rugs.
But, from a warehouse in
Gennany more have arrived.
These are Afghan Balouch
nomadic prayer size rugs,
approximately 3x5.
They'll go quickly.
They make great gifts!

Discover.•.
"The Maine Source
of Oriental Rugs"©
Bringing you Oriental Rugs
at unbeatable prices
since , Y C\ tl 1974

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd.• Rt 9
Falmouth. Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-51Ues.-Sat.

..
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SMALL WONDERS

by
pi~~N:lE "
• Continued from page 3

FREE

SUPERCAB 4X4

-

'--'--,

.

AIR CONDITIONING

814,49500

from $125 pair & up
1 yrs parts & labor

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
UNJ1L CHRISTMAS

""'"'*'~

AFTER REBATES

3 SUPERCABS
IN STOCK2WD & 4X4

NewE~laRd
(Hi-Fi) Music e.O
(207) 883-41 73
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8 PM last caUl

family and friends.
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WARRIOR
OF THE

RAINBOW
Celebrating the
Life of the Spirit
in
Worship, the Arts &
Community Service

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue

Portland. ME 04 103
(207) 772-8277

Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday
No Heavy Hymnals
Childcare provided

~

• Family Payment Plans
• Same Day Eme~ency Care •
• Evenings & Weekends By Appointment
• Children To Seniors Welcome

to

-, patrons~ "a,'

Thanks to OUT staff.

AFFORDABLE
FAMILY HEALTH CARE

Don't suffer any longer. Chiropractic
corrects the cause afyour pain.
A BETTER WAY CHIROPRACTIC

2063 Outer Congress
(next to UNUM) Portland
879-5433

harvest vegetable casserole + indonesian chicke
french lasagna + eggplant rollatini + spanakopit
mi so soup + .
. • • • • • • • • • • • -.pepperburger
mediterranea~
.fish stew + t
pesto lasagne. I)I~I)I)I~II(~I
.+ m?ussaka +
black bean e·
.....
.nchllada + ta
ndoori chick·
Great vegetarian cuisine,
• en + curri ed
•
OI'ganic beef. and tasly
•
11
corn chowder.
seatood,allatreasonable
.+ sca ops wi
th spi cy pea.
pricl'~, in a smoke-free
.nut sauce + b
luefi sh and .
environment, SL'vPllllights
.tamari ginger
sauce + curr·
a week!
• ied beef pi e
+ greek salac:
7!l MI[)OLE ST., PORTLAND
.+ haddock sko
rdaU a + beet.
772-0531
:and tomato so
up + tuni 51 aT. • • • • • • •• • • ••
.cous cous + 5
pinach mushroom pie + salmon with hollandaise +
creampuffs with chocolate sauce + key lime pie +

..IJII

----------------------~

- Come VIsit Our Current Work RR4 Box 4366 Freeport. Maine. 04032 (207) 688-5555

F~~~ICE

GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
AIII4It/P.llu.tric M.llicim • Office Gynecology
M,."ipl4llJtion • Pr.""tllti,e Mellici"e

Walk·In and by Appointtnent
222 St. John St., Suite #322, Port1ind, Maine. 871·1300

Russo sues 008
Frank Russo and Dale
Blow, the former operators of
the Seashore Performing Arts
Centre (SeaP AC), filed a
lawsuit against Old Orchard
Beach on Nov. 4, charging
town councilors with forcing
them out of business by
requiring them to lower
music volumes during
concerts.
The suit, filed in York
County Superior Court, asks
for the return of a $600,000
security depOSit, along with
unspecified monetary
damages.
Russo and Blow had been
battling town councilors over
a ooncert volume ordinance
passed last month that set a
limit of 62 decibels on
concerts at SeaPAC.

Women march
against violence
More than 100 women
rallied at Fort Allen Park in
Portland and then marched
through Munjoy Hill and the
Old Port on Nov. 2 to protest
violence against women.
The march, organized by
the Greater Portland National
Organization for Women, the
University of Southern Maine
Women's Forum and the
Family Crisis Shelter, was
held to "celebrate the power
of women and take back the
streets that are normally
unsafe," acoording to Beth
Toolan, one of the organizers.
Organizers said attitudes
about violence against
women are changing because
of the attention focused on
sexual harassment, in light of
the charges brought by Anita
Hill against Supreme Court
Justice Clarence Thomas.

Guilford to bid for
Maine rail line
"We can do it cheaper and
better than Amtrak," said
Colin Pease, executive vice
president of Guilford Transportation Industries, which
plans to bid against Amtrak
for the right to provide
passenger service from
Boston to Maine.
Pease said Guilford's
proposal will include stops in
Freeport, Augusta and
Waterville, as well as options
for seasonal service to Old
Orchard Beach.
Guilford already operates
freight service in Maine.
Amtrak dropped its Boston to
Portland route in 1965.

Storm outdoes
Hurricane Bob
A violent Atlantic storm
brought an estimated $6
million of damage to ooastal
areas of York and
Cumberland oounties on Oct.
30. More than 100 homes

were damaged.
Loca I officials said the
storm and tidal flooding
caused far more damage to
the ooast than did Hurricane
Bob, which swept ashore
Aug. 19, and rivaled the
destruction wrought by a
winter storm in February
1978.
The damage was caused
by an intense storm churning
about 100 miles south of
Nantucket. It caused a high
tide in Portland that was
among the 10 highest since
the National Weather Service
began keeping records there
in 1914.
Gov. John R. McKernan
asked President Bush on
Nov. 4 to declare the southern Maine coast a federal
disaster area, which would
make it eligible for funds.
Bush, who got a firsthand
look at his storm-damaged
Kennebunkport vacation
home on Nov. 2, was expected to sign the request.

Webster plan OK'd
by court, creditors
The first major bankruptcy-reorganization plan
filed by a developer who
crashed and burned when the
bottom fell out of Portland's
real estate market was
approved by U.S. Bankruptcy
Court on Nov. 1.
William H. Webster's
reorganization plan resolves
45 real estate and business
partnerships that had
accumulated $93 million in
debt.
Webster, a high roller in
the 1980s real estate market
and the fonner president of
Morse Payson & Noyes
Financial in Portland, filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
reorganization in March 1990.
Some of Webster's creditors will be paid in full, but
others still claim millions of
dollars. Fleet Bank of Maine
has claims of about $4.7
million, and Webster's former
oolleagues at Morse Payson
claim they are owed a
oombined total of $3.5
million.
To help satisfy claims,
Webster liquidated his
partnership and personal
holdings. He sold his Cape
Elizabeth home for $575,000,
a house in Northeast Harbor
for $113,500 and a condominium on Portland's
waterfront for $175,000.

ACT UP Portland
wants better clinic
Five members of ACT UP
Portland met with Maine
Medical Center President
Donald McDowell on Oct. 31
to argue that Maine Med's
proposed AIDS clinic is
unacceptable.
The AIDS clinic, which is
scheduled to open in January,
will provide speciality
treatment for AIDS patients
two mornings a week.
"The group from ACT UP
Portland feels we haven't
gone far enough in regards to
the AIDS Clinic," said
McDowell. "We feel the AIDS
Clinic will meet the needs of

treating people with AIDS."
"A clinic open seven days
a week, staffed by AIDS
specialists, is the least we will
accept from Maine Med,"
said a news release from ACT
UP Portland.
The proposed clinic is
based on hospital oosts, and
has not been finalized,
according to McDowell.
"When we open in January
we will better be able to
evaluate whether the clinic
should have longer operating
hours," he said.
ACT UP Maine, another
AIDS activist group which is
not affiliated with ACT UP
Portland, has also declared
the clinic inadequate.

Cathie Pelletier
Book Signing

Ricci arrested,
AG to step in
The owner of Scarborough
Downs race track was
arrested after allegedly
threatening a Portland police
officer.
Joseph J. Ricci, a Falmouth
resident, was charged with
criminal threatening and
disorderly conduct after
being arrested at about 10:30
p.m. on Oct. 29 in the parking
lot of the Amato's on Washington Avenue in Portland.
Ricci filed a formal
complaint with the police
department the next day,
challenging Officer Gary
Hutcheson's account of the
incident.
Lt. Detective Richard J.
Rizzo said Hutcheson was
responding to another call in
the area when he saw a man
yelling in the parking lot of
the store.
When Hutcheson asked if
there was a problem, the man
became belligerent and began
screaming obscenities at the
officer, acoording to the
report. The man threatened to
fight Hutcheson when the
officer asked for identification, Rizzo said .
The case will be prosecuted by the state Attorney
General's Office. The
Cumberland County District
Attorney's Office usually
would prosecute such a case,
but District Attorney
Stephanie Anderson worked
for Ricci when she was a
private attorney.

"Readers familiar with Pelletier's novels
will rejoyce to find themselves back in
Mattagash ... This masterful work casts a
wide net in it's portrayal of present-day
descendents of Mattagash's early
settlers ... Pelletier's ear for dialogue is
exceptional, and her characters' interior
monologues, what they think but don't
say, are subversive, humorous and
heartbreaking. "
- Publishers Weekly

12 - 1:30 on Friday
November 8
at

Bookland Downtown
1 Monument Square
Portland, Maine

772-4045

bool{land
ofMaine
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PRICES OF THE YEAR

'8

30 DAY

SLUMBER ELEGANCE
Ortho-Comfort Support
luxury FIrm

BUY BACK
GUARANTEE

l' -

$8260

ea. pc...
Full Set... $175
Queen 2 pc set... $ 2 2 S ' l i ;
WID

SOLD IN SETS ONLY

SIMPLY THE BEST
PremIum luxury Comfort
lOyr guarantee

IOyr guarantee

Twin ea. pc ... 889 50
Full Set. .. $250
6."'u~m Queen 2 pc set. .. $299
\...
King 3 pc set. .. $399

~ ~~;;,~;~~!;~S~O~L;D~)NijS~E~TS~O~N;:LY~~;;.
FREE FRAME

Curbside recycling
proposed in city

with all sets

A recycling proposal
under study by Portland's
public works director oould
help the city meet a state
mandate to recycle half of its
waste by mid-1994.
The proposal would offer
incentives to Portlanders to
separate their trash into
specially marked bags, one
for recycling and one for the
incinerator.
Under the proposal,
Portlanders would be given
no-cost or low-priced bags to
put their glass, can and
plastic recyclables in, and
charged $3 for specially
marked bags destined for the
Regional Waste Systems
(RW5) incinerator.

LOCAL DELIVERY

• Continued on page 6
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FREE

RADIANCE DESIGNER
Super-Ultra Luxury FIrm
lSyr guarantee

Twin ea. pC ... 899 50
Full Set. .. $299
Queen 2 pc set ... $349
King 3 pc set... $499
SOLD IN SETS ONLY

MEDALLION
PILLOW TOP
20yr guarantee

Full Set ... $299
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RUSSIAN
WATERWAYS:
JOURNEY THROUGH
THE CZARIST PAST

We're Much More Than

• Continued from page 5

JOin

us in May on a new, unique cruise from
Leningrad to Moscow on rivers, canals and lakes that
are just now opened to foreign travelers.
Travel in complete comfon on the new Ruaaian Riverboat MY
P~OMOV. ~ f!leaIa ~ Ibore excuniona are included. Fly
Fmruur to Helainki, overnight before continuing on to Ruasia. Our
~scort/lec.turer ia Prince GaIitzine, Oxford Univenity. Gain insight
mto the history and culture of Russia on this incredible voyage.
PIan to join us now.
For details and complete listing of what's new in '92, please calI.

781-3395
lAnD TOURS and CRUISES, INC.
"For 1M bur qlllJliry WJCtlriOflS worldw~ . "

FOUR FUNDY ROAD, FALMOUTH ME 04105

ODDS ARE SHE'LL
SAY 'YES' ANYWAY.
BUT WHY NOT
STACK THE DECK
IN YOUR FAVOR?

We're also the leading source for
STENCILS AND STENCIUNG SUPPUES
OVER 400 SfENCILS TO CHOOSE FROM:
• Gail Grisi • StenciIEase • StenArt
• jeannie Serpa • Liberty House
• BRUSHES. PAINI'S: Acrylics, Japan and Paintsticks
• CLASSES. PERSONAL ATTENTION TO COLOR AND
DESIGN COORDINATION
We're easy to find: Just 1/2 mile north of Exit 10, Maine Thrnpike
100 Gray Road. West Falmouth
797-7568 • Tues-Sat 10-4

AFFORDABLE
FAMILY HEALTH CARE
Do You Suffer From:
Headaches
Sciatica
Back Pain • .'~ . Ann/Leg Pain
Anhritis
Fatigue
."
Tension
. Neck/Shoulder Pain

With the family pliln, receive the care you need
for only $200 a month.

A BETTER WAY CHIROPRACTIC
2063 Outer Congress
Give your love a brilliant beginning with a Lazare diamond.
Each one is cut to precise angles and proportions to achieve a
spectacular balance of brilliance, sparkle and fire. We'll help you
to choose a very special Lazare diamond for a lifetime of love.
In styles shown, from $1,690.

(next to UNUM) Portland

879-5433

BRQWNGo1dsmiJhs
GEMOLOGISTS. DES IGN ERS

Hours: Mon .- Thur., 10-6; Fri., 10-8; Sat., 10-5:30.
One Mechanic Street , just off Main Street, downtown Freeport
(207) 865·4126 1-800-734-GOLD

Kids' Gear Is Here!

Countdown
to the
Smokeout
Wednesday
November 20, 1991

WEATHERPROOF YOUR KIDS!
I and 2 Piece Snowsuits'

Polar Plu. jackets· Rainwear
• Waterproof Rain & Wmter
Boots • Wool Sox & Warm

\luff)' \1\
tot \\eSt
Se\ect \01\

Har•• Sweatsuit••

Waterproof Mitrens &
Gloves· Sweaters' Long
Underwear • Kid. Shoes
Brambilla France,
Amorican Widgeon,
Chell)' Tree, Cluck

BrambllJa
down
Jacket ,.
snawpants
from our
selecllon
01
BrambllJa
down
outerwear.
20% OFF
en lire line.

RosSI, Crescent Down
Works, Sara', Prints,
Weebok, Baby Bag Co.,
Toddler University,
Bear Bssics, Echofield
Cotton, Lacrosse

Waterproof Boots, Sabi
Boots, Aaphappy,
Wigwam Sox and more.

On the eve of the Great American Smokeout,
our panel will offer information, encouragement, and practical advice for breaking the hold
of cigarettes. Whether you're about to quit or
have a friend or loved one who should, join us
for this special Healthy Happy Hour.
Join usfor the next rrcc Healthy Happy Hour
beginning at 5 PM in the Dana Center at Maine
Medical Center. Join usfor fruit juices , cheese
and crackers, vegetable trays, and more. The
parking is free, and we'll even check your cholesterol and blood pressure at no charge l (Screenings
begin at4:30 PM.) Call 871-2190for more
information.

Lacross
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273
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St., Portland 772·5357 • Mon.Sat.

Children's museum
moving downtown
The Children's Museum of
Maine announced Oct. 31 that
it will be moving to downtown Portland by October
1992.
The museum, which
purchased the Greater
Portland Chamber of Commerce building for $300,000,
is in the middle of a $2.5
million capital fund-raising
campaign which will go
toward renovating the 165year-old building. The fundraising drive has already
brought in $600,000, acoording to Sherry laBelle of the
Children's Museum.

Congress funds
Maine parks
Legislation that provides
money to expand the
Mooschorn National Wildlife
Refuge, help Acadia National
Park and create a wildlife
refuge at Lake Umbagog has
cleared Congress.
An Interior Department
appropriations bill authorizing money for those projects
and others now goes to
President Bush, who is
expected to sign it.
The bill provides $2
million for land acquiSition at
the Moosehorn refuge in
Washington County. Federal
officials want to expand the
refuge around Cobscook Bay
to protect vital habitat for
wintering black ducks and
eagles.
The legislation also
allocates $5 million to
establish the Lake Umbagog
National Wildlife Refuge on
the Maine-New Hampshire
border. The area provides
habitat for eagles and
peregrine faloons, along with
other waterfowl and wildlife.
The Rachel Carson
National Wildlife Refuge in
York County will also get
$2.4 million to continue
buying land to protect
estuaries between Kittery and
Cape Elizabeth.

Insurance firms
threaten pullout

Waterproof
Winter Booll

D'S

"We have to give people
an incentive to recycle," said
George Flaherty, the ci ty' s
public works director, "and
this proposal is a way of
doing just that."
Flaherty said his department is studying similar
programs already in effect in
other New England towns
"to see what problems we
should avoid."

cYeollr

Companies that provide
the lion's share of workers'
compensation insurance in
Maine have joined their
smaller competitors in
threatening to pull out of the
market, a prospect some
lawmakers say underscores

the need for the state to get
into the business.
The companies in question
provide up to 90 percent of
the mandatory ooverage
against workplace injuries.
"I can't run the risk of
bankrupting the company,"
said Richard A. Sawyer, the
president of Hanover of
Maine, the largest provider of
workers' oompensation.
Besides Hanover, the other
companies that notified state
regulators on Oct. 31 that
they intend to stop providing
coverage in january are
affiliated with Hartford,
Travelers, Commercial
Union, Maryland Casualty,
USF&G, Peerless, Canal and
American Fidelity.
The pullout may be in
response to a federal lawsuit
filed earlier this year by a
group of businesses that
accused several insurers of
conspiring to fix prices
through a similar threatened
abandonment of the Maine
market four years ago.

USM inaugurates
new president
Richard Pattenaude was
inaugurated as the president
of the UniverSity of Southern
Maine on Nov. 1, at the
Portland campus gym.
Pattenaude, who is
succeeding outgOing President Patricia Plant, was
formerly the vice president
for academic affairs at
Central Connecticut State
University.

1989 ISUZU TROOPER II
LS Package, loaded
low miles

$12,900

PERFORMANCE MOTORS
MERCEDES· BENZ
183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105
TEL (207) 781,3207
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Bejamin Mendlowitz:
Slide Show, discussion and booksigning
Friday, November 8 at 6 p.m.
Bc:n '. photographs are found in Tiu lIOOd.lIboat calendar, Wood<!lIboat
rmgazine, Dowrwul rmgazine and ebewhere. lfu tilt. will be very much a
how-to for fol .... like us who aspire to ...er bettt:r inarine photognphs. He will
sign Woodenboat calendars or the Iowely new boot. he and Peler Spectre
produced about the Maine Schoonu. ·Plmal' III Tw. W

Marine & NG"tkGI
BOOK SALE!
NOll.lO-17
20% OFF

•

HARBOU

Unfinished
Furnihire

---'I

OOKS

Lower FaIls Landing, Route 88, Y.lrmouth 'if 846· 6306
Mon. - Thun. &: Sat. 9-6; Fri. 9-8; Sun. 12·5

Associated Press.

or No bones about it, the
former governor's crypt is
empty.
The bod y of Enoch
Linooln, the poet-governor
who helped choose the site
for Maine's Capitol, was
buried in a tomb facing the
granite building in 1842.
But today his crypt is
littered with beer cartons,
obscured by overgrown
shrubs - and mysteriously
empty. The case of the
missing bones puzzles
historians and sta te property
custodians who have found
no evidence that the remains
were ever moved.
Sheila McKenna, a history
specialist in the state library,
guessed that state workers
who spruced up the tomb in
the 1950s forgot to put
everything back.

3 Pc.
Computer
Desk

Lift Top Desk

Reported by Eric J-/annelius,
Monte Paulsen and The

weird news

JV\ASTERCRAFT
4 WEEK SALE

PARK ONE OF THESE
UNDER ATREE.

Surprise someone this
Christmas with a
beautiful new bike
from Trek. Your Trek
dealer has a variety of
Trek road, mountain

and hybrid bikes that
feature the latest in
technology and the
ultimate in rider
enjoyment. Oh what
fun it is to ride a Trek.

Glenn AdamslAssoc~ted Press

CycleMania
59 Federal St., Portland

(207) 774-2933
M-W: 10-5:30
T-F: 10-7; Sat: 10-5

BEHIND LEVINSKY'S. PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

2 Pc.
Secretary Desk

-Major Credit Cords Accepted-

582 US Rte 1 • Dunstan Comer
Scarborough.883-2145

Hours:
Mon-Sat
9:30-5:30,
Thurs til 8,
Sun 12-4
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DESIGN

FOR CHRISTMAS

* 15% off

If ordered
before Thanksgiving!
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Monday· Friday 8-6. Saturday 10·4
M81ket Street (next 10 the Oyster Club) Old port, Portland •
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Abortion is commonplace. We talk about the issues
surrounding it all the time. But we hardly ever talk about
abortion itself.
If you're not a woman who's had an abortion, chances
are you know one. She's between 10 and 44 years old. She
probably had an abortion when she was anywhere from less
than nine to 19 weeks pregnant. It cost between $300 and
$500 if she had it in her first trimester.
The operation was most likely a dilation and suction
(vacuum aspiration) abortion, the procedure most commonly
used for pregnancies up to 12 weeks.
The procedure was safer than invasive surgery in the
dentist's chair, according to health-care workers. The woman
experienced mild to moderate discomfort for a couple of days
afterwards. Then she returned to the clinic or doctor about
three weeks later for a routine check-up - and went on with
her life.
The majority of women who have abortions in the
Portland area do so either at the Women's Community
Health Center in Portland or at the office of a private physician in a nearby town, according to Dr. Phillip Stubblefield,
chief of obstetrics and gynecology at Maine Medical Center
in Portland. Maine Med also performs a limited number of
abortions, as do a few other local physicians and a group
practice.
Although her experience was shared by tens of thousands of other women in the state, she probably didn't talk
much about it outside a close circle of family and friends - if
that.
"My biggest fear was not the actual abortion, but the
people around the abortion - who would know, who
wouldn't," said one woman who recently had an abortion,
and who did not want her name used.
In this way, a silence of intimidation occurs: Doctors
avoid publicity for fear of becoming the targets of right-to-life
protests; women avoid discussion because of social pressure.
The physician who performs a lion's share of local
abortions is highly sensitive about publicity. His office
manager said he chooses to be discreet within the community
and doesn't talk to newspapers for the sake of patient
confidentiality.
Several other local doctors contacted by CBWalso
declined to comment for this article.
NIt's not that the doctors feel bad about what they are
doing." said a health-care worker familiar with the area's
leading abortion practice. '1t's that they want to protect the
privacy of their patients."
And it's not just protesters who worry these doctors.
"There are a lot of parents and boyfriends who don't
want their daughters and girlfriends to have abortions. One
father came into the waiting room and dragged his daughter
out," she said.
"It's kind of like the battered women's shelter," she
added, "you want to keep it as private as possible. Because
(the doctor) has had picketers there, (publicity) would just
increase picketing and harassment of clients. Those women,
like battered women, go there hoping to avoid their abusive
partners and any other kind of hassle."
And these women, like the medical professionals who
attend to them, are afraid of talking about abortion.
Even women who are not threatened by fathers or
boyfriends avoid discussing abortion openly because of more
subtle social pressures. Their shame is based in part on their
perceptions of unarticulated but pervasive stereotypes about
what kind of women have abortions and why.
In the interviews that follow, three local women speak
out about their abortions. Their names have all been changed
at their request. But their stories show that the alienating
experience of abortion is also one of the most common.

Having a baby
Maria was 14 years old when she had an abortion.
UI was raped," she explained. "I had a boyfriend, and
(the rapist> was a friend of ours who I was at a party with.
"He's not a friend of mine anymore," she added dryly.
Maria talked to a councilor at the Family Planning clinic
in Portland before deciding to have an abortion.
"It was mine," she said of her decision. '1 talked to
people about it, but it's always the woman's decision anyway."
The rape influenced the way she views her abortion.
Hit makes it a lot easier because I know the way I feel
about the baby," she said. "The father was someone who I
despise, you know? So it's not as easy to love the childespecially if it's going to look like that person."
She giggled nervously.
"He didn't know I was pregnant, he didn't know I had
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''There's no place
like it in Portland"

***j

M.E. Curley
Portlond Pr_ Herold

20 danforlh at •• 772-8114

"M".'I" 5--'t-old Inf.m clutc.... lit her finger.
an abortion. I hate him," she said.
"My boyfriend flipped out at first. He didn't really
realize what happened," Maria said. And then once he
realized that I was telling the truth and everything, then he
was very supportive.'"
Her boyfriend was with her during the abortion, which
wasn't as painful as Maria had expected.
"1 guess a lot of people think about what the baby would
have looked like, what he would've been like," she said. "I
really didn't think about the baby's life; I know it would've
been miserable for both of us."
Although she was firm in her decision to abort, Maria
had mixed feelings about discussing the procedure.
"It was just something I didn't want to share," she said,
searching for words to explain her reluctance. '1 didn't really
tell anybody about it."
Maria said she wasn't upset that friends knew, but she
never told her father. '1'm not entirely secure in his feelings
towards me," she reasoned, "so what is he going to think
about me if I tell him? I don't really know what to expect
from my father. That's what really scares me, is not knowing."
After the abortion, Maria went on the pill. And the
second time she found herself pregnant, she had no choice
but to have a child.
Maria missed a couple of periods after going on the pill,
but she said a woman at the clinic told that her irregularity
was due to the pill. By the time she returned again, she was
six months pregnant.
"1 probably would've had an abortion for the baby I have
now," said Maria, "if it hadn't been too late.
"When I think about what I'm saying, it's like 1
would've killed this kid, too'" - her hands moved restlessly
in her lap - "when now I have a baby I love."
The last three months of her pregnancy were difficult,
said Maria, because she and her boyfriend were both emotional wrecks. The two intended to put the child up for
adoption.
"But I guess it's not that easy," she said, her voice
softening. "You have a baby and you feel attached. You've
been carrying him around for nine months ... When you have
a baby, you realize more what a human life means."
"The comparison between ending a child's life and
having another begin - it's so incredible to think you have
so much control over the life of a human being." she said,
quietly.
A cat rubbed itself around her legs and batted a baby
swing hanging next to Maria's chair.
"It's kind of scary."
U

More like an adult
When asked about her first abortion, Dana excused
herself, ran up the stairs and returned, breathless, with her
journal. Flipping through the pages filled with large, loopy
print, she arrived at the entry and read, "July 6, 1989."
The second one, she noted carefully, was "Thursday,
May 17, 1990."
.
Dana was 15 years old when she had her first abortion,

MEN IN
RECOVERY
Proactive
Recovery
Groups

CBW{To1l« Harbert

and 16 for her second. She said most of the girls she knows
have had the same experience: They started hanging around
with older people, stopped seeing friends their own age, and
just grew up too fast.
"This is the worst thing." she said. "If you go to a party
in South Portland, you'll find 12- and 13-year-old girls who
are getting drunk and doing drugs and going home with the
first guy who puts an arm around them."
She added wryly that using a condom isn't the first
thought that springs to the mind of a drunken 12-year-old.
'1 can name girls who are 11 years old who have had
sex," she said. "I was 13."
Dana said she had an abortion the first time because her
birth control failed. And the second? "Well, I used condoms
- but that was only sometimes," she said with a burst of
laughter.
There were other differences between the two abortions
as well. Dana said her first boyfriend was a drug addict, that
she was doing drugs and that she worried about their effect
on the fetus. She broke off that relationship after the abortion.
Then Dana met someone new and told him about her
experience. He was supportive of her and they've been
seeing each other ever since.
"And then the same thing happened with him," she said.
The second time, Dana went to talk to a counselor who
specializes in helping people who are unmarried and expecting. Dana's considerations were very different the second

MEN IN RECOVERY,
groups for men with
one or more years in
successful recovery
seeking a pragmatic,
action oriented
approach to solving
daily life dilemnas.
Ufe skills
developement
including:
· Setting personal
bounderies & limits
• Intimacy & sexuaHty·
issues for men
· The art of negotiating
with ~ pa1rer
· Taking ca-e of
yourself financially
• Reciscovering
"play" as an adult
· St..vMng the
stress of the 90's
· Groups start monthly.
Insurance reimbursable

For more information call
Dr. David Margolis.
781-2185. If unavailable.
leave day ard evenirg
phone numbers. All ca'is
personally responded to by
Dr. Iv1argolis.

Continued on page 10

WHERE TO CET PRECNANCY COUNSEUNC
Community Counseling Center
J43 Forelt Ave., PortlMMl
874-1030
The center offers all types of counseling, including counseling
for unwed and teen parents. Sliding fee scale, Medicaid and
insurance fee reimbursable.

M.lne Medic" Center
ZZ Br.m....1 St., Portl.nd

871-4Z21

The OB/GYN clinic offers a full range of OB/GYN services.
Maine Med also offers a limited number of low<ost abortions,
limited to residents of Cumberland County who are already
patients in the hospital's.c1inics. Sliding fee scale.

PI.nned P.nnthood of Northern New EnglMMl
500 Forest Ave., PortIMMI
874-1095
Planned Parenthood, and its sister clinic, Women's Choice,
provide pregnancy testing and options counseling; birth
control;
screening and treatment; screening for breast and
cervical cancer, anemia and blood cholesterol; and referrals for
other health care as needed. The clinics do not give out
information over the phone. Sliding fee scale.

sro

Women'l Community Hellith Center
:Z:ZZ St. John St., PortI ....d
773-72.47
The center does give info~ation over the phone. It offers
pregnancy testing, options counseling, OB/GYN care &;
abortion. Set fees.
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780 Bridgton Road (Rl 302)
Westbrook, Maine 04092
207·854·0160
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Try OuT Chili
Voted Portland's
Best in 1990!
Make sure to attend the

1991 Chili and
Chowder Challenge,
Nooember9,
to

Continued from page 9

cast :your ootes again!

Entertainment 6 Nights
See Listings or call for info.
175 Pickett St • S. Portland
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Tired of Credit Companies Calling You?
Interested in a Fresh Start?
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Classic
Impressions
51 Exchange Street
Old Port
874-6980
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time around.
"I had a lot of things I wan ted to get off my chest," she
said. The counselor "just listened to my concerns: money,
housing, education - basically, if I keep it, can 1support it?
If I keep it, will I be able to stay in school? If I do stay in
school, will I be able to afford day care, or not? Family: Are
they going to be supportive, against me?"
,
Dana continued: "What about him? A lot of girls don't
even think about the guy; all they think about is whether he's
going to stick around or not. But it goes beyond that. .. Is it
going to emotionally hurt him?"
.. .
Dana and her boyfriend talked about therr decISIon. Her
boyfriend said he would support any decision she made, but
she vacillated from day to day for awhile.
"We finally decided we were for an abortion," she said.
Dana's boyfriend held her hand during the procedure,
which she said lasted about four minutes. "It happened so
fast," she said. "And I was out of it."
Dana also considered adoption. But that would have
been "10 times more emotionally draining than having an
abortion," she said.
"With an abortion," she said, "you're not really attached.
You haven't really begun to feel the signs. You haven't felt it
move. You don't know. And so it's a lot different."
Even so, Dana said she still feels a sense of loss on
Mother's Day.
"I have about 10 friends between the ages of 15 and 21
who have children," she said. "And sometimes I'll be over
there taking care of one of my friend's kids so she can do a
couple of things around the house, and I'll just think, 'I
wonder what it would have been like? I wonder what it
would've looked like?'
"That's a big thing," she said. "People might say, 'Hey,
you know you're just a kid,' but I think about that stuff. They
think that you're just a normal teen.
"And until all this happened," said Dana, "that's how
my parents thought of me. This led me one step closer to my
parents treating me more like an adult," she said.
"Because I made the decision on my own, and 1 took
control of it myself, and 1 understood exactly what I had got
myself into."

Baby Elvis

,

COOKIN

KATAHDIN
While we were buildlnll Katahdin last year we received the same
well.meaning advice over and over again. That it was fool hardy co
open a new restaurant in Portland in the midst of a recession, and
that there were already too many places to eat and not enough
money for people to spend in them. However, we had the feeling that
if we offered good food at good prices things would work out fine.

Portland • UU 772-1939
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6:30 AM

Open daily till 11:~ PM,
Ifri. Be Sat. till midnight
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Green Mountain Coffee
Quiche., Port Bakebouae
Bread, Bagell

HOT Be COLD
Sandwichel
Meatball Be Sausage
S agbeUi" ...."""
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We realize that the free.spending BO's are over and that people
want more value for their money. That's why we try to offer the
highest quality food at reasonable prices, We offer many low priced
menu items. We also offer lower prices for children, so if all you've
been able to afford lately are fast food ouelets, consider treadng the
family ro a real dining experience. It'll be educational for the kids
and a learning experiance for you as well. You'll discover that you
can still eat out and not bust your budget.
W co were down on the waterfront the other day and watched the
fishing boats come In with their catch. We were reminded of how
quickly and efficienely a fish goes from swimming in rhe ocean (0
being parr of a finished dish at the restaurant. Whether it be
monlctail, grey sole, haddock, salmon, trout or tuna - we take the
freshest fish and prepare them in many delicious and innovative
ways. Our panfried trout, stuffed sole, and fish chowder are
permanent menu offerings. We also have the Fresh Catch of the Day
and Chef's Specials. So, if you like fish, you'll love what we do (0 it
here at Katahdin.
We also think that you're ging to love what we do for Sunday
Brunch. Whether you're in the mood for a hearty breakfast, a light
lunch, or something in between you'll be delighted by our inventive
and extensive brunch menu. Please remember that our first brunch is
November 17th and is a benefit for the Maine Health Foundation.
So come have a good time for a good cause here at Katahdin,

M.;~&y~.

774,1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON.THURS 5PM· lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - IIPM

An oak highchair with a gingham cushion was the only
sign of a baby in the homey kitchen with wide-board floors
and tomatoes ripening on the windowsills.
Sarah padded around as she unloaded the dishwasher,
putting everything back in its place. Her husband Daniel
carefully set a guitar against the highchair and offered coffee.
"I had the abortion in the beginning of March," said
Sarah. ''1 was exactly 20 weeks the day I had it."
Tha t was four weeks after she had learned from an
alpha-fetoprotein test that her baby had Down's syndrome.
"I was just hysterical," said Sarah. "It was just a weekend
of crying all the time and calling up everyone I knew. The
only one I couldn't tell was my sister-in-law because she has
a Down's baby. And I thought, 'Oh, what will she think of
me?'
"But she was great. She said, 'Let me tell you, we're
going to get testing as early as possible next time. Boy, I
would do the same in a minute.'
Daniel added: "At first, I wasn't in favor of abortion as
much, and Sarah was pretty much facing the realities ... our
ability to really care for this child, to have this child have a
happy life."
"I had a lot of the same feelings," said Sarah. "Just 'cause
it isn't perfect, are we gonna be rid of it?" she asked.
Sarah's voice quavered.
"B1,lt 1 had to look realistically at it," she said. "Daniel
wasn't going to quit his job, and 1 make a significant amount
of money more than him, and we need both incomes."
The couple's families also played a role in their decision.
Sarah was concerned about what her father would think, but
he told her that he understood her situation. Sarah's mother
was equally supportive. Daniel was moved to tears by a
telephone conversation in which his father told him how
great a son he was, how great a father he would be someday
- and that he should have the abortion.
"And I'm really happy with my decision," said Sarah.
Sarah was also concerned about the attitudes of the
medical staff with whom she worked at Maine Medical
Center.
"My biggest fear was not the actual abortion," she said,
"but the people around the abortion - especially at my
workplace. What would they think of me?"
The day before the abortion, Sarah asked her anesthesiologist what he thought of her decision.

"He put his hand on my back and said, 'I would do the
same thing in a flash.' That meant so much to me," said
Sarah. "It was so relieving to think that he didn't think less of
The day before the abortion, her doctor had placed
lamina in Sarah's cervix to dilate it, and given her a prescription of Tylenol with codeine.
"I remember bad cramps," she said, "and of course, the
baby could sense that something was wrong - the cervix
was opening."
Her voice broke slightly.
"1 remember saying, 'Oh Daniel, I want to take the
Tylenol with codeine but it's going to hurt the baby!' I was so
upset about that. And 1 thought, 'How can 1 do this?'"
Sarah began crying.
"That night was painful," she said, struggling to continue, "minimal cramps, but the incredible psychological
pain of knowing that I was going to end a life. 1 could feel the
baby kicking, and um ... that was hard, because it really
moved around that night.
"And I thought, 'Oh, the baby's uncomfortable. If he only
knew what I was going to do to him.'"
After the abortion, her breasts filled with milk - with no
baby to drink it. "That was a hard thing," she said softly,
"because 1 felt like my body doesn't even realize that there
isn't a baby to feed."
Her voice trailed off as she took off her glasses to wipe
away tears.
In the days and weeks that followed, Sarah was depressed.. She was helPed by a therapist at Maine Med who
runs support groups for women who have lost their babies.
"This was a baby we definitely wanted," said Daniel,
who considers the experience more like losing a child than an
abortion. He said that before the abortion they had called the
baby 'Elvis' as a joke. "And we think of it like that," said
Daniel, "that we had this baby Elvis we terminated."
Daniel laughed, then fell silent. He looked down at the
table.
"I think it's something we'll carry with us," he concluded. "People say you never forget your first child, even if
you lost it."
Then Daniel brightened.
"But we did a pregnancy test this morning," he said,
"and Sarah's pregnant again. We're really excited. Let me
show you the strip!"
He ran out of the kitchen and returned seconds later with
a plastic home pregnancy test in his hand. "That's a very,
very positive test," he said, beaming and gesturing, "about as
positive as you get."
Sarah added: "But I'm going to get testing right awayand if there's anything wrong, 1 would do it again."
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The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints pJus
Free film every day of ihe week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two cOllvelliem [ocatiou , :
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CHOWDER

CHALLENGE

Featuring Restaurants from Greater Portland

CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER
Saturday, November 9
llamto2pm
Participants:
Bleachers
Cafe Stroudwater
Carbur's
Channel Crossing
Chowder Heads
Daniel's
DIMillo's
Gorham Station
Grltty McDuff's
Harbor FIsh Market

Harraseeket Inn
Oyster Club
Raoul's Roadside Attraction
Spring Point Cafe
Squire Morgan's
Uncle Billy's Southside BBQ
Walter's Cafe
Sponsored by: Inlown Portland
Exchange, Casco Bay Weekly, Maine
TImes, WMGX, and Leavitt & Parris

FREE fzzy'. Cheesecake & Nappi'. Bakery Breadl

Come sample the best chili and chowder
Portland has to offer, then vote for your favorites, *
Only $3.50 adults, $2.50 seniors, $1.50 children under 12.
·Wlnners will be announced at 2:30.

Ellen l.iburt is Arts Editor of Casco Bay Weekly.
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The silence of Intimidation
No two abortions are alike. Yet the people who have had
abortions talk about the same fundamental, human issues:
responsibility' to self and others, loss, and personal choice.
With all of these feelings in common, why don't people
discuss them?
One simple explanation is that abortion is a painful
experience many would just as soon keep private.
Fear of reprisals from anti-abortion groups is another
reason. Maine Medical Center and some local clinics are
picketed regularly. "Nobody wants to be involved with this
issue," said Dr. Stubblefield of Maine Med.
"As long as it's done quietly it's OK, but people don't
care terribly about caring for these women," he said. "Those
of us who are involved in providing this seIVice feel pretty
lonely."
Another deterrent to candor is social shame - the
sources of which are more difficult to discern. The stereotype
bandied about by right-to-lifers is that those involved with
abortion are evil. Other prevalent stereotypes cast women
who have abortions as poor, promiscuous, incested,
uneducated - or, in a completely different scenario, selfish,
unmaternal, or preternaturally career-oriented.
'1 still hear it in general conversation at parties," said a
woman who works at Planned Parenthood in Portland, "that
people are using abortion as a method of birth control. But 1
think it's a lot more complicated than that."
It is. These stereotypes do not describe the women (or
men) described here. And they do no justice to the tens of
thousands of other Portland-area women who have had
abortions.
''If anyone thinks that it's an easy situation and that
women take it lightly or go through it casually," she added,
"they're mistaken."

•••

Sponsored by: Intown Portland Exchange, Casco Bay Weekly, Maine limes, WMGX and Leavitt & Parris
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Keep the council
Portland taxpayer Patrick Gardner has some great ideas about
how to get more of us involved in the difficult task of balancing the
city budget - but recalling the city council isn't one of them.
Gardner is justifiably angry about the taxes levied against his
Peaks Island home, which doubled after the recent revaluation. He
is understandably upset that the state "circuit breaker" program,
which faces an uncertain future, won't help him much. And he has
raised important criticisms of the ambiguous and inconsistent recall
process in the Portland City Charter.
So Gardner did what more citizens should do: He went to
meetings, he challenged city councilors, he staged protests, he
organized what has mushroomed into nothing less than a secession
movement on Peaks Island - and he began a campaign to recall all
six Portland city councilors who are not already facing election in
May 1992.
on Election Day, Gardner and his fellow anti-tax activists
gathered an average of 600 signatures on each of the six petitions
they are circulating in order to force a recall election. Gardner has
until the end of the month to gather 3,000 signatures on each of the
petitions, which can be Signed at Portland City Hall.
The complaints by Gardner, by the other supporters of the
recall drive and by the Portland Taxpayers Association are valid.
But throwing out the Portland City Council is the wrong way to
go about addressing those complaints.
• Throwing out the city council won't cut taxes. That will
require more constituent courage and political savvy than an all-

frosh council would be likely to muster.
• Throwing out the city council won't cut the budget. The man
with the most control over the city budget is City Manager Robert
Ganley - a city employee, not an elected official. Inexperienced
councilors have in the past been less likely to vote against Ganley's
experience.
• Throwing out the city council won't solve the structural
problem that gives Ganley so much power. Instead, the action
would only worsen the leadership vacuum created by Portland's
council-manager style of government.
• And throwing out the city council won't get us a better one.
Instead, the action would simply discourage talented and civic-minded residents
from becoming involved. Who would
work so many hours for such little pay to be treated like that?
Gardner and his fellow citizen activists have done us all a favor
by bringing this issue so forcefully before us. And we hope he'll
consider running for a council seat next May - his energy and
enthusiasm would be a great addition.
But throwing out the council with the bath water is just a bad
idea.
Mark these words, gentle reader, for it isn't often that Casco Bay
Weekly defends an existing power structure: This is the most diverse,
forward-looking and hard-working bunch of citizens to grace the
Portland City Council Chambers in years.
Keep the council.
(MP)

•

Janet Mills for governor
• By Donald Maurice Kreis

Joe Brennan wants to run for governor again or so goes the rumor spreading through Democratic
circles these days. But if the Maine Democratic Party
has any sense of alrpe diem, any ability left in its
collective political soul to follow the winds of
change to their inevitable destination, it will thank
Brennan for his tried-and-true approach to winning
office, and the party will tum instead to a woman
candidate. Not just any woman, mind you, but the
woman whom the history of this great state has
suddenly thrust to the forefront
That person is Androscoggin County District
Attorney Janet Mills.
Just as Maine's greatest GOP Republican Senator,
Margaret Chase Smith, attained political immortality with her stirring "statement of conscience" that
was a decisive blow against McCarthyism, Mills has
courageously stepped forward to say that Maine's
home-grown secret police operation, the Bureau of
Intergovernmental Drug Enforcement (BIDE), will
not squash her - and that BIDE is state terrorism
run riot (or words to that effect).
Mills' allegations, that BIDE sought to silence her
ongOing criticism by investigating her personal life
and then leaking lies about her supposed drug and
sexual practices, have deservedly stymied Governor
McKernan's nomination to the Superior Court of
Public Safety Commissioner John Atwood, famous
these days as the "titular" head of BIDE.
Lovers of freedom and the right to privacy ought
to ask why BIDE had to go after someone as powerful as Mills before the Legislature, especially
Democrats, began raising questions about BIDE's
tactics. Call any defense lawyer in the state and she

will tell stories of BIDE entrapping people to commit
drug crimes by using all manner of fiscal and sexual
subterfuge. Stand in any field during the summer
and watch the BIDE helicopters buzzing overhead,
poking into the back yards of minding-their-ownbusiness Mainers from the Piscataqua to the
Allagash. Be a little old lady whose grand kids
happen to run with druggies and watch the government seize your home. Dare to write a newspaper
column criticizing BIDE and listen as the assistant
director of the
agency calls your
editor to check up
on you, and then
asks you for your home address. ("Just kidding,"
said Assistant Director Paul Kurtz.)
Democrats ought to remind themselves that BIDE
was a bipartisan creature of Reagan-era drug
hysteria. At a time when drug abuse was actually
declining in the United States, visionless Democrats
like former Attorney General James Tierney signed
onto the scheme by Republican U.S. Attorney
Richard Cohen to create a secret police agency with
nearly unlimited powers that was essentially
accountable to nobody - certainly not to its "titular
head," the public safety commissioner. In a sense,
John Atwood is taking the fall for a hydra-headed
monster for which Democrats are as responsible as
the Republicans.
Only Janet Mills has distinguished herself as a
Democrat who stands for this proposition: Criminals
ought to be prosecuted but Mainers ought not to be
persecuted - and certainly not by an army of
renegade undercover cops driving big cars seized
from previous targets.
Citizens who are all worked up about recent

citizen

nominations to the U.S. Supreme Court should start
asking questions about the pathway to the judiciary
here at home. Atwood may be well qualified save
his titular baggage, but how come only prosecutors
and cops get to be judges? When is the last time a
Maine governor nominated a defense attorney to the
bench? It seems the only political honor we bestow
upon talented defense attorneys is to tum them into
prosecutors, as in the case of Cumberland County
District Attorney Stephanie Anderson.
Although Anderson won her job last year as a
Republican, it is her scrappy, nonpartisan campaign
that could serve as a model for Democratic a
gubernatorial bid by Mills. Anderson's message was
that the good old boys ought to stand aside and let a
person of competence and principle go to work.
Mills could run on a platform of noble Democratic
principles - compaSSion, and visionary approaches
to the problems of governance - while shedding
Democratic baggage like the party's complicity with
BIDE.
Janet Mills has done nothing to encourage
gubernatorial speculation. It is likely she has no
interest in the ordeal of a statewide political campaign. But her David and Goliath battle with BIDE is
the most exciting development of the year in state
politics, and no one who has read anything about it
can help being impressed with her tenacity and
common sense. Her impending lawsuit against
BIDE is terrific news - but there ought to be
another trial, for everyone in politics who ever went
along with BIDE and all that it represents.

Donald Maurice KTeis has movtd to a new home since giving
tire assistant director of BIDE his old address.
So has his editor.
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Curt Loeb, a visitor from Phlladelpla, flexes his muscle while drinking" beer
at Gritty McDuff's In Portland, Oct. 11 .

Liberty's back
taxes owed
It still amazes me after all
the letters that have gone to
the editor and the various
groups dealing with two city
council chambers - one in
the Portland area and one in
Westbrook, to which I have
personally pointed out this
problem to the City Council
members in Westbrookhow we can allow the Liberty
Group (Katahdin Management) and all the bureaucracy
around this company to
keep getting away with so
much that is owed to both
cities.
I would like to know why,
with all the cuts coming
down from Augusta to the
taxpayers of these towns,
why something more isn't
done to collect this money
now that it is overdue, other
then liens being placed on the
properties. I know from a
taxpayer's point of view this
would not be allowed if the
shoe was on the other foot!
I feel that the system and
policies are unfair to both
towns and we need to look at
the people who are coming
up for election to try to deal
with these issues. With over
$500,000 due to the city of
Portland in back taxes and
$63,000 due to the city of
Westbrook, how can the
people of both towns look the
other way and not do
something about this situation?
Our taxes keep going up
and services keep getting cut.
However, this company

keeps on getting away with
everything.
It just goes to show both
towns that the rich get richer
and the poor get poorer with
no help in sight.
I feel 'the city government
needs to get aggressive and
go after this money or these
towns will not survive all
these state cuts.
Or, we need to look at this
issue to see who is running
for election and who is
aggressive enough to go after
the money that is truly due
these towns.
I feel we need to change
the policies on the books and
not have one for businesses
and corporations and one for
homeowners.
We need to get aggressive
and go after this money like
they do for people who owe
parking tickets. So lets look at
who is truly running for
election, who can really make
changes. We need to reform
our cities.
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Nancy Roderick
Hamlet Coach Park
Westbrook

Keeping quiet
I am writing to Casco Bay
Weekly to express my feelings
about the Thomas nomination. There hasn't been a
public issue like this one that
has caught my interest much
as the Hill/Thomas hearings.
I've never been involved
in any intellectual debates
concerning opinions of either
Democrats or Republicans,
but I found myself reading
the news accounts and
watching the hearings on TV.
And for the first time in my
life I felt someone was
speaking to me. I felt deeply,
from my own personal
experience, the truth of Anita
Hill's words.
I grew up with a father
who was in the public eye
much of his life, a lawyer,
much respected and looked
up to by the whole community. Our home looked like
the lovely, perfect home to
one standing outside looking
in.
But I can tell you that it
was far from lovely behind
those doors, for this wonderfully respected, intelligent,
admired lawyer, judge of
probate and public utilities
commissioner in Maine,
would molest me on a weekly
basis from the time I was 11
years old until I got the hell
out
And not once did I ever
consider telling this shameful
secret I kept for him until I
was 41. So I know all about
what keeping quiet is, not
risking being re-victimized
and discounted.

seen
I need to tell you personally how hurt I am, deep
inside, for the decision to
discount Ani ta Hill's statements, for thatdedsion
discounted me and all the
thousands of women who
have suffered in silence by
the words and actions of
abusive men.

Cr'i 5fo.J 5iJ LveskvCrystal Sylvester
Old Orchard Beach

Help the children
The responsibility of the
rape of the six-month-old
child is not the Department of
Human Services' or the
young man who committed
the crime. Even though he is
responSible for his actions,
both are victims of the state's
avoidance of child-care
issues. We are spending too
much time placing blame,
and less time correcting the
problem.
The responsibili ty for this
act rests upon Jock
McKernan; you and myself.
Gross misappropriation of
funds, and the denial of the
severity of cases, have both
been encouraged by the state.
Children are being
victimized, brutalized and
ignored by the state, which
chooses to treat child abuse
as a "family problem." Well
Jock, abuse only works if
people stay quiet. The public
is not anymore. Why were
just over 2,000 cases investigated last year, when over
17,000 were reported?

• By Tonee Harbert

How can you expect 140
caseworkers to cover this
load? Why does the amount
of abuse rise, and the amount
of programs, employees and
money drop?
As a citizen, I ask for
everyone not to let this issue
be swept under the state's
rug again.
It has happened before.
Let's recall the young girl
who was burned to death in
an oven in Lewiston in the
1980s. D.H.S. and the state
were questioned then about
the amount of workers and
the programs, but we the
public let it calm down. Let's
. start to help the children, by
taking care of abuse at a state
level.
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Douglas Neff
South Portland

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letten.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to
Letten, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.
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Cheap thrill: Make like ~ leaf

One of these young
ladles sucked and
sucked until her lips
were sore. Find out
more Thursday, Nov. 7.
Photo ,",dil: D<nrid A. Rogers

They climbed the ladder
of success by virtue of
their music. Hear It
Friday, Nov. 15.

• '1 sucked and sucked and
sucked some more/I sucked
until my lips were sore,"
says one of the sisters in
Portland Stage CO.'s adaptation of Christina Rossetti's
poem. Not necessarily a
sexual allegory ... "Goblin
Market" is a musical drama
in verse depicting the
desires of women imprisoned in a society which
prohibits those desires. Go
see this lively production
tonight at 7:30 at Portland
Stage Co., 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tix are $12 to
$2650; call 774-0465 for
reservations.

• "Fiddling with the Facts":
Tonight from 5:30 to 6:30,
Maine Arts will host a New
Years/Portland Preview
Party featuring "Fiddling
with the Facts," a work in
progress by mime artist
Tony Montanaro, his
partner Karen Hurll and
Maine fiddler Greg
Boardman. The performance combines music,
mime, dance & storytelling
in an exploration of the
violin and the multitude of
fables surrounding it. Tix
are $20 (children will be
admitted free with their
parents). Proceeds will
benefit New Year's/
Portland. Call 772-9012 for
more facts.
• Open Stable opening:
Tonight from 6-9 you are
invited to a solo exhibition
by Frank Valliere of paintings, drawings & prints at
the Open Stable Gallery, 273
Presumpscott St., Portland.
Marvin Boone and the
Rollanoes will perform from
9 till late. Call 871-8285 for
more open secrets.

Remember when you were II kid and had to rake the lawn before you could
play? Well, think of how Portland's parks personnel feel each fall when they are
faced with raking all of Deering Oaks ParI(. It's almost enough to make a
leaf town.
Now you can say thank you to the good folks who keep things green and
blooming the rest of the year by lending them a hand on the First Annual
Raking Day, Nov. 9 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Of course, altruism is ultimately
selfish, but who cares if everyone benefits. Just think of all the benefits that will
''''-'-"'IP to you through your generous volunteerlsm:
Raking leaves from the edges of the pond will get you better Ice this \Allr,t .. r
Raking leaves around the Oaks will Improve the grass and minimize erosion.
Raking leaves will put the roses In your cheeks and the crisp air In your lungs.
Raking leaves will make you feel you are giving something back to your
community.
Bring gloves and boots, a rake, and good company. Bring money for the
farmer's market from 8 a.m. till noon. Bring good cheer! Call Portland RecreDivision 874-8793 for more Info.

• The Great Chili & Chowder Challenge: Intown
Portland Exchange invites
you (and the other first
1,999 people) to sample the
best chili and chowder
Greater Portland restaurants have to offer today
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. This
year, 17 restaurants and 250
gallons of soupy substance
are involved in the seventh
annual event, at which
diners will cast ballots for
best food. Anni Clark, local
musician, and Charlie Who,
silent clown & juggler, will
entertain the hungry
hordes. Admission is $3.50,
$2.50 for seniors, $150 for
kids under 12. Call 772~28
for further info.
• The stand-up chameleon:
Tonight at 8, storyteller &
performer Jackson Gillman
will use his supple body,
dialects and multiple voices
to entertain you at Luther
Bonney Auditorium, USM
Portland. Tix are $6 in
advance, $8 at the door,
children half price. Call 7739549
more of the story.

Man or a chameleon?
Decide for yourseH
Saturday, Nov. 9.
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People hesitant to call a
dating service-until they
learned about the

NEW WAY TO
MEET IN THE 90s.
We m&y know sonuone spel!ild
w-.itina to know you.

lurtl. Island
String Quart.t.
Kresgie Auditorium on the
Bowdoin College Campus,
Brunswick
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of 45 of the best
wines for under $20
a bottle.
TfIE

883-1066
Portland

Nov, 22, 8 PM TIx: $12

Along with your
meal enjoy a choice

783-1500
Lewiston
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lunch. dinner @ suooay brunch
58 Pine Street

773·8223

• Open Jazz Jam at cafe no:
Every Sunday from 4:30-8
p.m. you are invited to sit in
with the regular rhythm
section that shows up every
week at 20 Danforth St. Or
you can just listen. Talent
ranges from students to top
0' the line, surprise guests.
There's a $3 donation. Call
772-8114 for all that jazz.

• Monday, Monday. Not a
heavy calendar date. But it's
Veterans Day and you can
watch or walk in a parade at
10:30 a.m. starting at
Longfellow Square and
proceeding right down
Congress Street to City Hall,
where there will be a
ceremony. A squad of
veterans will then shoot off
their M1 rifles in a salute to
their fallen compatriots.
(They'll also shoot 'em up in
Andrews Square - across
from Auntie Leoni'snine-ish, before the parade.)
What's it like to have rifles
fired off in your neighborhood? For a sneak preview,
call the American Legion
Post #17 at 773-8932.

• "The Death of the University as We Know It":
Richard L. Pattenaude,
newly inaugura~ president of USM, will discuss
the nature of the modem
university this morning at
the Sonesta Hotel. He'll
examine the partnership
between USM and the
community, its impact on

the vitality of the local
region, and how this
partnership impacts the
behavior of the university,
generating a stakeholder
role for the community.
Breakfast begins at 7:35
a.m., the program at 8:05.
They'll be followed by a
question and answer period
at 8:35. Eggs 'n Issues is a
monthly breakfast/ speaker
program sponsored by the
Portland Community
Chamber of Commerce in
the ballroom of the Sonesta
Hotel, 157 High St., Portland. Admission is $11 for
chamber members, $15 for
non-members. Pre-registration is required by Nov. 8;
call 772-2811.

• Codependent Women:
Tonight at 7, you can gain a
basic understanding of
codependency, how stereotyped female roles have
historically been
codependent, and the
attitudes and methods
necessary for recovery and
change. The presentation
will be followed by a
question and answer
period. Sponsored by
Mercy Hospital, it's free
and will take place in the
Medical Staff Memorial

~11

• great music
• great beer & wine

• Nov 7

The Alan Nevew QuIntet
.Nov8&9
The Bagel Shop Trio
• Nov 10
Open Jazz Jam
• Nov i3
Open Poetry ReadIng
• Nov 13
VIntage Repertory Company
presents Peter Schatfer's

PRIVATE EAR
open jazz jam sunday 4:3U-Hpml

rel!ervationl welcome
closed mondays
20 danforth st. • 772-81

Union, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Call Lorraine at
236-6328 to hunt down
those wild details.

The Casco

Entertainment

Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be

• "Breaking Hunting's Grip
on Life in Maine": Tonight
from 6:30 to 8:30, The NonHunters Rights Alliance will
present a conference on the
clash between hunting and
modem society with guest
speakers Heidi Prescott,
National Outreach Director
for the Fund for Animals,
and Arnold Baer, New
England Regional Director
for the Humane Society of
the United States. The focus
of the event will be on
safety, trespassing, animal
rights and apathetic law
enforcement. It's free, in the
Main Lounge, Moulton

• Philharmonia Virtuosi, a
20-piece orchestra conducted by Richard Kapp,
will give a concert tonight
at 7:30 including the works
of Ives, Copland & Mozart.
Bowdoin College Professor
of Music Elliott Schwartz
will join the orchestra as
piano soloist for a performance of Ives' "Halloween." The PV is big-time:
it's performed since 1974 at
the Kennedy Center, Avery
Fisher Hall, Carnegie Hall
& the Library of Congress.
The concert is free, but
seating is limited, so pick
up your tix in advance at
the Events Office, Moulton
Union, or at the door of
Pickard Theater, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Call
725-3253 for more info.

Informed,
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly
sections must be received In writing on the
Thursday prior to publication. send your
Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen
Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

• FE-FJ-FO-FUM: Smell
the blood of an Englishman
again as The Children's
Theatre of Maine presents
their jazzy, contemporary

get Involved
and stay
amused.

version of '1ack and the
Beanstalk," as adapted by
Charles Ludlam. The
production is a joint effort
with King Middle School,
and involves a cast of three
adults and 18 young people.
See it today at 10:30 or 1 at
King Middle School, 92
Deering Ave., Portland. Tix
(at door only) are $4 for
kids, $5 for adults. Call 8740371 for more of the tale.

See
these
folks
fiddling
around
Friday,
Nov. 8.

lift!!-) :£1')
·great

Auditorium, level B2,
Mercy Hospital, 144 State
St. Call 879-3486 for info.

ALLDAY

BREAKfAST
SATURDAY &. SUNDAY
6AMle 2PM

Featurtng
• Eggs Benedict
• Belgian Waffles
• Homemade
Corned Beef Hash

• french VaniHa Yogurt
with Stawberrfes
Breakfast Mon-FM 6AM to t tAM
Lunch Mon-FM llAM·2.PM

98 Portland Street
Opposite MaIn Post Office
PO~~lI'Id

773-2096
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Welcome to Ca!IClO Bay WeeJcly

• BookI..,d of Maine
• Sound Alternatives,
Portland
• K.J. Wolfles, Portland
• The Theater, Portland
• Clark's UnfinIshed
Furniture, Scarborough
• The Theater Project,
Brunswick
• Tuckerman's Outfitters,
Freeport
• Dr. Stephen Winkler, D.C.,
Portland
• Dr. David Margolis,
Falmouth
• lAdd Tours and Cruises,
Falmouth
• Brunswick Ford, Brunswick

TOGETHER IN
CONCERT!

e .Thl Thill. Projlet pre..nts:

SAT., NOV. 23
8:00 PM

J_

CITY HALL AUD.
Portland

Special Guest:
JOHN GORKA
TICKETS

$15, 20 & 22.50
~7}1-~S"rG,="

TICK.

800/382·8080
Tickets now on·sale at
all Tidetmaster outlets
(including Tangerines in
SIl Portlandl and at The
Record Exchange in Old
I'IIrt. For more info. taU

611/5241272.

i< Antoine de Saint Exupery's
~~,
~. ;r.~~
~ , .. "
.st:::;:.,

T.fte [ttili

NOVEMBER 9 - 24

tJ

Thurs. thru Sat. at 7 pm
Sunday Matinees at 2 pm
deYeloped

improvisariorslly
by

-0

Th, Young
PlOP I,', TheIler

JOHN PRESTON
IIUthor: The Big Gay Book
lind editor: Hometowns
will be present for II

BOOK SIGNING
Thursday No'P., 7 at 7:30 pm

RA·F F L E S
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

directed by AI Miller
music by Brad Terry
TICKETS· $5

•

CALL FOR
RESERVATIONS:
729-8584

t4 SCHOOLSI
BRUNSWICK

555 CONGRESS SfREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930
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Entertainment

SAfflRE~~~
Appearing in November

CURT BESSETTE
Slnger/songwrHer
featuring songs

from his new

Alii W.nt for Chrlst"",s Two New York

release "Harbor"

Beginning 11/6
Wed.8-11pm
TIlu,,- 8- mldnlghl
Frl. &. Sal: 8:30pm-12:300m
FreePol1<lng

TDmD"DIII Night
NDvemb" ,
AZTEC lWO STEP folk rock,

Jbp

and simple· 9pm • tix $8

OF THE EAST
Sonesta Hotel Portland
n5-5411

General Cinema.
Maine Mall
Maln~ Mall Road, S, Portland
774-1022

£lilies effective Nov 8-14
Em.at ac.r.d Stupid (pG)
1, 3:05, 5:10

I t - . P.rty /I (R)
7:25,9:35
TM Butcher's WIfe (PG-13)
1 :45,4:10, 7:10, 9:30

Frank'- .nd Johnny (R)
1:30,4,7:15, 9:45

DeceIved (pG-13)
1 :50, 4:20, 7, 9:20
TM~"

MAGI€
of Chris tmas

Curty Sue (PG)
1 :15, 3:20, 5 :30, 7 :40, 9:50

D Michael Hemh, tenor • The Pansh Rrngm
\la!l'c of Chnstmas Chorus • RayComlls, organ
730 PM Dec. 13,14, 15, 19,20, 21 , 22
200PMDec 14,15,2 1,22

Hoyt. Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd" S, Portland
879-1511

GIDDY UP, GIDDY UP, GIDDY UP LET'S GO!

TICkets $9, SI6, S21 , $25. Call toda)' 773-8191 1-800-639-2309
PSO OiTrce open M-F 9-6, Sat. , 10-1
_..:lj~itt:!t'--,
~~

.~

f10RTL \ ,\ IJ S,) J\lPHO:\ ') ORCHESTR :\
,

"JI I

-.111 '1 \[

·y1\J'-.ll

J ••

'IHI

T)h' /"!<

Unci« the ....,. (R)

1,3:15,5:30, 7:45, 9:55
All I W.nt for Chrt8tmaa (G)
1,3,5,7, 9

I"\.

1

11 ...

Da tes effective Nov 8-14

Shows 1-4 Man-TOOTS;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat
Ramblln' Rose (R)
12:50,3:40,6:50,9:10,11 :35
Other People's Money (R)
1:20,4:10,7:20,9:35, 11 :45

Fisher King (R)

BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?
FAMILY
GATHERINGS?
CHRISTMAS
PARTIES?
Need a Private Dining Room
with Creat Food & Ambiance?

Call for menu information,

THE ROMA
casuol dress, comforloble price, quality dtnmg
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
EsL 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm ' Sat 5-9:30 pm ' Sun 5-8 pm

12:30,3:20,6:30,9: 15, 12
Billy Bathgate (R)
1 , 3:50, 7, 9:30, 11 :55
Little Man Tate (PG)
1 :10,4, 7:10,9:20, 11:30
Highlander 2 (R)
1 :30,4:20, 7:30, 9 :40, 11:40
Terminator 2 (R)
12:40, 3:30, 6:40, 9:25, 12:05
strictly Busln._ (PG-13)
1 :40,4:30, 7:40,9:45, 11:50

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
Str.ng .... In 000cI Company
Nov 7-9

Thu-Sat 7

S.3
Dart! ObHealon
Nov 6-10
Wed-Sat 9
Sat-Sun 1:15

Archangel
Nov 9-12
Sat-Sun 3
Sun-Tues 7, 9

Requ'-tn for Dominic:
Nov 13-17
Wed-Too 7, 9

American
Renaissance
Theater
PI'eHnb

Saturday Nov, 2 at Spm
SuDday through WedneMay
Nov, 3-6 at 7pm
Saturday Nov_ 9 at Spm
SuDday throullh WedneMIay
Nov, 10-13 at fpm

Nickelodeon
Temple and Mldde streets,
Portland
772-9751

£lIIfes effective Nov 8-14
No weekday 11'1811_

Panel. . (pG-13)
1, 7:20,9:35

The
War of the Roses
portO
Admission $10
For Reservations
Please Call 871-9325

Fri-SUn 7
Sal-Sun 1

TM Comnlltmenta (R)
1 :10,7,9:25

Homk:Ide (R)
1:20, 7:30, 9:40

Y_oftheQun

HENRY IV
Parti

BY WILLIAM SHAKF.5PEARE
DIRECTED BY JAME'S HOBAN

at The Wberehouse
29 Foreat Ave. Portland

1:30, 7:10, 9:30
Fink (R)
1 :40, 6:50, 9:20

Barton

~aum

1 :45, 7:35, 9:45

Oth.r Peopl... Money Danny Devito stars
as a real estate developer who enjoys
spending other people's money.
Paradl. . MelanieGriffith and Don Johnson
star in this film based on the French fitm
"Le Grand Chemin" (The Grand Highway),
in which a couple estranged over the
death 01 their child take in a friend's 10year-oid boy in Paradise, Mich.
Rambllnll Ro. . A southern family hires an
irrepressible young woman from the other
side olthe tracks and then must deat with
her innocent sexual prec:oc:ity. Stars Laura
Dern and Robert Duvall; directed by
Marthe Coolidge.
Requiem for DomInic Shot while events
were changing the poInical climate daily,
"Dominic" is a investigative doc:OO'lIIntary
drama. Dominic Paraschiv died alter being charged with terrorism by the Romanian government In 1989, and was exonerated months later by a new reg Ime.
Directed by Robert Domhetm, American
chidhood friend of Paraschiv, who nearty
paid lor his covert ellorts at truth-seeking
wfth his own lile,
T.rmln ...... 2 A bigger, mora explosive
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhearted
cyborg from the Mure who does battle
this tlmewithanother, not-ao-kindhearted
terrrinator, SpIeo<id specialelleets.
V. .r of th. Qun N. the height 01 the Red
Brigade terrorist activities in 1978 Rome,
a young American ex- patriot Is peming a
now! which prefigures the kidnapping 01
ex-Prime Minister Aldo Moro. Stars Alldrew McCarthy, Directed by John
Frankenhei mer .

Cily children want to bring togather their
estranged parents for the holiday season,
Stara Leslie r-lelsen, Lauren Bacall, Ethan
Randall and Thora Birch,
Arch"II" Guy Maddin's f'Tales from the
Glmli Hospital; bizarre, outrageous c0medy is set In the Arctic clly of Archangel in
1917, as the F\lssian Revolution and the
GreatWarc:onverge_Memoriesdeslroyed
by mustard gas, two warrions and the wHe
01 both ro"" through this deadpan, convoluted '20s-styfe story in interfoc:king
melodramas,
Barton Fink All idealistic young writer is
Itled to 1940s Holywood Intending to
create theater "by, lor, and about the
common man," Trying to do something a
"11IIe less Holywood," he takes up residence at the Hotel Earle ("Check in for a
rightora lfetlmeiand encounters writer's
bIoc:k and a movie industry that seducee
wrtters, often destroying them. Stara John
Tartlll'O; direeted by Joel Coen, written
by Joel & Ethan Coen ("Miller's Crossing;.
The Butcher's WIfe A psychiatrist thinks
the psychic next door is ta"l'8ring wnh
the patients. Stars Jell Bridges and DemI
Moore,
The Commitment. Director Alan Parker's
("Mississippi Bumlng," "Midnight Express; tale 01 an trish rock band devoted
to black American soU music.
Curty .... A 7 -year-<lld gi~ and a reluctant
guardian make a lving on the streat as
con artists unti the day they try to swindle • Ain't No 8uch "'Inll loa A BogI.' Schoola car_ woman and the three become a
houseArts Center's Kids Curtain Call prereluctant larrily, Stars Jim Belushi, Kelly
senIB lIB musical medieval melodrama
Lynch and Alison Porter,
Noy 18, 23&3Oat 108mat Portland High
School auditorium, Til< $5 ; cal 642-3743
DecelMd Goldie Hawn stars In this thriller
lor reservations.
about a woman who nods out her husband 01 five years isn't the man she be- ."'. Boys N.xt Doo'- The Theater Project
lieved.
presenIB this funny and poignant account
01 four man - three retarded and one
Em.a Scared Stupid Emest accidentally
schizophrenic, living together and sharunleashes a 200-year-otd trolt Irom his
ing 8 counselor - details their struggles,
prison. The troD proceeds to steal town
successes and laitures, and presents a
children.
moving and honest plc:ture 01 this populaFlsh.r King Jell Bridges plays a cynicat
tion and their relationship to others. N.
deejay attempUng to redeem himseW w~h
The Theater Project, 12 School St,
the help 01 Perry (Robin Williams), a charBrunswick, Through Nov 11 , Call 729ismatic, visional)' street person and lormer
8584 for times and ticke l prices.
professor 01 medieval history who believes, says director Terry Gilliam C'Bra- -That Championship Season" LA Public
Theater, central Maine's newest profeszil'), that his own salvation lies in claiming
sional theater company, presents Jason
the Holy Grail from the upper East Side
Miller's Pulitzer Prize-winning play about
town house 01 a Trurrp-type Manhattan
fourhighschool cha""ion basketball playdeveloper - with the help of the deejay,
«n now in their late 30s and their coach,
Events take place at the 20th anniversary
01 winning the championship, Says director George Vafiadis:"This hard-hitting and
very funny play examines our vatues, It is
uniquely American w~h ~. emphasis on
schootboy heroics, male bonding and
where 'wiming' is everything," NoY8-17
at the Auburn Mall Cinema (next to
Porteous), Fri & Sat eve performances
start at 8 pm. Sun matinees at 3. For tix
Inlo call 782-3200,
ComadI . . .
JOIInn. Chaula
.nd KevIn Shon. love: bad 1V, poI~icat
coups, poetry, extreme emotional displays, big hai', religious epics, tabloid
joumalism, contorted bodies, phony loreign tongue, obscure historical re/erencee,
Fnlnlda & Johnny AI Pacino and Michelle
grotesque celebrities, and small children
Pfeiller star in this film by Garry Marshal
w~h puppies, They transform these pasrPratty Woman; about a fry cook and •
sions and any passions you might sugwaitress who find love in New York City,
gest into a two-hour comedy bonanza,
Based on the celebrated 1987 play
Just like snowflakes, no two shows are
"Frankie and Johmy il the Ctalrde Looe,"
alike. This comedy rrirac:le unlolds at 8
by T&mince McNaIy,
pm everyThursday at the Cave (29 Forest
HIghlander 2 Sean Connery stara in the
Ave, right next to Zootz), Justbring$3and
sequel to this science flc:tion classic about
Tim, Joanne and Kevin wil take you from
a race 01 immortals who can only be killed
there, For more info call 879-0070,
when beheaded by the swords 01 ther 'DlrtyWorkln High Plac..• The SchoolenerrIes, the KlIlIans,
house Arts Center presenIB lIB faU teen
Homlcld. David Marnet's ("House of
production, • melodrama In the Dudley
Games; story 01 a Jewish hOnic:Ide deDoRight, Snidely Whiplash tradition, With
teetivewholildshimselftombetwMnhis
Its absla'd hU'nor and strong cheracters,
police dUlles and his .trong cultural ties.
the show promises to be great fun lor all
Stara Joe Mantegna.
ages, Nov 8-24, Fri & Sat at 8 pm, Sun at
Ho... Party • Rappers Kid & Play star
2, Tlx: $4; cal 642-3743 lor reservations.
again in this sequel to theorignal teenage
The pIIIIyhouse is located in Sebago La"comedy hit.
Villageat theJunctureol routes 35 & 114N,
U.baAnlUm A tale 01 intrigue in which. ·F......• The Deering High Players pra98f'lt
40-year-otd romance that ted to nuder
their production NoY 8-10 at 7 pm in the
auditorium of Deering High Schoot,
resurfac:es In a."..11 NY town , Stars Kevin
Anderson,PIImeIIGldiey,endKImNovak.
S t _ Avenue, Portland, Support our
Directed by Mike Figgls,
local rising atara, Tlx $3, avallabte at door,
UttIa M.n T... Jocty Foster stara in this J.cbon GlIt....n The Porttand Folk Ctub
presents Maine's own "stand-up cham&story about a working-c:lass single mom
leon," storyteler & performer Noy g at 8
w~h a son who Is a genius and a woman
pm at Luther Bonney AuditOrium, USM
who wants to place the chiid In a special
achooI, AI!Io stars Diane Weist. Directed
Portland, Tix: $6 il advance, $6 at the
by Jody Foster,
door, children haK price; call n3-9549,

STAGE
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Mimi BesMtt•• s UuI.,

"Goblin Market"
• Directed by Evan Ylonoulis
With Mimi Bessette and Catherine Dupuis
portland Stage Co" 29A Forest Ave.
There are no scene changes, and there are only two characters,
The setting is the nursery in which two sisters were raised, The
sisters, Lizzie and Laura, who have just attended the funeral of a
young bride named Jeannie, have apparently returned briefly to
their childhood home. The play opens with them entering the
nursery, and they never physically leave it until the play is over,
No other characters enter the room to interrupt their dialogue,
Which is a good thing, since there's so much going on in that
nursery that there wouldn't be room for any other characters. To
be exact, the entirety of Victorian England is contained in that
room: its social structure, its psychological makeup, and its moral
values.
Once inside their old digs the sisters narrate and act out a fairy
tale in verse and song, They take themselves and the audience on
a journey back to their childhood and, in imagination, out through
the bedroom window into the dangerous world of haunted glens
- where goblin men sell their forbidden fruits to those unfortunate damsels who yield to
temptation. Although "Goblin
Market" is a mere fairy tale, it
is important to consider this:
the fairy tale is, according to one literary scholar, the narrative
medium through which is expressed "the essential spirit of... a
people,"
The essential spirit of the Victorians was what put Freud into
business, It was complex, and both sexually and intellectually
repressive of women, This play is either about rebellion in tha t
society, or it's merely about girls and goblins, Thi s is a narrative
that has sustained, since Christina Rossetti wrote the original
poem in 1862, considerable scholarly debate around the question
of its interpretation.
I see it as an allegory, For starters, one symbol of the position of
women in Victorian society was their dress, They wore yards of
heavy material that was draped over the structural underpinnings
of hoops and corsets and stays, And when they were in mourning,
they were required to wear black, All this black garb accomplished the coverup of the female body very effectively_ You saw a
lot of black cloth and architecture, but very little woman,
So it's hard not to take note of the fact that the first thing the
sisters do when they pass through the Alice in Wonderland door
into their time-frozen nursery, is to start to remove this clothing.
The layers are removed like the layers of an onion, and with each
removal the recognition of individuality comes more and more to
the fore,
As soon as the layers of clothing are removed, and both sisters
are in their softer underthings, the contrast of their individual
personalities presents itself, The catalyst for this contrast is the
mysterious and enticing world of those goblins_ The goblins and
their wares (read, for example, either sexuality or intellect:
Rossetti was a poet when that was a shameful thing for a woman
to be) are, of course, forbidden, and the drama lies in how each
sister responds to their spellbinding call,
Laura's position is unequivocal, She lusts after the call of the
Experience of Life_She breaks the rules without a backward
glance, Lizzie is timid and rule-conscious, She worries about
Laura's headlong plunge into hedonism, watching her with
fascinated horror as Laura describes, in paroxysms of sensual
ecstasy, the sweet, ripe, dripping fruit that she has tasted at the
goblin market, The line is, '1 sucked and sucked and sucked some
more, I sucked until my lips were sore," The scene is so sexually
suggestive that Plilyboy used it as a setting for one of its, well, what
shall we call them - photo essays.
Then come the wages of sin, Lizzie's horror - as well as her
fascination - grow as she remembers again that Jeannie is in her
grave for having herself responded to the call of the goblin men_
To prevent the same fate from befalling Laura, Lizzie is compelled
to look deeply into her own heart and make a profound decision
of her own_
Mimi Bessette as Lizzie and Catherine Dupuis as Laura keep
the pace of this musical lively and beguiling, Laura throws off her
Victorian restraints with such energetic conviction that I, at least,
was certain I'd go with her to the goblin market_ The musical score
is uneven, and the dialogue is difficult to follow in the songs, But
there are high spots, particularly in the delightful and funny "Two
Sisters Quite Alike," "Goblin Market" is engaging enough that
when the conclusion comes, it's a bit of a surprise. And off you go,
pondering those fruits .. ,

stage

MArgot McWilliams

"Goblin Market" Portland Stage Company will open its season with a rrusical
adaptation by Polly Pen and Peggy
Harmon 01 Christina Rossetti's richly
evoc:aUve Victorian poem, "Goblin Marker telts the story oltwo adult sist«n who
retlJ'n to their childhood nursery and embark on a magicat journey through merrory
and imagination, Directed by EYan
Yionoulis , director 01 last season's
"Mirandolina," Through NoY 24 - Tues,
Wed & Thurs at 7:30; Fri 8 at pm: Sat at 5
& 9 pm; Sun at 2 pm - at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave,
Tix: $12-$26, Call 774-0465 to reserve.
·God....l1· Waynllete's Uppar School students will present their rrusical NoY 14-15
at 7:30 pm and NoY 16 at 1 at Waynefleet
School, 360 Spring SI., Portland. Adrrission lree, seating lirrited, For reservations, call nNI832,
."'. Oondo....• Brunswick Chorat Society presents Gilbert and Sunivan's musical Nov 1!i-17, at 8 pm Fri and Sat, wnh
Sat matinee at 2 pm and Sun 3 pm, althe
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St,
Bath. Tlx $121$10; call 442-8455,
'Hanry IV, Part I' Americ:an Renaissance
Theater presenlllthe sec:ond in the Warol
the Roses series 01 Shakespeare's history
plays, Performance dates are Nov 2 at 5
pm, Sun-Wed NoY 3-8 at 7 pm, Nov 9 at
5 pm, SlI'I-Wed NoY 10-13 at 7 pm For
inlo and reservations, c:al1871-9325.
·J.ck .nd the a..nlltal ... TheChildren's
Theatra 01 Maine wilt kick 011 their season
w~h a lively, jazzy, contemporary -sion
of the children's Iolk tale, as adapted by
Chartae ludlam The timelesa story 01
Jack's adventures up the baanstalk w~t
be produced in sn Innovative partnership
w~h Portland's King Middle School, Wfth
.caatolltl'eeadultsand18~peopIe,

"Jack and the Beanstalk" is bringing togetherstudents throughout Greater Portland, NoY 9, 10, HI & 17; Sat performances are at 10:30 & 1, SLIlday performances are at 1 & 3, At King Middle
School,92 Deering Ave, PorUand, TIX (at
door only): $4 kids, $5 adults, Cal 8740371 for mora info,
·Know-H-II11s and Nlncompoope· Mad
Horae Children's Theatra wil make its
debut performance with a ~Iatlon 01
traditional and modem stories edapted
by Gretc:hen Berg and Joan Sand, Mad
Horae i. joining with the Children's Theatre of Maine to give children an outlet for
their imaginative and creative gilts, The
many WIrfS there are to be "smart" (or vice
versa) are shown in these lvely plays
leaturing casts co"""sedentirely 01 chitdren and directed by Joan Sand, Nov 9,
10, 16,17, 23 & 24 - Sat performances
10& 2, Sun'sat2. Tix at thedoorU $4, The
theater is located at 955 Forest Ave, Call
Joan Sand at 797-3338 lor more info.
Lucie Therrien's -La Mualqua" LA Arts
presents Franco-American recording/performing artist in its Saturday Series lor
Kids, "Celebrate Together." Therrrien
traces the roots, paths and evolution of
French-Canadian music lrom France to
Quebec, utilizing voice, guitar, piano,
synthessizer, wooden spoons, washboard
and harmonica, Noy 9 at 2 pm at the
United Baptist Church, 250 Main St.,
Lewiston, Call 782-7228 for tix or inlo,
."'. Uttt. PrIne.' The Young People',
Theater 01 Brunswlck will open ~s 20th
season with an originat adaptation of
AIltoine de Saint Exupery's ctassic tate.
Playing three weakends starting NoY 9 ,
Curtain is at 7 ThursdlrfS, Fridays & Saturdays, w~h a 2 pm matinee Sundays.
The Theater Project is on School Street in
Brunswick, To reserve: cal 729-8584,
·Utt.. Shop of Horro..• City Theater
Associates presenIB this gleefully gruesomernusic:al centering around Seymour,
a poor nebbish assistant florist and his
man-eating plant, Through Nov 17, Fri &
Sat evee at 8 pm wHh Sun matinees at 2,
Till $12 adds, $10 children & senionl,
available at the City Theater Box Office,
Biddeford.
·Mad. .• This contemporary edaptation 01
Euripides' "Medea" contains the lile stories 01 battered women across the nation
whose altarTl>ts to save their own lives
and the lives 01 their children have cost
them their freedom, Following each perlormance, lhere will be an opportlility,
led by a panel 01 experts, to respond,
F'rea«lted by USM's Russel Square Players 8t7:30 pm Nov 8-9 & NoY 14-18; 5 pm
Nov 10 & 17, in USM Gorham's Russell
Hal, Toc: $7 public, $6 USM staff & S&niora, $4 students, Call 780-5483 lor parfOnTWlCe tim. and .-vatlone,
'Munler at the Ca1a NoI'- A 1940s mywtery movie come to life at Portland's only
dinner theater, Journey to the Island of
Mustique in the wastem Caribbean for a
detective thliler In the classic Bogart tradition. You'll ..-t • c:ast 01 characters
who look lIS lhough they just stepped out
01 a Hollywood sound stage: Sheila
Wonderty,Ierm-elatsle" , AIlthonyCalro,
black market_, .. Madam Toureau, proprietrass 01 theca.". and RickAtcher, a
priYlle eye who wil need YOII' help in
90YIng the rnvriad rnysteriesolCaleNoir,
The doora open every Saturday at 7:30
pm and the show begins .t 8 , The cost is
$29.95 par per8OI1 and Includes the luilength show and a fOU'-course dinner, In
The Baker's Table benquet room, 434
ForeSt intheOid Port. Call 693-306301' 1800-834-3063 for reservations,

• Colltillutd 011 ,azgt18

SOlDe Faets About

Reuaissanee
Greeting

Cards:

--They're UNIQUE
-- Th~ Create Cards for
ALL OCCASIONS
-- ALL New Cards are Printed
on RECYCLED PAPER
-- They're MADE IN MAINE
& Best of All, You can Purchase
Them at up to
60% OFF
at

Greeting Cards ®
OUTLET STORE
892-7628
Don Rich Plaza, Route 302, Windham
OPEN: M-F 9:30-5 • SAT 9:30-4 • SUN 11-4

We also carry unique $tt»~~
gift items at up to
~
40% OFF
PRINTED O N RECYCLED PAPER
'An entrancing
expedition!'
The New York Tunes

'In aclass by itself.
Magical!'
The New York {)dily News

Extended
by popular
demand
through
Nov. 24
Call 774-0465
for tickets
PORTLAND

AMusjcal
BY POLlY PEN & PEGGY HARMIJ4
MUSIC BY POllY PEN

**srADE**
COMPANY

Adapted from the work by Christina Rossetti

Sponsored by Sonesta Hotel

25A Forest Ave,

Doing Strange Things
in Ilia Name of Art
in Cooperation with
Booliland Presents:

Directed by Kathleen Mary
Starring TIna Young
Nov. 13th thru Dec. 29th
Wed" Thurs" Fri" Sat, Curtain 8:00 PM
Sat &. Sun, Matinee Curtain 2;00 PM
There will be no ~rformances
Nov, 28th (Thanksgiving)
or Dec, 25 (Christmas)

TIckets: $15,00
Advance TIclcets Available at:
Booldand downtown 207-772-4045
Reservations 207-774-6741
The 1Reatre at Booldand i. located

in downtown Portland at the Maine
Saving. plaza - Brown to: Congre.o. Sts.

==,:fi.
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Entertainment

DOES YOUR HEALTH

• Fun Classes For Beginners,
intermediates & Advanced?
• Specialization In Women Only?
• Over 35 Classes Per Week?
• Informative Seminars & Speakers?
• Great Step Classes?
• Convenient Hours?
• Personalized Service?
• Plenty Of Free Parklng?
• Aerobic Classes & Equipment
In One Program?
• Low Monthly Dues?
• Babysitting Services?

WEDNESDAY 11.13

• Continued from ptzgt17

If you ,n,w" NO 10 2 Dr mOff Dllh,,, qUllliofll...

DON'T DELAY - CALL TODAY/
Introductory
Offer

Hot Ch.rry PI" (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Open Mle NI,ht with P"ter Glea ... n
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
(b.y.o. jam) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett
Aztec Two-step (Iolk & rol~ Raoul's RoadSt. S. Portland. 767-4627.
side Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. Will Turner (acoustic) Wharf's End. 52
773-6886.
Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093.
Th. Wave Bre.k.ra (rock) Spring Point
Cafe. 175 Pickell St. S. Plid. 767-4627.
Eight to the Bar (rock) T-Birds. 126 N.
Boyd st. Portland. 773-8040.
Marc Brann (acoustic) TIpperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Plid. 775-6161. VIntage Repertory Company'. ·Prlvat•
e.,. by Peter Shaller(theater) cafe no. 20
Road Hon. (rock) Tha Wrong Brothers
Danlorth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Pub at Port Biliards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.
ComecI}r NI,ht (laughs) Falher O'Hara's
Public House. 45 Danlorth St. Portland.
871-1579.
Bachelor.' NI,ht (xxx) Moose Alley. 46
Market st. Portland. 174-5246.
Plnlc Station (rock & blues) Old Port TavPrivet. Property (mellow) Bramhall Pub,
ern, 11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
768 Congreaa St. Portland. 773-9873.
Charll. Mu. . . lwhlt. (blues) Raoul's
Th. 88gel Shop Trio (jazz) cale no. 20
RoedsideAllraction. B65 ForestAw. PortDanforth S~ Portland. 772-8114.
land. 773-6886.
Ecldle Kirtdanel & T1Ie Ene.,., 88ne1 N.w 88nd Night (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
(blues) Father O'Hara's Public House. 45
175 Pickett st. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Danforth St. Portland. 871-1579.
PrIvIIta To," (rock) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd
Love Cactu. & TIle Unt Don.... (rock)
st. Portland. 773-8040.
Geno'•• 13 Brown st. Portland. 772-7891. Bill Cameron .ndJ• ...",LIIt.r(acousMldnl,ht RIder (rock) Gritty McDuff'•• 396
tic) Wharf'. End. 52 Wharf st. Portland.
Fore st. Portland. 772-2739.
773-0093.
Seon 0.k1., Trio Oazz) Little Willie's. 38 Open Mic NI,ht with the Cool Whlpe
Market st, Portland. 773-4500.
(bkJes & rock ianV The Wrong Brothers
T1Ie Bicycle TIll... (a~ernallves) Mooee
Pub at Port Biliards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.
Alley. 46 Marlcet st. Portland. 774-5246.
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-0444.
TIl. Bo........ (rock) Raoul's Roadside
Atlraction.865 ForestAve. PIId. 773-6886.
N.twork (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175
Golla Danc., Inc., "ThorTv-Ion'. Point.
Pickell St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
second IIoor Bldg 1A. Portland. Smoke
Cool (rock) T-Bil'ds. 128 N. Boyd st.
and chem-Iree dances with swing. Lalin&
Portland. 773-8040.
balroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm &
. . .Ight Up (POP) Tlpp8ftlry Pub. Sheraton
SUndays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773~558.
Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161.
425 Fore st. Portland. Open
Open Mualc Educato..' JIZZ/Jam Sa. The
nightly. 8 pm on... Frl-Sat until 3 am.
• Ion Vemllo's Convention Center. 8 RivCo_: $2. Thursday's arecoliegeaHernaersidest. Tumpike Exit 8, Plid. 846-9741.
live night. No co_ with college 10. $1
Road Hou. . (rock) The Wrong Brothera
wtthout. 871-0063.
Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. PortSeluta
.. 20 Mill SI, Portland. Open nightly
land. 775-1944.
unlil1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T·BlnI'.. 126 N. Boyd st. Portland. Sun:
footbaI altemoon. comedy night; Mon.
Iootbal perty; Wed. local bands; Thurs.
college night; Fri & Sat. bands and/or
deejay. all contemporary dance music.
773-8040.
Wherehou. . Ch.m-F,.. Dane. Club,
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive
music. Fri-Sat. 9 pm-1 am. 874-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Wed:
progressives; Thu: llisuailliba; Fri: deejayl
live music; Sat: cutting edge dance; Sun:
request night. 773-8187.

STAGE

SATURDAY 11.9

"The M ...... MIIn" The Windham Center

1 Montbs$69
(expi ..... 11121191)

Women's Fitness
(rear) 170 US Rt I, Falmouth 781.4502

~~\.

Maine's ~ Authentic
Oyster Bar

It's Football Season
ad,$

Stage Th .... tre present. the rruslcal
through Nov 24 at 8 pm at the Windham
Center Stage Theatre on the Windham
Center Aced. Eve perfomances areal 8.
Sunday matne. at 2. The: $5-$8; for
rMerVIItlons & group rates. ca/I Marll
Ryder at 874-2357.

"The PrIvata e."VintageRepertory~
pany wi. ~t thlaone-act comedy by
Pe. . Shaffer. author 01 .~: Nov
13 .t 8 pm .t cale no. 20 Danforth Sl
Adrniealon $5. Call 772-8114 tor info.
"8h1 ....'V...ntln.· Doing SlJange ThingI
in the Name of An (the c:orT"p8ny that
broughlyou 1a8lsulTl"lW'."GaI1nJdeSIein
& A Co"1l8nloni. ~ts thla comedy
about Shirley Valentine: She·.42. herkidl
&regrown. 9he talk. 10 thewa/I. and then.
suddenly. Mro. Joe Bradshaw _12• •
moment 01 life. there to disco_ that
InsideMro. JoeBredshawwaits thefomao
ShIIIeyValentineionging togetoul. Shirley.
breeki'lg out of her mould. II shown with
hlmOl'. warm syr11l8thy and humin Insight by Wily Ru...... author of "EclJcatIng RiIII." Nov 13-Dec 29. with an 8 pm
curtain Wed. Thu. Fri & Sat. and Sat & Sun
mati..-.t2. at the storefront Theatre.t
Bookland. MaIneSavlngoPlaza (comerof
Brown & Congress). TIx $15. Call 7746741to_.

Watch the Game
and enjoy

FREE MUNCHIES
Mixing Good People, Good Food
and Good Drlnksfor 13 Years.

772·4828

...._1____-SOUND ALTERNATIVES HAS MOVED

AUDITIONS
T1IeChlklren'. T1Ieaterof M.lnellholding auditions and Intet'Views lor its holiday
play "Yes Yes No No The Solace 01 Solslice Apoge&'Perigee BestiaVCelestial
Holiday Show" by Tony Kushner. Anyone
interested in getting Involved onstage or
backstage should report to King Middle
School. 92 Deemg Ave. Nov 12 & 13 from
3:3(}'5:30and 6-8 pm. Info call 874-0371.
Lyric Theatre of South Portland will hold
aud~ions lor its 19308 musical "Babes in
Arms" Nov 18 & 19 Irom 7:3(}'10 pm at
176 Sawyer Street. S. Portland. Call 7994802 to schedule an audition.
M8d Horse Th.at.rCompanyamounces
open auditions Nov 9 from 1(}'5 at the
theater. 955 Forest Ave. Two contrasting
monologues, not to exceed five rrinutes.
Cal 797-3338 loran appointrnantor Inlo.
VIntage R....rtory eomp.n, is holding
audHIons for the role of Peter In Edward
Albee'. "Zoo Story.· to ba ~ted Dec
11 at the cale no. Call 828-4654 lor Inlo.

DANCING

W.,

r.-.

SUNDAY 11.1 0

CON

CERTS

Open Jazz SaDlon. J.m (jazz) cala no.
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-6114 .
a..n ShHr1neDrish rruslc) FatherO'Hara's
Public House. 45 Danlorth st. Portland.
871-1579.
D •• p.r.t. Avlkado. (blues) Gritty
Min HInton (jazz bassist) 8 pm. South
McOuff·s. 396 Fore St. Plid. 772-2739.
Parish Congregational ChWllh. Augusta.
Jann, & Je...", (blues) Moose Alley. 46
Hinton will ba8CCOl'll>Bnled by Ray Santisi
Market st. Portland. 774-5246.
& Alan Dawson. TIx: $15. senior. student
The Drsw(rockjOklPortTavern.11 Moulton
& group discounts available. 621-3209.
st. Portland. 7744144.
Safllre:The Uppity BlUM Wornen~ In the M-.y of ElvIa Concert Tour
(the King) 7:30 pm. Portland Ramada 1m.
lie blues) Raoul'. Roadside Attraction.
1230 Congress Sl Tox at door. 774-5611.
B65 Foteel Ave. Portland. 773-8886.
Acou.tIc Connec:tlon with ~.J. Landry Krtltlna Ol. .n & LI..... Waterf.1I (0riginal folk. rock. blues & jazz) 8 pm. Curtis
(acousllc) Spring Point Cale. 175 PIckett
Room 01 The Chocolate Church. B04
st. S. Portland. 767-4827.
Washington st. Bath. TIx: $8. $6 for seSoIatlc. (acoustic) Wharf'. End. 52 Wharf
niors & children. 442-6455.
st. Portland. 773-0093.
Jethro Tull(rock)8 pm. Currber1and County
Civic Center. Portland. Tix: $19.50 no18M1d. 775-3481.

FRIDAY 11.8

CLUBS

THURSDAY 11.7
TO: 151 MIDDLE ST • ABOVE VIDEOPORT • 774.4446
SHOW US YOUR VIDEOPORT CARD & GET A 7% DISCOUNT!

T1IeAlanlWvew0ulntelQazzlcafeno.2O
Danforth SI, Pof1Iand. 772-!114.
Shock,. (funk) Father O'Hara'. Public
Houee,45 Danforth SI, PtkI. 871-1579.
Hot ctIenr .... (rock) 0k:I Port Tavern, 11
Moulton SI, PorlJ8nd. 774-0444.
8tate .,... Rhrtlwn and BI.... (R&B)
Raoul'. Roadside Attnoction. 865 Forest
AYe. Portland. 773-8888.
Monel., Night Footb.1I (testosterone)
T1Ie W_ ......... (rock) Spring Point
MooseAlley.46MarketS~ PlId.774-5246.
Cafe. 175 PIckett st. S. PtkI. 767J.627.
The Drsw(rock)OkIPortTavern.11 Moulton
Inca ..... (Andean rrusic) 7-12 pm. MariBlm Skala 81m (reggae) T-Birdo. 12& N.
st. Portland. 7744144.
nero Church. 388 Fore St. Portland. MuBoyd st. Portland. 773-8040.
Commander Cody .nd t-. Loot PI....t
SIc. food. dancing. cash bar. TIx: $12 per
Jim Gallant (IoI1e) Tipp8I'Wy Pub. Sheraton
AI......n (rock) Raoul'. Roadside AttnocpenIOIl.772-2487.
T.ra Hotel. S. Portland. 775-8181.
lion. 885 Fore81 AYe. Portland. 773-6886.
Open MIll with Bill C-ron (acou8IIc) Mond., Night Football (les1081erone) J.cklOn Olllm.n (Iolk) 8 pm. USM
Portland', Luther Bomey Auditorium. Tox:
The Wrong Brothere Pub.t Port BllillrdtI.
Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickell SI, S. Port$6 in advance. $8 at thedoor. chldren haW
311 Fotwt Ave. Portland. 775-1944.
land. 767-4627.
price. 773-9549.
Monda, Night Football (testosterone) T- lucie T1Ierrten (traditional French-CanaBirds. 128 N. Boyd St, PIId. 773-8040.
dian) 2 pm. United Baptist Church.
Open Mic Night with Ken GrImeIerIb.Y.o.
L_iston. Therrien celebrates the rich
Janl Wharf'. End. 52 Wharf S~ Portland. Franco-American heritage 01 Lewiston773-OO9G.
Aubum with • rrusIcaI journey tracing the
I'Itvate Property (mellow) BnIIIlhIIf Pub.
lIYOIution of French Quebec music from
768 Congress st. Portland. 773-9673.
France toQuebec toNew England. TIx: $8
T1Ie .....1 8hop Trio (jazz) cafe no. 20
IlduHa. $4 children & senkn. 782-7228.
Danforth St. Por1Iand. 772-!114.
FIve Gone Mad (rock) F.ther O'Hara'.
Public HOUle. 45 Danlorth st. Portland. Dann, Gravl• •nd Matt Foeter (blues)
871-1579.
Gritty McOuff'.. 396 Fore st. Portland.
Voice In Time & W. Sew T1Ie Wolf (rock)
772-2739.
Geno'•• 13 Brown st. Portland. 772-7891. Panic Station (rock & blues) Old PortTaY- Phllh.rmonle V1rtuOlI Ch.mber Con"
Scott Oakle, Trio (jazz) Utlla Wille·s. 36
em. 11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
cert (charrber) 7:30 pm. Chapel. Bowdoin
Market st. Portland. 77a-4500.
Troubadour TuHdly (acoustic) Raoul's
Colege. Brunswick. Open dress rehearsal
T1Ie Mux (rock) Moose Aile(. 46 Markel st.
RoadsideAtlraction. B65 ForestAw. Port4 pm. Free tix lor seating available In the
Portland. 774-5246.
land. 773-6886.
Events OffICe. Moulton Union. 725~151.

MONDAY 11.11

SATURDAY 11.9

FRIDAY 11.8

TUESDAY 11.12

On
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

TUESDAY 11.12

UPCOMING

PORTlANDfS NEWEST DANCE NIGHT!

*.1

Laur. Kargul 11115191 (pianist) 8 pm,
CortheilConcerI Hall. USM Gorham campus. Mozart·s Sonata in 0 Major. K 311;
Schumann's Fantasy in C Major; Uszl's
Balade No. 2& Ravel's solo piano V81Slon
of La Valse. Tix: $8 public. $4 students.
seniors. faculty & stall. Caq 780-5555.
Canadian Bra. . 11/15191 (brass) 8 pm.
Portland Cily Hall Auditorilm. 30 Myrtle
st. TIx: $10. $16. $21 & $25. children halfprice. 772-8630.
Th. PrId. of Main. Rddlln, Flltlval111
1fi/91 (French-Canadian. Acadian & country-style) 8 pm. Bishop Feeney Auditorium. Saint Joseph's College. Standish.
Adnisslon: $5 adults. $3.50 seniors &
kids. $15 lamilies. 892-6788 ext 1240.

~ F RID A Y

WHEREHOUSE

WORRY DOLLS
Nov 84-: 9: TIlE LOOK

with d.j.'.
&
full bar • 21+

Nov 7:

-.,n" ai-

~

~

funkfest with

~l.§
II at

a

"1'\'

ZOOTZ

ART
OPENING

• Continutd on pAgt 20

FREE

FAMOUS

Serving Lunch & Dinner 11:30am·llpm
Lounge Hours 11: 30am-lam
425 Fore Street. Old Port. Portland. 772-7713
MlC & VISA Aa:epted • Ample Pa.rkinQ • Formerly Blue Moon

ALIW:OST FREE

mo\-f1£ff,c!

2 Dinners for $9.95

Volcano S'n tlO(c.(I,lIO
Wings
's(l.1.lL£!
Appetizer

VOL~ANO
SPE~IALS

Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
11 am - 9 pm . Sunday 12<iose

HONEST FOOD AT HONEST PRICES

when you order any

"Volcano· Entree

I

.

•

a._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.-._.~.

• %[ sum{ witfo. a sma{[ salaJ anijriLS

At Squire Morgan~s

Restaurant

. .. there'3 something going on
every night of the week!

46 Market St.. Plld. 774-5246

ROCCO'S

aUAUTY BEGINS HERE

ItaHan Restaurant and Lounge
Fine ItaIJan CUisine Steaks

&;

at
THE PERSONAL
INTRODUCTION SERVICE
Established 1974

Seafood

50 WharfSt.. Portland, ME 774-6000

LARGEST INTRODUCTION
SERVICE IN THE WORLD
ONLY THE FINEST
JOIN TOGETHER

Try Our 9 Great
LUNCH SPECIALS
starting
from

$295

''Dear Toge.tlier,
rrfumfJ to your program J've
got a WOtuurjuJ fife. fU)W - a
j06 J Cove, in a city J Cove. am{
somwne nice. to SMrt it af[
witli.
rrfumfJ again .•

Served Daily
11:3Oam • 5 pm

EARLY BIRD
SPECIALS
Served 7 Days,
11:3Oam - 6pm

Complete Dinners

$695

r-------R-O-C--c-O~s~~:~~
and Lounge
Fine lIalJan CUisine, Steaks A: Seafood

BUY ANY REG. DINNER ENTREE
GET 2ND DINNER FREEl

50 Wharf St.,
Pot'tland, Maine
774-6000

.

- , Itt . 77 • ( ,IlK' 111I .lhuh. 71)9 (.OllU • "'(: n Ilig IU'Clkf.I"I . lum h &. dllllH:r I.

• VOLCANO HADDOCK SANDWlCHftr.sn,serveioptnfau
• STIR FRIED VOLCANO CHICKEN SANDWICH
ftr.sh 'fIe/JBies, seroui open faa
• CHARCOAL GRILLED VOLCANO CHICKEN
SANDWICH 60ntkss 6rtast with ftttua eft tomato

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

,

:: The Good Table Restaurant ::

CfwictOj:

AROUND TOWN
African Import" and Now England ArIa,
1 Union St. Portland. African cralls. jewelry and sculpture as well as New England
crafts. arlilactsand arts. Hours: Mor>-Sat.
10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-9.772-9505.
AREA Gall.ry, University 01 Southem
Maine's PorlJand Campus Center.
Salazar's "Expressions 01 Spirituality,"
water media. rrixed media. acrylic and oil
on canvas. paper and wood. Salazar's
work expresses and reflects his Personal
spiriluality. Thru Nov 30. 780-409<:v"5460.
Art Gallery at Sill Deering str. .t, Portland. Works of two artisls Irom the
Rockport (Mass.) Art Association: David
Tutwiler's oils and watercolors. and Margaret W. WiHiams' still life paintings in
watercolor. Gallery hours: by chance or
appointment. 772-9605.
Th. Baxter Oall.ry, Portland School 01
An. 619 Congress St. "To Support. To
Acknowledge. To Promote," works by 11
Maine artists who have been awarded
individual artists' fellowships by the Maine
Ans Comrni.oon or the New England
Foundation lor the Arts: Mary Anderson.
Brett Bigby. FraaS/Slade. Linden
Frederick. John Gallagher. Rebecca
Goodale. Mark Johnson. Michael Lewis.
Rose Marasco. Betsy Meyer & Nancy
O·NeaI. Showlrg thru Nov 1O. Hours: Tuessun. 11-4; Thurs 11-9. 775-5152.
Con'.... Square O.llery, 42 Exchange
St. Portland. Oil and oil pastels by Meg
Brown Payson through Nov 9. Gallery
hours: Mor>-Sat. 10:3(}'5; Thuro-Sat eves
till 9; Sun noon-5. 774-3389.
Th. Danforth oarl.ry. 34 Danforth St.
Portland. "The Green Dreem Vessel: Save
Me." an Installation by Cynlhia Thompson
on the state 01 our enwanment. The vessel is a fabric and wood labyrinth w~h a
singular message: Who are tha endangered In the animal kingdom? Thompson
is the creator of the streich fabric canopies seenallhe MaineAns Festival. Showing through Nov 30. Gallery hours: TuesSat. 11-5. 775-6245.
De.n V.I.nt"". Gallery, 60 HarTl>shire
st. Portland. "Outsider An: an exhibition
01 cont~ American art by artists
working outside the academic tradtion:
Howard Finster, Mary T. Srrith. Jin1my
Lee Sudduth. Mose ToIli_ and others.
Showing through Dec 1. Gallery talk on
Howard Finster by James Pierce. Ph.D..
Nov 7 at 7 pm. Gallery hours: Thurs 12-!.
Fri & Sat 12-5. Sun 12-4. and by appointment by calling 772-2042.

Jofinny rJ) 's

31 FOREST AVE
PORTlAND
773.8187

Hitchcock Gallery. 602 Congress St. Portland. Opening reception Nov 10 Irom 1-4
pmfor·An as Daily Rituar by Paul Plante.
773-Ql76.
T1Ie La... o.lI.ry, Portland Public libraIy.5 Monument Square. Opening I"&ception Nov 7 from 5-7 pm for "Bangor or
Bust: juried visual art exhibition of work
by Maine residents ages 59 and older.
The works in the show will share the
theme of "home." Sponsored by
Portland's Danlorth Gallery. Throug h Nov
29. Slide presentation at 6 about pr8'olious
shows and services 01 the Danforth Gallery. Hours: Mon. Wed & Fri 9-6; Tues &
Thurs n00n-9; Sat 9-5. 871-1710.
Th. Op.n Stable Gallery, 273
Presumpscoll St. Portland. Opening celebration Nov 8 from 6-9 pm for a solo
exhibition 01 paintings. drawings and prints
by Frank Valliere. Entertainment 9 till late.
Gallery hours: Saturdays 1(}'2 pm and by
appointment. 871-8285.

AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS PARTIES.

(Free dinner, lesser or equal value. Not valid
with dinner specials) Expires 11/30/91. Please
pte.!C/ll coupon when ordering. A 15% gratuity
to the total check will be added before
discount. Coupon good for ~~.farty. No
seperate checks for coupon s
.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I ______ ---------------~

Make Two People Happy
For The Holidays You And Your Together
Referral.

Call us today and make
the most important
decision of your life.
99B Larrabee Road
Westbrook. Maine 04092
8S4-{)41 I
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Casoo &y W«ldy

OUT OF TOWN

Entertainment

Renovation and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.
We carry supplies and glass
for the stained glass artisan.
630 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME

774-4154

ART

The Seafarer

Froet Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St,

Portland. Agroup axhibOtion featuring the
works 01 an gallery artists, including oils,
watercolor, pastels, and sculpt'" in a
Widerangeolstytesandsubjects by Dalav

• Fresh Seafood
Scallops Au Gratin
•
•
•
•
•

Cup of Chowder
Deep Fried Maine Shrimp
Potato and Vegetable
Hot Rolls and Butter
Dessert
$9 95 person
per

The Landlubber
• Prime Rib
•
•
•
•
•

Cup of Soup
Tossed or Caesar Salad
Potato and Vegetable
Hot Rolls and Butter
Dessert $9 95 per

person
155 Riverside St., Portland· Reservations Welcome, Call 775·6536

GET FRESH

Pieor.e call 92&3338

• Gourmet Catering
• Ethnic CUisines
• luscious Desserts
Enjoy yourself Ihis year ...
Plan your holidayJeslivilies now wilh
GET FRESH. Offering innovaljve menu
ideas as well as ~adilianal favorifes.
Homemade Cakes and Pies available.

The Ski People At Tuckerman's Outfitters

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION
Of Maine's Largest Ski Shop
Freeport Outlet, Freeport

NOVEMBER 8 - 11
4 DAY BLOWOUT SKI SALE

20% OFF
1992 SKIWEAR
CB, Obenneyer, North Face, Deocente

1992 SKI EQUIPMENT
SAVE UP TO 20% OFF
K2, Rossignol, Marker, Nordica, Salomon

0UlUT SAVINGS UP 10 1K ; SALE' RffA~
Dynamic VR 11 :",.;. ' . $99.90 ' $245
Ca~iall G~~ Do.V'IlParkaS\ 59.90
155.
Fleece Jackets
ddBfoldThermal IJnderwear
Cross Country Ski Packages:

' 29.90
52,
12.90
24.
119,90 . 238,

FREE Lift Ticket To ATTITASH
with any Ski Package Purchase

FREE Drawings All Weekend
1295, Exit 19, Bear right on to Route 1 South,
1/4 mile on the left.

"WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD"
Plenty of Parking. 865-1348
"THE SKI AND TENNIS PEOPLE SINCE 1936"

Ipcar,OeWittHardy,EricG~,Laurenz"

Sisson, Allred Chadbourne, Martha
Groome, Sharon Yates, Cabot Lyford and
John Laurent. Gallery hours: Moo-Fri. 126 pm, or by appointment. 773-2555.
Greenhut 0.1I.1t... 146 Middle St, Portland. Recent palntings by Sarah Knock
and Nancy Brown: Knock paints and photographs and was selected by the
Farnsworth Museum In 1989 to participate in the Carina House Reeidency to
paint on Monhegan Island for six weeks.
Brown shows in PorUand, Connecticut
and Virginia; her recent paintings are abstracted color studies thet evolve from
landscapQIseascapa themes. Showing
through Nov 10. Gallery hours: Mor>-Sat,
10:00-5:30.772-2693.
K.tMdln Redllu"nt, comer 01 Spring &
High streels, Portland. "H idden Peraona, "
an ""hibit 0/ Deborah !'tile's masks. Rule
views her work. as a powerful transformat.... tool: "Each person has many
faces," she says. "Masks are a way to
identify, ""temaize, and integrate 0" inner selves. When we voice our obscure
ermtiona in a concreteway through maskmaking, _ release them, and they no
Iongercontrolus. "ThruNov 15. 774·B059.

Mary T. Smith:

N .....

I DOII't You Seer' ... Int

Outsider Art

011

conugated tin.
Photo Credit: IllY York

• Howard Finster, Mary T. Smith, Jimmy Lee Sudduth,
Mose Tolliver, Jesse Hown, C.... McKenzie. othen
Dun Velentgas Gallery. 60 Hampshire St., Portland
Through Dec. 1

The art represented in this lively exhibit is caUed NoutsideI" art
because it is done by artists who have not foUowed the prescribed
path for anyone either stalking professional success, or trying to
establish the right to caU himself a Nfine" artist. The factors these
artists have in common are their lack both of conventian and of a
fonnal art education. Also of traditional supplies. They worked in
their own houses or back yards, and they used whatever they alUld
find for materials. In short, they're folk artists.
The PIne T... Shop .nd a.yvt.w 0.1But the more bottom-line common threads linking these five artists
lely. 75 Market St, PortIiInd. New works
in oil by Helen St. Clair and Blaikie Hines
are socioeconomic. It's begging the issue to say that these people had
through Nov 27. Gallery hours: 10.6, Menreceived little fonnal art training; it's more to the point to acknowlSat. 773-3007.
edge
that they had alrnast no education at all AU were born to
Portland MUMum
Art, Seven Conlaborers,
none of them went past primary school, and aU except
gress SQuare. Portland. Hours: Tues, Wed.
Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 10 am-9 pm;
Howard Fmster eked out their
Sun 12-5 pm. Adrrisslon: aduns $3.50,
own existences as laborers. It is
senior citizens and students with ID $2.50,
from the sandy soil of this
ch~dren under 18 $1, group rate $3. Muhardscrabble existence that
seum admission is Iree 10 am-noon Saturday.773-2787.
their artistic visions were born. And it's the purity of this vision, its
·Bereniee Abbott. Photographer: A
Simple, str&ightforwa rd message, uncluttered by the constraints of
Modem Vision celebralesa woman who
formalism, that gives it its power.
began as an apprentice to Man Rayand is
It's art that bears a message. It's evangelical art in the case of four
now retired and living in Monson, Maine.
of them, and common among three are lettered messages. To a large
This retrospective 01 120 photographs
encompasses live major themes in
extent the lettered message motif is derived from their most readily
Abbott's Work, including a selection 01
available sources of visual stimulation: billboards and television
images from "Portrait 01 Maine," a photoadvertising. These were the visual resources that trained their eyes,
graphic study she began upon moving to
not the country's great museums or fine galleries.
the state in 1959. The show also includes
Abbott's portraits 01 artists such as James
Howard Finster is both the most visually sophisticated and
Joyce, Andre Gide & Djuna Barnes; her
consequently, perhaps, the most famous. His paintings are reaUy
startfing images 0/ New York City in the
quite trippy - rife with several thousand layers of images and
1000.; seminal work 01 scientific photogsubliminal meanings. He combines verbal, evangelical messages with
raphy from the 1940. and images from
her travels along U.S. Highway 1 in 1954.
Howdy-Doody type cartoon images, and primitive drawings of
Showing through Jan 12, ll1D2.
Chagall-like imagistic icons. If the whole should be greater than the
"Lat. Medl.val .nd Earfy Renlli...nce
sum of its parts, it's here. Finster-the-Naive is the Gabriel GarcialfIumlMted Manu..,rfpt.JeweI-ikeand
Marquez of painting - that is to say, the master of Magical Realism.
""quisite, illuminated manuscripts are
handwritten books leaturing pictures, orJesse Howard was definitely influenced by billboard messages, as
namented lett"", and decorated margins
his works are all signs. Like Finster's these verbal messages have an
done in colors, gotd & sir- paint. The
ecclesiastical core, but unlike Finster's they are unadorned except by
richty adorned manuscripts in this collecthe shapes and compositions of the letters themselves, and by the
tion provide a contil'KJOUS reconI of the
development 01 Medieval and early Repatterns that the letters fonn The subject matter of Howard's
naissance art while providing insight into
messages includes, besides religious exhortation, philosophical, social
the culture, ideas & taste that pn!!IicIed
and
political commentary as weU. Whereas Finster is purely Bible0_ a 300-year period 01 European h;'
speak (painted sermons, he caUs them), Howard is also a cynical
tory. This exhibit locuses on t""t leaves
and miniatures from bibles, booksolhotn,
political observer and a bitter soul.
psalt""" psalter-hours, missals, breviaMary T. Smith, Jimmy Lee Sudduth and Mose Tolliver don't seem
ries & choirbooks from al ov« Europe.
to
have
any particular axes to grind, nor do they seem to need to
Showing through Jan 19, 1992.
proselytize. What they have in common is their flat, primitive style
Portland Win. & Che_ Co. 168 Midde
St, Portland. Watercolors by Frances Benand their fanciful depictions of the world around them. Mary Smith's
jamin through Nov 29. 772-41147.
work is religiously based only in that by applying paint to the
The Splrfted GounMt, 142 St. John $I.
corrugated tin roof panels and miscellaneous objects she manages to
Portland. David Dupree's recent work',
scrounge up, she is celebrating the lord. Her painting is an act of
showing through Nov 15. Hours: Mon-Fri.
thanksgiving.
10.6; Sat, 10.2.773-2919.
The Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Portland.
All three paint one-dimensional portraits of their neighbors, of
"Irragery In Etched Glass: sandblasted
popular and political figures, and of buildings, animals and fantasies.
art depicting a variety of subjects from
ToUiver likes to make paintings about sex, about which he apparently
Fred & Ginger 10 the African Sariee .nd
has a pretty healthy attitude. I would actually have to separate him
more. Inwginat ...., seductive graphics by
four conl8fT'4lOr8ry glass artists. Through
stylistically from Smith and Sudduth in that his style, though
Nov 20. Gallery Hours: Moo-Sal, 11 ~II
primitive, actually wanders into post-modernism. One has to wonder,
pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. 772-0072.
looking
at his distorted, wonderfully expressive faces with the noses
aun Gal...,.. 496 Congress St, Portland.
on sideways, if he'd ever snuck some studies in there (thus disqualifyDoug Frati's works are painted pieces on
wood. including sculpture, paintings and
ing him from the category of outsider) and had just a little peek at
painted fum~ure. Mytes Danaher'. work
some Picasso portraits.
consists primarily ollandscapa paintings.
earl McKenzie doesn't have any axes to grind at all He just hangs
Through Nov 16. Gallery hotn: Wed-Sat.
out and carves up a wooden image of whatever his eye or his
11 am-6 pm or by appointment. 828-4760
orn3-8816.
imagination lands an -waitresses or barnyard animals or Biblical
Thos. Mo •• r C.bln.t ..... k.n. 415
scenes or families of devils. You name it. His sculptures are whimsiCumber1and Ave. Portland. "The Ftissian
cal, innocent and endearing, especially when they're illogical His
Album," an intemational photography
"Noah's Ark," for example, is a relief carving, with the heads of all of
""hib~ion featuring a collection 01 black &
Noah's animals sort of blinking out at you from their niches, along
white photos by Nikolai Chesnokov and
selected images from "Foto Eva: an "".
with a hammer and a boot. It works.
hibit 01 amate.. and prolessional photos
This is a wonderfully alive show, and if these guys are the
from the international corrrnurity. Show·
outsiders, count me out.
ing through Nov 29. Hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5.
Margot McWr11ilzms
774·3191.

0'

E1aman .. Gatl.ry. 56 MaineSt. Brunswick.
"Tokonoma," mixed media show of wall
art and objects in settings inspired by
Japanese architecture. Part 01 lour· gal·
lery ""hibOt 'Integration: Cralts in Archi·
tecture." Through Nov9. Hours: Mon-Sat,
10.5; Sun 12·5. 729-1108.
Ol •••on Fin. Art. 27 McKown St,
Boothbay Harbor. "Cari G. Nefson (18981988): The Sage 01 Cranberry Island"
through November. Hours: Tues-Sal, 10.
5; Sun 12-4; other times by appointment
by calling 633~9 or 633·2336.
Icon Cont.mponory Art, 19 Mason Streel,
Bn.nswick. "chairs," a show 01 18 dining
room chairs by 13 artists including the
Breton Flannery Wood works, Jamie
Johnston, Greg Lipton & Duane Paluska.
Part of lour-gallery exhibition "Integra·
tion: Crafts In Architecture." Showing
through Nov 9. Hours: weekdays 1-5,
weekends by chance or appt. 725-8157.
Maet COY. Gallart.. n, Schooners Wharf,
Ocean Ave, Kennebunkport. Works 01 20
artists on continuous display. Hours: 10.
5 and 6:30.8:30 daily. 967-3453.
O·F.rr.,1 GaI...,.,46 MaineSt, Brunswick.
"116" = I' ," large-scale applications 01
crafts as applied to arch~ect..e, includIng an installation by FrosVSlaade, Geotge
Mason's large ceramic watl retiel pieces,
and Richard Remson's sculptures 01 glass
and steet. Part of lour-gallery exhibit '1ntegration: Crafts inArchitect..e." Through
Nov 10. Gallery hours: Moo-Sat, 10 am-5
pm. 729-8228.
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Say
I Love You

SCENE

with

Custom
Jewelry
caUnow
for Holiday
Orders
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·Th. Artl.... VI.!on
P• ....t... In I.
lamle Hletory" Walter B. Denny, exhibi-

Meander about the unique and affordable
art of Australia's top Aboriginal artists.
Tuesday - Saturday 12:00 - 5:00 p.m.
and by appoinhnent.

tion curator and prolessor of art history at
Univasity of Massachusetts Antlerst, wil
give a lecture in collunction with the ongoing ""hibition "The Here and the Hereafter: Images of Paradise In Islamic Art,"
Nov 14 at 7:30 pm In Kresge Auditorium,
Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin Colege. Call
725-3275 lor more Info.
• ......nlc. Abbott: A Modern VI.!on Exhibition" JuNe Van Haaften, organizer
and curator 01 thephotography collection
lor the New York Public Library's Photography Collection, wil give a lecture on
Abbott Nov 7 at 7:30 pm at the Portland
Museum 01 Art in the audnorium. It's free
wnh ITlJseum admission. Call 775~148.
can for Entrt. . lor a show highlighting the
changing 01 the seasons, Irom the amazing burst of color to the eventual black
and white of the landscape. All mediums
considered, Including installatIOn & perlormanceart. Show win run Nov 14-Christmas. Bring work to 3 Views Arts, 112 High
St, Nov 7-9. The opening reception on the
14th wiff include a pot luck among the
artists. The wider the scopa & variety of
works, the better, so be encouraged to
submit what you are working on. Call 7721961 or 839-3340 lor more inlo.
Communlt)' Photography Showing Celebrating Portfand and photography, area
residents are invited to submit slides of
theirlavorite people and places in the city
lor "My Favorite Portland" srode showing
Jan 25, 1992, AI slides received will be
shown in a Iree public presentation at
Portland Museunol Art. Slides should be
01 outdoor scenes. with a maximum 01
two slides submitted per person. They
should be sent wnh a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Thee Holtwijk,
SMRT, POBox 816, Portland 04104. Entrants should include their name, address
and phone number, the location where
the slide was taken and an optional 100word statement about the view.
HItchcock Gallery wil be aocepting three
works by artists from which the exhibition
schedufe for the upcoming years will be
planned. Call gaftely first, 773-0976, bafore bringing work to 602 Congress SI.

40 Pleasant Street
Portland. Moine 04101
(207) 87 f.1 078
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CHRISTMAS
t SHOP
-NOWOPENOLD PORT

c:A.RTISANS
Fine Handcrafts

SENSE

"The Chilly Cllmet. for W_n: Th_
a ... TI..- Thet Try M...•• Soul." Lec-

ture by Berenice Sandler, lormer director
of the Project on theSlatus and Education
of Women at the AN:" Nov 12 at 7 pm in
Kresge Auditorium, VISual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College. Caff 725·3201 for inlo.
• Continutd on p<lgt 22

Recent
Paintings

Blaikie Hines

IIII

and

Helen StClair

November 1-281991 10-6 Mon.-Sat.

THE PINElREE SHOP &
BAYVIEW GALLERY
75 Market St. • Porrland, Maine • 773·3007

We are proud to
present the work of one
hundred talented artists
and craftspeople.
Exquisite gifts for
discriminating tastes,

l'
18 Exchange Street
Portland, ME

871·1090

22

Casco Bay Wakly

Entertainment
berry Street
BEST CHRISTMAS SHOPPING IN MAINE
complimentary gift wrapping tool
83 India Street Portland ME 04101 (201) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

GUITAR STUDIO
WORKSHOP

All styles
All aves

Special attention
to beginners

Private
Professional
Instruction

113·3444

• Con linued {rom page 21

SENSE

~I/

...... F8m1IJMoney Men.ge...."' . .mIINI, Kerry Courtk:e of A.G. Edwards &
Sons inviteefamillee \0 attend a free money
nanagamant-nnar. Thetwo-pert..nnar is designed to help fIImllal CMII'COm&
the obe1acIeIo of Innatlon. taxation and
procraetinatlon. Featured~k8risKeny
Courtice, who has 0YfJIf seval yearw' experience planning investment strategies
throughout Maine and New England. Part
I of the &Minar wil be held Nov 7 from
5:30-7:30 pm. Part II will be held Nov 1. at
the same tm.. At the AG. Edwards offices at Two Portland Square, PHd. To
"'IIister cal 77.-5620.

W. After DNtII Rev. Ken TuI'Iey wI!
~t the experlenc. reported by the

BANGOR
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Bangor •

H':InOVCf •

Poftynd

The Portland Campus Presents:

18ln-century aclenlillt, theologian and
mystic Enwnuel s-lenbofg In his book
"Heaven and Hell." "Swedenbofg's de9CI1ptlon of the procea of awakening and
the nature of ongoing life In the other

led

by

JOHN BELL
A Leader of the lona Community, Scotland
Sunday, November 10,1991 • 3:00 PM
Free and Open 10 the Public
State Street Church, 159 State Street, Portland, Maine
For furtMf info",","," all 714·5212
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Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's

Relevant Fiction
Competition
Casco Bay W~kly is accepting original, unpublished
short stories on topics relevant to modem life in the Casco
Bay region. A panel of three judges will choose the most
compelling. well-written stories for inclusion in Casco Bay
Weekly's Relevant Fiction Issue, Feb. 20, 1992
We seek stories that raise questions about some facet of
everyday life here in the
Casco Bay region, and we
are looking for stories that
demand to be told: fict ion
that is evocative and finely
tuned to the author's
intention. (Please do not
submit stories in the" genre"
traditions of erotica, fantasy, mystery, science fiction, the
supernatural, reminiscence or romance.)
.
Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words or less .WlII
be accepted until 5 p .m., Friday, Jan. 10. (Longer stones
will be disqualified.) The author's name, address and
phone number must appear only on the cover page of the
manuscript. Sub-sequent pages should be identified by
story titles and page numbers only. Do. not submit
unfinished stories. Proofread your stones carefully.
Send your manuscript by Jan. 10 to:

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

By now, the equivalent of last week's Rocky Mountain ~ugar
Halloween high has crumbled back down into the usual hill-anddale routine of the normal junk food malaise (less sugar, tastes
great).
Anyway, as another Halloween passes into the p~verbial bag,
some reflection of who and what came to our doors IS necessary.
Kids are much smarter than they used to be. Either that or they have
extraordinary in-house staffs with highly developed briefing skills.
A skinny, serious kid showed up wrapped in a set of kinky locks
and chains. TIle only logical question was, "Who in all saints are
you?" Without flinching, he offered, "I'm Harry Houdini, real ~e
Ehrich Weiss, world-famous magician, illusionist and escape amst.
I told this lad Harry was dead. "True enough," he replied. HI
died of peritonitis following a blow to the abdomen at 10:30 p.m. on
Oct. 31, 1926, at Grace Hospital, Detroit, Michigan:
I asked him what Harry had to do with Halloween. In dead
seriousness he retorted, "My death anniversary on Halloween is an
occasion for meetings of
magicians." For his riveting
performance, Houdini earned
an extra candy bar (right before
he escaped from the front porch).
Not all of the candy-seekers were geniuses. Some were just
thrilled to be alive. A four-year-old dressed up as a cat burglar
purred, "Mister, this is my 'peshial, 'peshial day. I'm so 'cited! I
really am 'cited! People are givin' away candy for free. You got
any?"
From the sidewalk, his mother reminded her son, "Kevin, say
'trick or treat' and 'thank you:"
Ouring supper, an eight-year-old cheese~urger greased. (graced)
our porch looking for condiments. By far, this was the tastiest
costume, a genuine seventy-and-a-quarter-pounder.
.
This was certainly not a humdrum year of ghosts, mumnues,
white sheets and black cloaks. Yes, 1991 featured true American
originals. It is refreshing to see these creative juices flowing from
our kids, and I suppose from their clever parents as well.
Here's some parting knowledge even that little H oudini might
not have in his computer mind . Halloween can be traced as far back
as the ancient Celtic Feast of Samhain, the festival that marked the
beginning of winter.
Old Mainers talk of snowstorms on Halloween and getting
mitten fuzz stuck on trick-or-treat candy apples. Whether that's true
or just a clever coverup, weather is always a factor. Most of the boys
and ghouls dressed warmly, some carried umbrellas. But for tho~
of you brave witches who froze your trea~ off last week, k~ep this
in mind: H Halloween fun is over, can Chnstmas be far behmd?
N

wol1d is profoundly moving," AY8 TwIay.
Nov 7 at 7:30 pm at the Swedenborglan
Chun:h,302SI4MmAve, Portland.
tIon and answer
to follow. The
first 10 people \0 arrive get a free copy of
"Heaven and Hel." For Info cal 772-8277.
1IMI M.I...
ae.tewlcIe ....11""
wit be held Nov 9 at 10 am at 12 lana
Road In Brewer. II'. ~ off Route lA
(Wilson Street) behind the Big App1a neer
the~Auditorium Theprm.ryfocua
of the maating will be praparations for the
1992 electio,... For more Inlo cal1 Matt
TIlley at 1-800-439-72043 or G"'II Garritt
at 778-6722.
M.1ne Media Wo.... n will prMent three
workshops for c:orrnUllcations profe&slonals, writers and publicist. at the
Jameson Tavern In Freeport Nov 9 from 9
am-3:3O pm.
sessions - a parlictpatoryworkshopaxploring tachnlq.- for
maxirrizing creative potential. "How To
Get 'In the Loop' and Stay There: Worklng
with the Slicks While Living in Maine" and
"HowToBea Win ne~ ' - are designed 10
galvanize creativity . grease publication
opportunities and gird cornrrunications
with a competitive edge. Lunch is included in the $38 registration for the S&lies. For registration Info. call Hilarynangle
at 443-9990 or send a check to Maine
Media Women c/o Hilary. PO Box 675.
Bath 04530.
"1IMI New Chin. . . stockmark.t· The
Chinese-American FriendshipAssociation
of Maine presents a talk by Professor
ThomasSanders ofUSM's Business ManagementSchool.who spentsaveral weeks
advising theChinesa in Beijng and ShangMilz Qui,,"
hai on their economy and ftedgling stock
market. Nov 12 at 7 pm at USM Portland York In"ltut. MUNum . . .lea VolunOut for Good A lesbian discussion/supCall1lUS Center. Room B. Free and open
t . .,. interested In history and the arts
port group meets each Thursday from 7to the public. For mont Info can 774-6511 .
who likelT»8ting new people and learning
9 pm In Saco. Topics vary weekly. $1
"Pot.on In My Roo..' Author Eizabath I.
new things. Volunt_ for the tour guide
weekly donation. Non-smoking. chernKalau Ph.D. aS90ciata profas8or at UM
program one to three afternoons per
fraa meeting. For info. caN 247-3461 .
Farmington. wi apeak about her book on
month. from 1-4 pm. A tralnlng session P.,.ntSupport Group sponsorad by ParNazI Garmany rarnambared and c0nwll begin Nov 20 from 10 am-12 noon ••at
enta Anonymousand the Family Resource
fronted. Nov 7 at 7:30 pm, at the Jewish
York Institute. 371 MainStreet.Saco. Call
Center is held weekly at the Farrily R&CommunIty Center. 14 A8hrn0nt Street.
282-3031 to vot~'-.
SOUrC<l Center on Fridays from 1()'11 :30
Portland. The daughter of • NazI IIIII1Y
am. Parents are given an opportunity to
offtcar wi talk about her book, which
meet w~h others and discuss parenllng
addraeseathed,. and unspoken fea,.
issuee and concerns. No teas. no waiting
of children and how war aflecb It*'l.
lists. For mont info. cal 871·7445.
Lecture will be preceded by reception at
The IIcolloaia SUpport Group of M .....
8:30. ~: 772-1959 .
is a non-medical organization that offers
educational as well as moral support to
anyone suffering from scoliosis. regardless of age or severity of the curve. We
meet every other month altemately between Brunswick and Portland. Extra
Coatsl
Community "..
meetings are held when & where needed.
. .me a.rtee Nov 13, SeItlng L1mta for
We have InIormaI galhar/ngs as wei as
Your Chldren; Nov20. Strass Reduction;
professionals in th liekIaddress ourgroup.
Dec 4, Enhancing Your Sexual RelationFor mora info call Deborah Davis at 855shipe. All sessions are held at Coaalal
5242 In Portland or Diar» Burroughs at
Counseling Associa.... 535 Ocean Ave,
725-5900 In Brunswick. Orwritethegroup
Portland. ~ sessions take pIaca from &at 172 Main SI. Topsham 04086.
7 pm. They're free. CaR 772-5581.
Help for F8.... Amdety & D.p....lon
Reco-v •Inc. offers a methOd for people
whose symptorne are narvoutI In origin.
Maemgs are held every weak In Pot1Iand
at lOam Saturdays at the Father HaY"
Center, 699 StawnsAw. Windham rr.etIngs are held at 7 pm Mondays at N.
Windham lkIion Church Pariah 1iouM,
1M YMCA NMcIe YoluntMrVeuth "..
F1cUe 302. No charge. Contact DIane at
gram .......nta to woriI pM-lime with
892-9529 for mont lnfo.
• group of .t-rfsk c:hlldNn In an arw
8ChooI program from 2-8 pm w.k.daya. Ingraham YoIun...... Help available by
phor»2. houra a clay. Cal 77... HELP.
VoMllIIarw wII help plan fIaId bipe. cofllciiUllagroupllCtivltlaa, haweomecon- Need. T.lk7 Dial Kids hotllna Is for taana
tact with familiea, participate In outdoor
who haw a problem or need to talk. The
challenge IICtivltlaa with 3rd-5th graden.
hotIlna Is open from 2:30-5 pm Mon-Fri.
do crlsls lntar-.tIon and group problemTaenscallng In talk to other taens whoara AffIrm Vou....1fI On&-day workshop for
women Nov 9 from 10am-3 pm. $20. CBlI
aoMng faclltation. Thera wII be weakly
well trained to listen and help. Cah are
J_ Gu at 77.-8633.
staffsupport IT»8Ungs. VoUilaal'll should
kept confidential, axcept when the caller
have high energy, patlenca and a passion
is In danger. TopIca dlscu8sed on the "Men T.ld"" Care of othe.. •• the
Expen. . of OU...-.-" The Center lor
for halping needy youth. experience In
hodine range from family and !ichooI to
Men will meat for ciscussion Nov 9 from
recreation. social wor1l or C8ftlI COLWIsal_uaity and relationships, ~ relations.
1()'12 am In Room 410, Luther Bonney.
Ing Is helpful. Caltha VoIun'- Center at
birth control. loneliness, sOOstanceabusa
874-1000.
on the USM PtId carJ1>US. Men welcome.
& suicide. Need to talk? call 774-TALK.
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An Afternoon of Prayer, Music,
and Meditation

Halloween originals
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au.-

for kids
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cou.... n""

OFF THE
CLOCK
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Cod.pendent Wo....n Come gain a basic Hold.y Cr'Itft CI• • Judy Faust. local
understanding of codependency. how
artist. wil be offering this class for chistereotyped female roles have historically
dren5-8&9-12starting Nov 12. This four"-1 codependent, and the att~udes and
w_ prograrn wil be held at S. Portland
methods necessary for recovery and
rec center from 3:3()'5 pm. Ages 5-8 wil
change . Speaker will be Cathy
meet Tuesdays, ages 9-12 will meet
Levendusky. administrator of The RecovWednesdays. Cost: $30. Pr&-raglstration
ery Center at Mercy Hospital. The presenand prE>-payment are required. Call 767tation wil be followed by a question and
7650 for mont lnfo.
answer period. It·s free in the Medical
LIve Reptll. Program Professional enviStaff Memorial AuditorlUll\ level B2. at
ronmental educalors from The Chewonki
Mercy Hospital .l44 State St, Portland .
Foundation of Wiscasset will present two
Cal 879-3486 for more info.
natll'lll history programa designed for
Head. N.ck and Should.r M ....ge
chldren In kindergarten through eighth
Christina Lyons. a certified massage theragrade. The Maine Parents for GiftedfTaJ.
pist. wil teach beginning as wei as axp&ented Youth lnvite all aree children to
rienced participants to identify appropriparticipate Nov 18 at 9 am at the School
ate massage strokes for maxirrum relaxHouse ArIII Center, Route 11 • • Sebago
ation and/or stirrulation. and to perform
Lake. Uva ReptIle Progt8II1: Hanness rat
strokes correctly. Offered byUSM LWeline
snake, turtle, allgator and green iguana.
Nov 7 from 6:3()'9 pm In the Ca~
KidI are In....ted fo \ouch the rapt. . In a
Center. Rooms B & C. at the Portland
non-threatening atmosphere. Maine's
ca~ on Falmouth Street. Faa: $17.
Predators: Uva kaatreI falcon. Chidren
Pr&-registration required. Cal 780-4170.
leam about misunderstood predators.
"Not Old, R.turn to SprIng" Expressive
Coat: $6 per child per program; $10 lor
Therapy Center introduces concept. of
both. Pn>-reglstration required. space limtraditional Chinese medicine. meditative
ited; call 642~.
exercise fundamentals with Beijing's Zhao 1IMI Portland PublIc 1..IbNry'a Chllclren..
Mel. MD. Nov 13 from 7-8:30 pm at 150
Room ac .....u .. for the week of Nov 7:
St. John Street in PtId. Call 871 -8274.
Nov 8.10:30 am. Talea for Twos; Nov 9.
Sah,q. Yoga Ills time you got your enlght10:30 am. "More Storiea Around the
enment. Costa no money, just. desire to
WoI1d," a chldren's play ~ted by
know yourself. Wedn8sctaysat7pmlnthe
J<rackarjack Theater; Nov 11 . lbrarycloeed
facultyloungelnUSMPortland 'sCa~
forVetarana Day; Nov 13,11:30 am, Finger
Center. Coma and find out if seIf-realiza.
Fun for Bebiee; Nov 13, 10:30 am, P ....
tion Is for you . CaJl787-4819forinfo.
8ChooI Story TIme; Nov 13, 2 pm, Gnind"If-Eat..m .nd Cre.tlvlty Graham
~' Tea (free holiday gill suggaaReaves. author oi "A Stranger to Myself:
tiona. open to an); Nov I., 3:30 pm.
An Adult Guide to HlgherSell·Estaam.nd
Chikhn'. Book Weak Puppet Show (lor
Creative living." will conduct a series of
3-year-okls and up~ Nov 15. 10:30 am,
Wed 1M! workshops for &duns beglnning
Talaa for Twos; Nov 18. 9 am. Childran'.
Nov 13. from~pm. at415CongressSt.•
Book Sale In Rl.... Room. All programe
Suite 304. Portland. $20 registration faa
are free and open to the public. FIII8
includae a copy of the book. An alI-day
Monument Square, Portland. For men
intensive will be offered Dec 7 from 9-3
Information. cal1 871-1700.
pm. Registration is $SO(no book inckJdad);
8RlnI8)' Child eare Is baing olferad by
caN 773-3000.
the YWCA of Pot1Iand.1n COr1unction with
T.mlnll .he Mind, This lntroductory fourWoodfords, Inc. Hours are 8:30 .m-4:3O
w_ course will explore the nature of
pm for kids ages 3-8. Drop-ln care is
meditation as taught by TIbetan Buddhist
availabla. PnHeglstration isrequlrad. For
meditation Chogyam Trungpa Ri~e.
mora Info call 874-1130.
Each class wil consist of meditation, Instruction and discussion . Course fee: $20.
Open house and first class: Nov 20 at 7
pm. Cal 866-3396 for more Info.

SPORT

OUT

Downhill Ski LHaon. Registration for
Lost Valley and Shawnee Peak ski lessons is now open for South Portland residents. and will open Nov 15 for n0nresidents. Program Info is now available
at the ree center for both of these programs. Call 767- 7650 for more info.
Men's and Women's Open Gym South
Portland Recreation offers gym basketball for adults 18 and older at Memorial
Middle School. Women's night is Monday
and men's is TUesday. both from 7-9 pm.
The cost is SlInight. Both programs run
through April. Call 767-7650 for more info.
Ski Fit USM Ufeline is offering this ski
conditioning program for the coming season. This tlv9&-month program is d&signed 10 help individuals work on cardiovascular conditioning. muscle strength
and endurance. Individually tailored for
thedownhil or cross country skier. Ski Fit
is conducted in the Ufafine Bodyshop at
theUSM Portland gym on Falmouth Street.
Participants make their own schedules.
Registration is ongoing. Cal 78().4170.

SIDE

CalICo Bey Blk. Club meets the third
Tuesday of avery month at 7 pm in the
Portland Safety Building (police station)
on Middle Street. The public is welcome.
Cal the 24-hour hotlineat 774- 1118. Bob
Murray at 892-7029 or Gary Davis at 8928257 for more info.
DIlICover the Sec ..t. of the Fo.... Tum
a fal stroll through the woods Intoa fasci·
nating learning eXperiencetlYough Maine
Audubon's nature walks at Mast Landing
Sanctuary in Freeport. Through Nov 22.
tralned naturalist guides will introduce
school groups. community groups. scout
troops & others to forest and wildlife ecology durtng a 1-112 hour wak, Wednesdays through Fridays at the Sanctuary.
Each walk features hands-on explorations of topics including plant and animal
adaptations. forest succession. animal
ALSO FEATURING:
signs, migration & bird study. Introductory materials are sent to teachers and
• Jones NY Separates. Petites. Sport. Christian Dior • Jones NY Rainwear
group leadars before each waik. Advanca
reservalionsare required andcan be made
Mon-Thurs 10-6 • Fri.
10-8 • Sun 10-5
by contacting Carol LeMere at 781-2330.
Mal... Wo_n Outdoo,. sponsors hikAlnul"" Autumn Auction Waynefleat
SchooI'sAuction-1ncluding dinner. dancing. biking and C3I'I1>ing trips for women
ing. and silant and live auction - will
18 years of age and older. For lnfo. call
"H.,.,. for Wbrt.r H ••lth and Immu- M.ndal.
award-winning jazz enbenefit the Wayneflaat Scholarship F.m.
Sandy at 657-5134 or Karen at 797-3006.
nItv" Herbaist Deb Soule will present a semble. wil celebrate the release of their New VMr'alPortl.nd Ben.m Preview
Auction
items
include
Red
Sox
tickets.
Meln. Outdoor Adv.ntu,. Cfub(MOAC)
party featuring a new work. "Fiddling with
lecture and side show. sponsored by the
second CD. "La Spada di San Galgano,"
condo use at Sunday Rivarand Sugarfoaf.
the Facta." with Tony Montanaro. Karen
brings together people who enjoy the
Good Day Market Education Committee.
at
cafe
no
(20
Danforth
St..
Portland)
Nov
two weekaln Southam France. and mora.
Hurtl&Grag Boardmand. Nov 8 from 5:3()'
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events
Noll 12 at 7 pm at the USM Campus
22&23at9pm. "La Spada di San Galgano"
Noll 16. 5 prn-midnight. Call 772-6832.
6:30 pm. Martners Church Banquet Cento peopla of alt skil levels. beginner to
Center. Conference Room 4. Bedford
was lnspired by Galgano Guidotti. a 12thter (at the corner of Market & Fore). $20
AIn-V international Open "-Portexpert. All are welcome to attend the
Straet. Child cara wil be provided. Sugcentury nobleman I'tlo renounced his
landGlOupI74~tsthevldeo'Women
contribution requasted. Cash bar. Calt 772·
monthly meetings. highlighted by a slide
gested donation: $3 members of Good
wealth and knighthood to live a spiritual
9012 for more lnfo.
at Risk," which brings to light the tragedy
presentation. Upcoming activities: Nov 9Day CO-OP. $5 non-members. Call Jo Ann
IWe aflinning "the supremacy of peace and
of mora than 15 miNion refugees scattered
Pumpkin and HollJ F.lrCathedralChurch
11 . CarterlMoriah backpacking. call 773M~chal at 874· 2353 lor mora lnfo.
faith over the destruction of war." Conaroood the wol1d. the majorily of whom MaIn.·ParentaforGlftedlT.Ient.dVouth
of SI. Luke will hold ~s annual fai" Nov 9
0476. Every Tues & Thur. after work lag
tai,.. original woriI by bessist/composer
are women and young girls. It pr~ts
from 9 am-2 pm at 143 State St.. Portland.
stretch around Baxter Sllld, leave at 8:30
will present Valeria Seaberg. comuttant
John Leaman and by Mandala trumpeler
portraita of three such refugees. Noll 1. at
Complete food court wil sarve lobster
pm from Payson Park. For updated bip
from the state Department of Education.
Tom Duprey. TIx $7. Cal 772-8114.
6 pm at Woodlord·sChurch. 2D2Woodtord
roh and fresh strawbeny shortcake. with
info. cal the Outdoor Hottineat 774- 111
OIvlsionofGiftedITalanted Education. who An otd-F_hIoned F.1r et St. An....'
S~ PHd. Cell Rachal Valieras. 775-9117.
a Chldran 's Cornar. Shop forcrafl and kn~
For club and 11I8i'ob&ship info. caHCarey
will speak on the GifteO'Talanted Pr0Evangelical Lutheran Church Nov 9 from
at 772-9631 .
"1IMI BIg Gay Book" John Preston. author
goods. teddy bears and books. jewelry
grams In Mair» for the benefit of parenta,
10
am
to
2
pm
.
Scandinavian
cooking.
of "The Big Gay Book: A Man's Sutvlval
and baked goods. COWltry store, or trash
educatorsand interasted comnnnty memfoods for sala and for lunch, International
Guida for the '90s," wit be autograpling
and treasures. Spacial auction featuring
bers. Nov 16 at lOam at the School House
gills. and a special naw children's private
select and valuable items. with auctioneer
his books Noll 7 at 7:30 pm at Raffias Car.
ArIII Center. Route 114. Sebago Lake.
shopping center are among the offerings.
Bookstore. 555 Congresa St For more
the Very Reverend Stephan Foote. Info
Free of charge.
The church is located at 515 Woodford
Info cal 761-3930.
cal Jim Alberty at 775-1661 .
MalneSh_, Fundralalng In H.rd
Straet.
Portland.
CaN
E.M.
Lindblom
773F.mllJ Night Warren Memorial Lbrary preSt. Jude'. Church wil hold b Christmas
MalnaShar.. pres&nta an al-day worll8740 for details.
senta Susan Dries. storytallarofWindham,
Fu Noll 9 from 9-3 in Freeport. one block
shop led by Stephanie Roth, professional BeI1JamIn Mendlowltz Slide Show & Book
Noll 13 at 7 pm. Library is at 479 Maln St,
from L.L. Bean·s. Tables available lor $20;
l\Indraisar and trainer. Nov 9 at UM AuSllInlnll Mandlowitz' photographs are
Westbrook.CaI 85<4-5891 to "'IIister.
cal Jenny at 729-1653. Money raisadwUl
gusta. Geared toward thesmal non-profit.
found in The Woodenboat Calendar.
help needy families at Christmas time.
GrHt ChIN .nd Chowder Ch.n....
the workshop wi. cover where the money
Woodenboat magazine and DownEast Wo ...... llual_ Owne,. of Gr....r
Inlown Portland Exchange Is inviting the
comas from. which strategy when. buildmagazine. His talk wil be a how-to for
fil'lt 2.000 people to the Cumberland
Portl.nd will present "How to ViSualize
Ing an individual donor base. developing a
folks I'tlo aspire to take bett... marine
County Civic Center for the seventh anSuccasa" by Sue Redkey at their monthly
fundraising plan . how to ask major
photos. He wil sign Woodenboat calennualaventNov9froml1 am-2pm. Sampla
meeting Noll 7 at 6 pm. In the non-smoking
donors.and more. Cost: $40 per parson.
dars or the new book he and Peter Spectre
lounge of Andover Colege, Washington
the bast chii and chowder from Greater
lunch included (SID discot.nt W three or
"Chlck.n. Are P.opl•• Too" Portland's
produced
about
Maine
schooners,
"PasPortland restaurants for $3.50 ($2.50 SE>Avenue. Portland. $6.50 includes light dinmora people from same organization). Reg .
very own radio show just for kids from 9sage In TIme." Nov 8 at 6 pm. Harbour
niors. $1 .50 children under 12). and cast
neroFor reservations call Elaine Burton at
al9:3Oam , workshop-l0·.U n theaudito10 am Saturdays. 90.9 WMPG-FM. For
Books. 40A Lafayette St. Route 86. Call
761 -0041 . •
your ballots for the coveted titles of "Best
rium.
Jewett
Han.
UMA
Campus.
Wheelmore Info call 773-6733 or 780-4974 .
84&-6306.
Chili" and "Best Chowder." Call772~8.
chair accessible. Call 622-0 105.

factory store
SAVILLE SUITS

$12900

SELLING ELSEWHERE $260-$310

ETC
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31 Main Street • The Mikasa. Building • Freeport, ME • 865-3158
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Male professional seeking, mIf studenV
professional to share large home in Gorham.
Home has 3 bedrooms12 baths and is 20
minutes from man.$l00lwk, avail. immediately. Call 839-4189.

NORTH DEERING 10 ROOM insulated Colonial needs prolessional MIF 25+, 2 LR's,
family rm., pets negotiable, WId, Ig. yard, Ig.
roomsl closets, and other amenities. $255
+ 113 utilities. 878-2312.

Looking for nea~ non-smoking professional

MIF roommate, to share 2 bedroom

CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A

body" soul
TAl CHI CHUAN isan ancient Chinese Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an opponents force to control it. TAl CHI is a lIuid
system based on meditation in movement
Excelentlorspiritualgrowth, radiantphysical health and unequaled in reducing the
effects of stress and tension in ones life.
Beginners through advanced classes, including Push-Hands. VISitOrs welcome. For
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

FEMINISM & BUDDHISM: Women interested in meditation and creating a sangha
please cal 773-4969 or 725-8878. First
meeting will be held in Brunswick on Nov.
17 from 1Dam to noon.
MAYBE SOt.l:DAY ... The Pimsleur language Tapes have just arrived, come in and
give a listen. '92 calendars are going fast,
folks, don't waste a minute! We also have
thoughtful children's books, health & healing, Eastern philOSOphy, appropriate games
and toys, and alternative magazines. 195
Congress on Munjoy Hill. 773-3275. Hours
1-6.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, aching, stiff muscles while improving circulation and soothing tension. Sliding scale.
Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P. Cenified. 775-

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

0)

6636.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
MA., L.MJ., Licensed Massage Therapist
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches,
neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress,
improve llexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic performance. By appoinlmen~

PARTNER'S OF INCEST SURVIVOR'S suppon group now forming to offer support,
education and feedback with issues like: the
impact of incest on the partner and survivor, getting needs met, intimacy, trust and
sexuality. Contact Paulette M. Bonneau,
lCSW, at 775-1849.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE- Reconnecling
the body, mind and spirit to increase relaxation, flexibility & energy. Charlene Telenar,
Member AMTA, licensed Massage Therapist, Portland. Hour or half-hour sessions.
Gift certificates available. 775-3063.
ACUPRESSURE & MASSAGE by Vietnamese women experienced in eastem health
care systems. Sliding fee scale. Appointments available Mon. and Wed. mornings.
Call Charlene Telenar, 775-3063.

-:.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

Lisa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T.
Individual & Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on

Making Sense of

M 0 N EY
Money in Our Lives

• Sexuality
232 st. John St.

Emotional Healing through Body & MindBIOFEEDBACK is Whole Body Learning
H A R R A SEE K E T HEALTH
WiU T aylar, MD

Meanings. Myths. Memories.
New Concepts, Tools &. Habits

6-week groups ongoing

Money Issues
Beliefs. Anxieties. Fears. Questions.
Someone safe to talk to .. .

Individual Counseling

Money Skills &
Debt Management
Spending Plans. Money Decisions.
Tax Planning. Basic Checkbook &.
Bank Statement Skills.

Moving to Yarmouth

I.

Judith K. Burwell

~

HeUng & 0; Gong by Dc Zho Mel 7 p.m.

/~'.
\. ~ ,;
'<. . __

p

....

POIARI1Y
TIIERAPY TRAINING
Learn

~£¥~I£.~~x"
releasing stored memory through touch, movement,
dialogue, imagination and humor.
A gentle integration of body, mind and spirit.

L V. JENKINS , MAC
.., .R .S.
AMTA member

772·2442

Portland

Danforth ST

A peaceful place in a busy world
Stress management. Injuries. Body awareness/acceptance
Adults. Children. Infants . Pre-natal

10

work wirh the Healing Energy
01 the Ufe Force.

160 hoor weekend Ceruration Program

Begins Nov. 16-17.

Polarity Realization Center
Scarborough 772-0066

INNER LIGHT

Kripalu Yoga
Meditation-in-Mocion

Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy
Kim Chandler
10 Exchange ST
874-2341
Portland

NEW DIALOGUE BEl WEEN THE SEXES

Brooke Alexander, M. DIv.
Pastoral Counselor

A Workshop for Men & Women
- About Men & Women

The Hole In the Soul GMlgI
A therapy group for women.
Openings beginning Wed., Nov. 6th.
46 Spruce SL, Portland 874-0S2fi

Saturday, November 16, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m

3-WEEK INTENSMONYOURIMPORTANT
ISSUES- Using Ihe Tarot as a tool, I am
offering sessions in blocks of 3 to foalS on
issues that are ready to be examined. $75.00
for 3 sessions. call Jeanne 799-8648.

For Information call
772-7532 or 773-9625

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
RATES

oRecovery Issues
oWomen's Issues
oSexual Abuse
Treatment

Recovery from Co-dependency
&; Relationship Addiction
Rituals for Healing &; Celebration

Cuoliae Loupe· Dircct~ • ISO Saiat Jot.. Street· PortIod· Tel. 871.8271

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY AND MASSAGE: Enjoy a healing, stress-releasing, affordable
Irealment to bring the body into balance
and provide preventative maintenance.
"Treat Your Feer. cal Eike Rosenberg,
774-8889.

142 High St.
Suite 318
Portland
Maine 04101

207-775-1849

New phone number: 846-6700

G,nllt, ~,£U;nt, h,./int
An txp"i"uI tlfJup bAUz.1tU
Ann Fo,ter Tabbu~ AOITA
m-92S8

-RETURN TO SPRINO- - NOV, 13th, 7 p.m.

CUENT-eENTERED MASSAGE THERAPY
& BOD'rWORK: Discover new options in
your body: Address injuries, chronic tension, and stress. Develop your body awareness. Andrea E. Price, Licensed Massage
Therapist, Portland, 87H)121.

Freeporl

as of November 1.

shiatsu
acupressure

A LecIut& I DonronaIra6on on TlllcitioMl C,,""-

158

0

is moving her therapy practice .
from 592 Main St. in So. Portland· Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW
to 42 Main St. in Yarmouth
Licensed Clinical Social W:>rker

Individual Consulting

775-7927

871-81 3 in Portland
363-8939 in York
CAR0

REHAB

174 South Freeporl Rood
865-1469
0

Expressi ve Therapy Center

lijJl

&

Individual,
Couple,
Group,
Family
Psychotherapy

A safe place to learn ...

• Food
• Body Image

865-0072.
ASTROLOGICAL CONSULTATIONS provide
insights into the many paths ava~able for
self-healing and change on the physical,
mental, and spiritual level. Call Jan Moody,
Astrologer at 725-8226.

772-6411

caw CLASSIFIED AD

Responding to a
CBW Box # ?
c..co s.y Woeld
551ACon~Sl
PortlAnd,
0.101
CBW Iio% xxx

U Do It

Like
This!

roommates
WEST END- RESPONSIBLE, MATURE
housemate wanted, NlS, to share quiet,
comfonable, sunny Victorian with 40's professional woman. Fireplace, laundry, yard,
garden. $3201mo. includes all utilities. 7721831. leave message.
CAPE ELIZABETH: 2 BR, open space, female & dog seek altemative-minded female. $300 + low utilities. Avail. Nov. 1st.
799-4551.
CAPE ELiZABETH- Roomatewanted, NIS, 2
BR w/cats, 7 mins. to downtown. Quiel,
room furnished or not S250 includes all
excepl phone. Call 799·5029, leave message.
TWO REASONABl VWACKYVOUNGgenllemen require 3rd person to share commodious dwelling with many benies. Must be
capable and considerale.$325lmo. includes
all but phone and cable. Woodfords area.
John or Chris @ 772-1799 or 773-2113.
GlGUNDOUS ROOM FOR CONSIDERATE
PERSON in myapanmentof5years. Munjoy
HiII,5262.5O, 112 oil. Hardwood noors! Big
kitchen! Laundry! Avail. 12ft Sorry no pets
but my cat. 774-8666.
GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE PM to share
new contemporary cape in Scarborough.
Nice quiet neighborhood, near beaches.
$350 + 112 utilities. 883-8454.
ROOMMATE WANTED - SHARE 2 BR apt
large kitchen & living room. 2nd/3rd floors,
Nonh Deering area. MIF, NIS, WID. call
772-8465 or leave a message 828-1532.
Avail. Imm. $200lmo. + heat & utils.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE renovated 3 BR, 2 bath, East End house. Great
kitchen, rooftop deck wlviews. Must be
neat & easy going. $290lmo. +113 utilities.
Call 773-7613.

775-6601

ORDER FORM

CATEGORIES
1 week

w. .ke

.cIcI't

o body & eoul
o I'CIOI"I1fmItee

o detlng ..me:..
o .tuff for ..Ie

up to 30 words

$9

$6

o.ptalrent
o hcM.-.'rent

Oge~rd ..' "

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

, I

each additional word .2~
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit
DEADLINES

Une ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call n5-6601 for display rates.

o otIIceeIrent

o Mudloelrent
o-Vrent
ore.I .....

oeuctlone

o rnu.ic:lirmrurr.m.
owhMle

ott-t......

CIaoeified ade mU81 be paid lor in adIIanoe w~h cash,
peI80rlIII check. money Older, VIa or Mostwcord. ~
& Found ~em. latad tree. Classified ad. are
non·refundable". caw shall not be !able lor any
typographical error.. omiosiono. or changes in 1he

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
~.~---------------------

TeIephone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Total won:Is: _ _ _ _ _ __
1mw~k :

__ add'

w~k8

_____________

at:_ _ _ _ _ __

Total: _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207 -n5~1\/iu or Mastercard 0 caeh 0 check 0 money order

FINE PRINT
ad which do not affect the value or content.

0(

8Ubotantialiy change 1he meaning of the ad. CI9d~ wil
be ioeued when a viable error has been determined
within one week of publication. Tear sheets available
for $2Icop'J.

DOWNTOWN PORTlAND- ~iet & responsible wm. to share 2 BR apt. w/energy
conscious, recycling wm. Semi-private entrance.$300lmo. utils.incl. 77H781 niles.
Available immediately.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH- Two sunny 1 bedroom apanments, renovated, new kitchen,
bay windows. DIW, WIW carpeting,
sundock, 4 minute walk to beach. #10 Fern
Park. $375 & $390 respectively. 773-5573.

GORHAM HOME TO SHARE- Male or female, sexual preference doesn't mallerchern free references required. $275lmo.
+112 utilities or $325lmo. Call 879-8888,
7am-2pm, M-f.

MUNJOY HllL- 2 BR, third floor remodeied, clean, good views, gas heat, sunny,
porch, $44O/mo. + utilities, deposit. Call
Oliver, 772-4739, leave message.

PROFESSIONAl. NIS MIF wanted to share
large horne in Portland. Fuly furnished, offslreet parking, WID, barn, shop. $240lmo.
772-7317.
AVAIl.IMMED.! Grad studenVyoung prof.
sought to share 8 rm. house with law student and teacher. Fireplace, sun room, backyard. Near USM. $29O/mo. + heat can 8717212.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NIS roommate
wanted to share Allen Ave. 2 BR apanment
with yard, deck, parking, WID. $300 + 112
utilities. Call 797-0504. Please leave message.
FIM TO SHARE 2 BR DUPLEX; $260 +
utilities. lots of storage! I smoke. No pets.
Parking. 856-1083 M-F 9am-6pm. 8544274 evenings and weekends. No "pany
animals". Serious inquiries only.
HOUSEMATE TO SHARE SPACIOUS West
End/OId pon apt. w/excellent harbor view,
skis, bicycles, cat, running shoes, washer &
32 y/o male. $175 + 112 util. 774-4195.
SOUTH PORTlAND TOWNHOUSE CONDOShare with NIS, professional female. Pets
are fine. WID, parking, cable, nice view off
palio. $350 includes all. Call 773-5781.
OCEAN FRONT HOUSE, South PortlandHardwood floors, washer, greatfrontporch,
incredible views. looking for NIS roommate who wants afriendly, laid-back home.
$241 + 113 util. 767-3350.
FEMALE RooMATE WANTED lor 2 bedroom two story apanment. $2851mo. + 112
utilities. Call 87HKl72.
OSTEOPATHIC AREA - Female to share
beautiful Victorian home in quiet neighborhood with 2 women. Fireplaces, hardwood
noors, large yard, patio and more. NIS. Pets
negotiable.$2751mo. plus 113 utilities. 772-

8821.
SEEKING MATURE PROGRESSIVE WOMAN
to share large West End apanmentwith two
30+ women, 1 straigh~ 1 gay. large bedroom plus studio. S250 +. We work !uItime pius do school, quiet place. WID, back
yard, no pets. AvaM . now. 775-0626.
PROF., MIF, NIS TO SHARE large 3 bedroom house in So. PtkI. Yard, parking, WID.
$25Olmo. + 113 utilities. 799-7281 after
5:00 pm. Sec. dep. + refs.
4th PERSON, NIS, LATE 20s to mid 3Os, to
share Woodford's area apt. Great place,
good people. $155 +sec. dep.and 114 utils.
Available immediately. Call 871-7028.
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO SHARE 4 BR
country home, 2 acre yard. Pets, children,
smoking an o.k. $240Imo. + 112 util. 2nd
lloor all yours. 35 minutes to Portland. 7872989.

Owented
ocomput....

oleeming
ochlld_
opubllcetlone
o .... p . .nted
o.nlnwle
ojobewented
o Ioel & found (free)
o tJu.I_ MfYIcM
o r.g.1 notlcn
o Mln_ opportunitin o bulletin boerd

apts/rent

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or MastefCard
MAlUWAlK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St.,

Portland, ME04101

OVisa 0 Mastercard

Credit Card #: - - - - - - - - - Exp.date:_ _ _ _ _ __

PEAKS ISlAND- House to share, spacious,
modem, WID, 5 min. walk to ferry, cheap
utils. Looking for responsible NtS'MIf.$300
+ utils. Year round, available immediately.
Call 766-4441, leave message.

NIS, RESPONSiBlE, MATURE MIF roommate wanted to share beautiful new home
with GM. 3 acres priva1B setting, fireplace,
WID, heated. Prefer under 35. 15 minutes
to Portland. $325lmo. 892-1056.
FREE RENT in exchange for propeny managementamd maintenance.Musthavesorne
constructionl remodeling experience. Spacious living room wlhardwood floors, 1
bedroom, kitchen & bath. Intown location,
4 unit building. 883-4997.

TOPSHAM- ATTRACTIVE 2 BR, 1112 bath
condominium w1irgeatticforstorage. Close
to schools, shopping, and 1-95. $525lmo.+
sec. dep. call 846-5517.
SOUTH PORTlAND- VERV QUIET 2 bedroom apanment, cheap to heat! Laundry in
building, parking, secure building. $4951
mo. pllI& utilities. Sorry, no pets. 799-9265,
please leave message.
WESTEND. ~iet 2-112 room apt in family
house. Year lease and 1month sec. dep. Nt
Spreferred. $35Olmo. including all utilities.
775-2170 eves.
MAINE MEDICAL CENTER - Large one bedroom apls. Heat, hot water, parking. On-site
laundry. $350-$4OOImo. call 871-0021 .
EAST END, SPACIOUS2ndflr.2 BR in 2unit
building with living and dining rooms, deck,
smal library and private entrance. $5601
mo. Heat included.
774-7040.

can

MORRILL'S CORNER: 2 BR modern
townhouse, quiet country setting, wlw carpeting, dishwasher, WID, garbage disposal,
parking, pels(?), extras. $G25 + utilities,
sec. dep., lease. Avail. Jan. 1st. 797-0860.
DEERING OAKS AREA - Very pleasant 2-3
bedroom apanmentin quiet 2family house.
Off-slreet parking, hot waler and heal included. $G50/mo. Call Mike 774-3392.
MUNJOV HilL APT. IN QUIET brick bldg.
has 2 sunny rooms, hardwood floors, bath,
galley kitchen, washer & backyard $310 +
ulil. 774-9237.
WESTBROOK -Sunny, quiet studio. Private
parking spol, backyard, dead end road, on
bus line, appliances, nodogs.lncludesheat
and eleclric. $4251mo. 856'()138.
East-End, 2 bedroom, 1st floor apanment
Pets o.k. with deposit, S400/utilities. Parking available at $15 per month. Available
immediately. Call 761-4083 after 4:30 pm
weekdays.
FREE RENT in exchange for propeny managementand maintenance. Musthave some
construction! remodeling experience. Spaciouslivingroornw.11ardwoodlloors, 1bedroom, kitchen & bath. Intown location, 4
unit building. 883-4997.
SEEKING FLAWLESS, SOUNDLESS tenant
for new, cheap efficiency. $300 gets you
smokefree, intown pad with all utilities and
patting rights on our hound. 774-0734.

Free Cable and
utility hook up.
York Cumberland Housing
~

~

839-8272

~

24 hour

L.::J

houses/rent
ENJOV PEAKS ISLAND YEAR ROUND. 2Bed roomcottage, yard for play and gardening, across from beach. $35Olmo. can 766-

2060.

BEAUTIFUL, OPEN SPACE (600+ sq. ft.),
available for groups or individual hoursl
days. At 222 SI. John SI. Reasonable. Call
Jo, 767-3848.

studios/rent
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All inclusive, tin cei~ngs, artists sinks, high energy environment Darkrooms to suites with
views. $125 to $1751mo. 799-4759 or799-

7890.
PARK STREET ROW - Poshly furnished
studio. Sunny, spacious, quiet, must be
seen. Eat-in kitchen, full bath, walk-inclosel,
hardwood floor, parking and laundry. Avail.
1211 -6/1. No pets. $425/mo. includes heat
+ hot water. 761-8379.
STUDlO-317CUMBERlANDAVENUE-Join
other artistsl craft oeople in building. Jusl
one leflal1200 sq.ft . Lighls included, parking available. No lease required. Call 7726527.

real estate
BY OWNER- DEERING CENTER- 4 BR
charmer. Move-in condition. Excellent
neighborhood, walking distance to schools.
Remodeled kitchen, familyroorn, 11l2baths.
Mustsee interior. Reduced-$109,SOO. 7744217, evenings.

$165 FOR
180 MONTIIS
$1,499 Down, New 70 x 14,
3 Bedroom $14,995.
Lots of others.
Daily 11-6
Closed Wed.
SUNDAY 1-5

FAiRLANE

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS
South Portland, ME

$600 to $625
•
•
•
•
•

Heat tncluded
W/W" carpettng, appliances
Laundry room facUtttes
Patto and walk-tn storage
Close to marina and beacb
• Ample parktng
• No pets, one year lease
Modern two bedroom

apartments
In a quiet vUJage setting

799-3475

603-286
(Rt.93 exit 20) Rt 3. Tilton, NH

r----------,

AFFORDABLE
OWNERSHIP
$156 for 180 months,
$1,499 down, APR 11"
$14,995 or 80' 3 Bedr.

2 baths, vinyl siding
shingled roof $19,995.
Double Wide $24,995.
Homes from Fleetwood,
Henderson, Mansion
and Norris.

LUVHOMES

At 26, Oxford, Maine
Daily 9-6, Sunday 10-5

539-4759
t.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"'

r----------------------------,.
r-----:=--...

Charge your Classified ads ~~~~
by phone

$4O,OOO/yr! READ BOOKS and TV scripts.
Fill out simple "like/don'tlike" form . EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording. 801-379-2925. Copyright
IME114EB.

****

$14,99514 wide 3
bdr, $156 for 180
months, $1,499
down, APR 11., 80', 4
beclr, 2 bath with
jacuzzi, fireplace,
dishwasher, etc_
$24.995 double wide
3 bedr, 2 baths
$24,995. Homes from
Champion, Holly Park
and Redman

DO YOU LOVE TO ClEAN? Housekeeper
wanted a few hours each weekday- Mornings. Are you dependable, cheerful and
energetic? "so, please call 772-1006.
RECEPTIONISTI SECRETARV- Ught typing, fiHng & phones. Full-time, benefits.
Goodadvancementopponunity.1-800-8322626.
WAREHOUSE lABORER- Some lifting required. Several openings available. Benefits, good advancement opponunity. 1800-832-2626.

****
LUVHOMES

oUlces/rent
SYNERGY NEEDED! OneiJ8rson bUSiness,
creative type, seeking 250-350 sq,lt office
space. Criteria: convenient Por1land location; attractive pleasant space; reasonable
ren~ dynamic amiable mix of people. 7734495.

help wanted

LOW-PRICED
LUXURY!

Prom decks of spacious
contemjXlrary apts.

Parking • Security. uundry
Two BR Townhouses $585+ utils.
Other apts. from $475

townhouse. Parking WID for $350 heat
included. CalI874-2831.

RESPONSIBlE, PM NIS to share large,
sunny,2 BR, Woodfordsarea, lstfloorapt.
Plenty 01 storage or studio space in secure
basement, porches, yard, etc. Cat(s) o.k. (I
have two) No dogs. $330 + share utilities.
774-0185 days, 774-0404 eves.

Spectacular Views
of
Casco Bay and city

Rt 1A, Holden, Maine

989-7644

I

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

I

SALESI SUPERVISORV POSITION- ponland Area. Active spons retailer needs energetic fashion-minded person to sell and
merchandise activewear, skiwear, and accessories. Must be nexible, creative, and a
seil-staner. Competitive wageS and benefits. Send resume to: Mr. Smith, P.O. Box
920, Nonh Conway, NH 03860.

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUnvE
Qasoo &y Wukly has an opportunity for an energetic account
executive to join our sales team.
We are looldng for an experienced. dynamiC and highly motivated
sales representative to pioneer and maintain new accounts as well as
service existing ones. You must be organized. creative and possess

excellent interpenonal s1dlls. You wiD worle as an integral part of the
sales team while aggressively developing and independently managing
your own territory. Pamillarlty with the Greater Portland merlcet will be
a plus.
This position pays a base salary plus commission. An embitious
salesperson wiD earn $18K-$24K plus health coverage and benefits.
If you are enthusiastic about advertising ....es send a resume and
cover letter outlining why you'd llke to worle for Qasoo Bay Weekly to:

IHi;,j:fllI
"Ii
m ~ rTI
_ . t:!:! _ t I

SSlA Congress St., Portl8nd, ME 04101
Attn: lMry Haws, Advertising Sales M.... ager
(no pIrorre aUls, plase)

SERIOUS GROWTH POTENTIAL
Experienced Telemarketer needed to pbneer new accounts
for Maine's #1 weekly newspaper. Must be an aggressive
self-starter with sales ability. Potential to become lead TM in
expanding department Base plus Commission.
Send resume and cover letter to:

IIBiH:fl1

SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
.

IIM44
nm Attn: Telemarketer
_ . ____ I I

Cuco &y W«kly un E<pUJl Opporlomlly Employer.

DRIVERS
Earn To $550 WK
Small Package Delivery
Relocate, Co. Car
1-800-824-2030
TELEMARKETER8 needed to
assist with fundralslng appeal for
local arts group. Evenings, late

Nov. - early Dec. Aat fee per paid
contribution. Experience Is great,
but perhaps you're a natural.
Call 773-2562 for an interview.

business services
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK available to do odd jobs and moving. Very handy
and can fix most anything. Experienced
mover who will move you for less. 7742159 anytime.
REDUCE - REUSE - RECVCLE- Call USM
Recycles and find out more. Casco Bay
Weekly is using our service and we can
work for you, personally or professionally.
Call Today!!! Recycling HoUine 780-4998.
Todayyou need aPERFECT RESUME. Laser
resumes (Macintosh) foras little as $18.00
Computer resume fax service, laser envelopes, and same-ilay service available. Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972.
OK, SO, LET'S SEE: You invested thousands in your education, hundreds in your
clothes, and now you're looking for the
cheapest resume you can find. You might
reconsider ~t strategy, and if you do,
come to L&L Kern for a GREAT resume.
Writing, editing and typesetting services all
available. 477 Congress St, 871-7277.

FULL TIME
MUSIC STORE MANAGER
d" Bull Moose Music Ie looking
for a confident, assertive,
outgoing, Initiator to Manage our
Brunswick store. You mum be
enthusiastic and knowledgeable
about rruslc, willing to WO/1( brutal
hours and be an excellent
communicator. Highly compeIetlve
salary. Benefits.
or Send reeumlt to 151 Maine St.,
Brunswick, ME 04011.
No phone calls or drop-Ina.

"MRS. CLEAN" IS BACK on the scene!
Custom cleaning for home or office-call for
free estimate. Special FaH cleaning rates!
761-2413.
THIS CHRISTMAS HAVE."lIVE" Chrislmas
musicforyourpany! Soloistsingscontemporaryl traditional favorites! Sing-a-Iong
upon request. (Have equipment and accompaniment tapes). Por1land area. Book
early! 1-1112 hrs.- $50.773-7061.
RESIDENTIAL& COMMERCIAL ClEANINGFree estimates, excellent references, flexible hours. Weekly, bi-wee!dy, special occasion. Experienced &Elficient! call878-5127.
SNOW PLOWlNG- Yarmouth, Cumberland,
Falmouth. Nea~ dependable, insured. Call
for free estimalB, 846-9064.
ClEANING- RESIDENTIAL, post construction, receptions, parties, cottages & seasonal cleans. Reasonable rates, dependable, references. 883-4899/284-8082.
PROPERlY TAXES- If we could lower you r
assessment at no costtoyou, would you be
interested? " so, caU Propeny Tax Solutions today@ 775-0444.

26

•

0Isc0 &y Wuldy

Nooember 7, 1991

business servICes
DOES YOUR CHILD NEED extra help with
school? Elemental}' school teacher to
private tutor children Kindergarten- Grade
5: Math, Reading, Language, Spelling,
Writing. Call Nancy @ 799-6979.

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 1988 VW FOX GL. Navy blue, 4~00r, low
Serving Maine V\<Ith Pride For 182 Vears mileage. Excetlentcon<lition, $3600 orB.O.

•

E.Co<oyDMsJon

115 Wallace Ave, So. Portland , ME 04106

A HANDYMANS WAREHOUSE

for
DO-IT YOURSELFERS
We have all you need for your
Metal Fabrication Projects,
Both Large & Small.

NASTY~NEAT
CO MP U L S IVE

AMERICAN

STEEL AND AWMINUM CORP.

C L EANING

... and other life support servICes

YOUR

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

ONE-STOP-METAL-SHOP

772-4641
'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..1,

Philippe LeFevre

Katherine Clark
772-8784

-QuaUtyPlaster Repair
Taping
Painting

commercial

residential

CHARLES B, MELCHER
PHOTOGRAPHER

J..-i<w.s._

Woodwork
Restoration
References
General
Contractors
Welcome

774-2984

501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland n5-6301

business opps
ATIENTION: Undercoverwear lingerie holiday parties are fun. Double hostess credits.
To book or sell call today for details. 3242564.
BUY YOUR OWN PART-TIME JOB. Eam
$1801wk. for 10 hrs. work. I'll show you
how to increase to $2501wk. or more. Investment of $29,000 (negotiable). Steve
856-6689.
I

dating services

1",

I
f

I:

U.S. Asian Connection- For free photo brochure and details 01 beautiful, faithful, marriage-minded ladies from overseas, write:
P.O.Box 60283, Las Vegas, NV, 89160, or
call 702-451-3070, leave mailing address.

I :
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ALOW-COSTNETWORK forsingle intellectuals, artists. Academic Companions, P.O.
Box 346, Cinton, NY 13323.
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dating servlce-untll they
learned about the
NEW WAY TO
MEET IN THE 90s.

w.. _, 1 _

_

D_

AIRLINE TICKET- Boston to Seatt1e, round
trip, Nov. 23-30. Male or female. $350
value, asking $275 or B.O. 828'{)733. Leave
message.
TAG SALE-5 WEST ST. Rear. Sal Nov. 9th,
8-4. Inside- rain or shine. Lots of stuff!!
FOR SALE: Antique Oak sideboard with
mirror and old loom. FOR HIRE: Struggling
law student seeks mindless aerobic exercise, willingtoscrub&vaccuumyour~ome.
Years 01 experience. 774-3604.
MACINTOSH SYSTEM FOR SALE! Accelerated SE, lSMHz, FPU, 4M RAM, keyboard,
mouse, full page display, original manuals,
packaging, 10SM CkIantum HD.$1 ,595.00,
printer negotiable. Call Todd, days 8iI32232, nights 934-1745.
WHILE YOU FOLKS WERE OUT being lestive last week, the people at TANGENTS
were out finding funky new stuff for the
store. New in this week: Cool and colorful
dress shirts from Bali; 10(J'.f. cotton black
skirts; Dutch & German multi-pocket combat pants; overdyed German nightshirls; a
whole collection of like-new vintage 60's
garb from dashiki's to psychedelic
bellbottoms (this stuffs wild and must be
seen); and almost 100 new records. TANGENTS, Portland's coolest outlet for new &
vintage clothing, albums, tapes and CD's
and occasional antiques & more, is located
at 247B Congress SI., one block up the hiD
from Levinsky's. Call 774-5024 for hours
and information.TANGENTS also buys used
records, tapes, CD's & unique and Interesting clothing items, as well as antiques. If
you're short on cash or just want to get rid
of stuff like this, just give us a call . Oh yes,
don't forget to Question Authority!

speeiiU

."#,.,.,, ", I,."." "'..,

883-1066
Portland

783-1500
Lewiston

wanted
NEED CASH? We buy unwanted or broken
jewell}', dental gold and other articles, entirely by mail. Free details: Stetson Associates, Box 105, WlSClSSIt, ME 04578.

music

emil patiblcs
on lb. \Fa,.,.,. Prom
Professional Instruction
AU StyI.s • AU A,g4!5
Special attention to beginners

stull top sale
BOOK FAIR- Nov_9111, 10-2, 54 River Rd.,
Windham. To benefit The Unity Building
Fund, Used MetaphysicaV New Age books
and Qpes. Also white elephant sale.
NEW GYM EQUIPMENT. DP Rowing machine - never been used $200. DP exercise
bike - 41 miles $75. Student size fridge.
New! $125.773-7701. Make an offer!

773-3444
L;===:;;;:====~

•

wheels
1985 BUICK SCf.4ERSET- 2 door, 5 speed,
cruise, 85,000 miles, gray, 2 snow tires
included. Good condtion. $2850 or B.O.
892-6122.lBave message.

'84 AUDI 5000S- Loaded, perfect body,
new tires, exhaust, shocks. 130K, $1600 or
B.O. Jeff, 774-1769.
VOLVO 242 DL, 1977. 4 sdp., WIOD,stereo
cassette, sunroof, excellently maintained.
$1500. 773-2181.
72 VW BUG needs work. Selling forparls or
to fix up. Asking $750. 874-6997.
CHEAP!
FBI/U .S.
SEIZED
'89
Mercedes ...$200; '86 VW ...$50; '87
Mercedes ... $100; '65 Mustang ...$50.
Choose from thousands starting at $25.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details.
801-379-2929. Copyright IME114JC.
1985 CAMARO, T-tops, AC, auto, Iroc suspenSion, Z-28 wheels, "SO'series tires, Am/
Fm. $2500 or BO-trades? 871-1368.

theatre arts
USHERS NEEDED: SHIRLEY VALENTINE,
Nov. 13-Dec. 29; see a great play, support
Portland Theatre. CaB Jo, 774-6741 .

learning
WOMEN'S ART WORKSHOPS-Ongoing, 6week courses with artists Jane Wray and
Elaine Tselikis. Fun abnosphere. Classes
meet weeldyfor 2 hours. Call 775-2442 for
flexible diti/ evening times.
Developing Inner ImageI}' Through Watercolor (Mondit/s)-Inlermediate to advanced.
Explore memol}' paintings, dream images
and expressionism. $75.
Paint Your Heart Out (Tuesdays; Thursdit/s) Begiooer to advanced. Creative watercolor. $65 course! $14 2410ur session.
Form and ImageI}' In Color (Wednesdays)Arry skill level. Watercolor, gouache, pastel
and ink. $75.
Handcolored Photography Workshop
(Saturday, December 7)- 12:30-3:30 pm.
Introductol}' level. $40 includes coloring
materials. Students provide blackand white
photographs.
LEARN A LANGUAGE IN YOUR CAR- The
Pimsleur Tapes: Fast, effective, must be
heard to be believed! Call Bonnie at MAYBE
SOMEDAY... 773-3275 between 1 &6. Great
holiday gifts!

publications
GOLD MINING IN MAINE-Great holiday gift
for all who love the outdoors. Popular book
tens where and how to find your own Maine
gold. Exciting histol}', adventures, mysteries, amusing characters. Best gold locations. 180 pages of easy reading. $10.00.
We ship by retum ma~ . For more delaits
write: John Wade- Pubfisher, Box 303,
Phillips, ME 04966, or telephone639-2501.

REALTypePUZZL6~~~
Moon

The Moon system of
embossed writing was
invented in 1847 by
William Moon of
England, and it is still
widely used there by
people blinded late in
life, folks who have
trouble with Braille.
Derived from roman
capital letters, Moon
type consists of only
nine basic characters,

~:r':!~:::Of

the alphabet. But it's
the way that lines are
written that's really
intriguing.
See if you can translate
the Moon message at
the right.
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate from
Alberta's for the first-prize winner.
The second-prize winner receives
two free passes to The Movies at
Exchange Street. Winners will
receive their prizes in the mail.
Drawings are done at random.
Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed

per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
must be received by Wednesday,
Nov. 13. The solution to this
week's puzzle will appear in the
Nov. 21 issue of Casco Bay Wukly.
Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle 1196
Qzsco &y Wuldy
551A Congress SI.
Portland, Maine 04101

Scan ners

3 Star Trek
7 The Exorost
6 M
12 Ghostbusters
1 DuckSoup
15 Ben

10
17
11
9

Taxi Driver
Kin gKong
Body Heat
City lights
5 Quo Vadis
16 La Dolce Vita

2 Citizen Kane
18 Psycho
8 M ad Max
4 Z
14 Hud
13 Modem Times

This week, E. Waterboro's Otad Stevens and
a friend will dine at Alberta's. Portland's
Mozelle Soule and a friend will take in a
movie at The Movies at Exchange Street.

(Don Rubin's book,
BRAINSTORMS, lOGS
TtCnllly published by

H.rptT IVtd RDwJ

women rtr men
DWF, 41, enjoys movies, music, the outdoors, hugs, quiet times at home and more.
WIShes to meet SlDWM, 35--45, easygoing
with good sense of humor and some similar
interests for friendship and possible longterm relationship. CBW Box 834. ,. 5820
WISE AND WACKV WOMAN (late 2Os) seeks
similarspiritin modem-minded man: fit, fun
and fine; tal, together, temperate; relaxed,
refined, ru:ous; for dating, dancing, and
diversion. Hopefully health-oriented, oslBnsibiy outdoorsy. Write witty words:
CBWBox836.
BE THE BIG WINNER OF THE "Recipes for
Romance Contesr! How to enter: Describe
yourself in terms ollood. Grand Prize: Sauna
and soak with DWF, 35, cheese enchilada
and moll! sauce. CBW Box 844. ,. 5828
ARE YOU HONEST AND UNCOMMlmD?
Do you have sense of humor, of adventure?
Are you I SlDWM, 35-45? I'm a DWF, 41,
5'5'. I love to 1aIt, dance, take trips and C&W
Music: So7 can or write. CBW Box 843.
,. 5829

COME TO LONG ISLAND, N.Y.- Seeking
relocatable, attractive female for this handsome DWM, S', successful, who's romantic,
since re and passionate for relationship. Send
letter, photo and phone to: P.O. Box 584, Old
Bethpage, N.Y., 1t804 ... 5753
SM, 31, UKES TAOISM, the mOVies, Paul
Gaugin, world music, dance & fine arls,
fresh air and fresh mind. Dislikes mall cinemas. Seeks company of fit, creative SF to
grow and share a b~ of life together.
CBW Box 820. ,. 5788

DOMINANT WOMAN SOUGHT by 37 y.o.
professionalWM.I'm looking for someone
to instruct me in thurts of submission and
servitude. Please call orwrill with my first
instructions, your wish is my command.
CBW Box 831. .. 5817

bulletin board

caw

PERSONAL (Calls cost

REMEMBERWHATHAPPENEDTO"Frankie
& Johnny?" SM, NIS, HID, Non~ruggie,
(an by choice), honest, caring, giving, loving, warm-hearted, romantic musician:
seeking similar qualities in a pOSitivelyoptimistic woman. Tired of head games and
the bar S(2ne? Enjoy the sounds of Harl}'
Connick,Jr?RHiscoverromance! ,.5809

SWM, 28, 6'0, AVERAGE LOOKS, professional, sincere, sensual, athletic & on the
quiet side. Enjoy music, sports, quiet evenings, dancing, mOVies, kids, dogs, sma.
parties wI friends & family. Seek mature,
attractive lady, 21-30 wlsome of same enjoyments who is interested in possible relationship. CBW Box 837. - 5824

DWM, 32, PROFESSIONAL, AT, financially
secure, part-time parent, gentleman who
enjoys the outdoors, cultural indoor events,
wine, music and quiet dinners. If you enjoy
active days, travel, dressing up and dressing down, are slim, attractive, independan~
flexible, warm at heart and 28-35, then we
should meet CBW Box 850. ,. 5837

HOY, HOY, CHIPS AHOY! Is there life after
Chips Ahoy? I think so! How could something so righ~ go so wrong?Together we've
discovered levels of ecstasy that I never
knew existed! Lers run Nit/together and
re-kindle that flame! Call me ...llove you!
..5810

LOOKING FORSWF, 3O-40,Attractive, slim,
good legs, for friendship. DO,dancing, having a good time. I am 5'S", brown hair, blue
eyes, good job. Call or write, we can have
dinner and meet You might like me.
,. 5832

NEWS FlASH:SWM, professional, 30, saeks
running mate for 1992 ticket. Sources close
to candidate describe him as handsome,
intelligent, and physically active; 6'1' and
180 Ibs.; with blonde hair and blue eyes.
Platform includes honesty, sense of adventure. Will toss hat into the ring for an attractive SWF, 24-34, who doesn't speak in
sound bites. Send campaign contributions
(with photo, ifpossible) to: P.O. Box 11053,
Portland, ME 04104. ,. 5839

IF HI lONG, MOUNTAIN CliMBING, skiing
and exercise are your ideal, then don't read
this ad. But, if you like long, quiet walks on
the beach, candlelight dinners, videos or
movies and dancing, then this DWM, 47,
wants to talk toyou. Slim, trim, good sense
of humor is all you need, I will take care of
the rest ,. 5811
LONG-HAIRED COUNTRY BOY (GENTLE-

MAN), 31, looking for my princess (lady).
Likes: outdoor life, movies, music, relaxing
at home. Dislikes: violent, dishonest people
who appear to be sane. Sorl}', but looks do
count,. 5813

DO YOU READ PERSONAL ADS just for
kicks? Me, too. ButI'm starting to wonder.
DWM:ACTIVE, SUCCESSFUL, middle-aged,
SWF, attractive, 27, seeking someone "noralways assertive in outward demeanor seeks
mal". No drug! alcohol problems. I love
attractive ladymate for sincere, intimate regood conversation, spontaneity, romance,
lationship who would enjO'J playing the
music and a sincere caring man who can
dominant role during private occasions. No
also havefun.And you? Write CBW Box 838.
drugs or alcohol please. CBW Box 827.
-5834
,. 5814

SWM, 30, SEEKS UNENCUMBERED female
with a sense of the bizarre. My diversions
inciudemusic,literature, offbeat films, cooking and the usual outdoors stuff. Looking for
someone who understands how boring it
would be if evel}'one thought the same way.
P.O. Box 1106, Bath 04530. ,.~

WIEREDOESYOURPETHIOEONGROOMING DAY? Paw Print Images can change
that answer by grooming in the comfort of
your own home. Call 767 -4024.

DWM,42, VERY ATIRACnVE, honest,S'l-,
185, athletic, N/S, social drinker, successful, not into the pick-up scene, looking to
meet a beautiful, honest woman, 25-35,
weight proportionate, who would enjoy
being spOiled and treated With respect, and
yet have the times of your life and mine. This
is myfirstad and I neverthoughtl would do
this. I am looking for friendship, companionship, and a dear person to hold hands
with. CBW Box 829. - 5815
SWM, 32, AFFECTIONATE, honest &
hardworking male seeks an easy-going
woman to share a meaning1ul relationship.
CBW Box 830. - 5819
WM- TEMPORARILY MARRIED- 36, 6'S',
fi~ healthy, nice, lonely, seeks WF, 25-38,
attractive, trim, healthy, open minded, loving, for mutually fulfiling, caring relationship. Should enjoy fine dining, good music,
sensual touch, hot mill, good conversation, humor, passion & intimacy. - 5827
SWM, 38, WANTS TO MEET NIS woman to
go out with. I enjO'J movies, concerls,
beaches, board games, videos, sporls and
theater. ,. 5830

SPECIAL, SEXY, SUM, Intelligent SIDWF
wanted by caring, sensitive, thoughtful, romantic, fi~ attractive 30 y.O. DWM. He enjoys quiet evenings, restaurants, movies,
sporls, music and is looking forthatspecial
spark in his life. You are adventurous, passionate, spontaneous, and just I phone call
away. ,. 5833

person 01 the week
..... fIaeh: _
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GWM, 30 something, tall, bedroom eyes.
Looking to find my own RhettButler. Winter
is approaching, Tara gets cold and so~o I.
Varied interests, sincere, attractive. Sense
of humor a must. Write: Box Holder, P.O.
Box 6101, Falmouth, ~ 04105.
YOUNG BiWM, 22, SEEKS SAME, 18-26,
forfriendship and companionship and who
knows what. I'm honest, easYlloing. Let's
talk. I'm waiting to hear from you. All answered. Send picture & number if possible.
Be discreet CBW Box 849. ,. 5836

others
MWC IN 40s SEEK ANOTHER couple, or
either mate for friendship, fun, and intimate
times. Must be healthy, drug-tree, clean,
discretion a must and will be honored.
Please write to: CBW Box 825. ,. 5807
MY BODY REQUIRES A LICENSE! Attractive, 5'S", BiF wants similar, but aggressive,
playmate for hot fun 'n games in my
steamroom. Make me sweat! ,. 5808
SEEK VENTURESOME COUPLE- to share
glow of warm fireplace in our quiet and
private home. Happy, emotionally stable
and straight MWC asks that you be healthy
NlS who select friends carefully as we do.
Respect and discretion requested and assured. We'll promptly return your photo
and send ours. Respond as acouple to P.O.
Box 66063, Falmouth, ME 04105. ,. 5818
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SWM, 27, PROFESSIONAL. 5'10', 175, Nt
S, physically fit, easy on the eyes. New kid
in town . Enjoy beach, sporls, dancing, dining out, concerts, movies. Want to spend
time with cut e, intelligent, lunny,
unconmplicated lady, 18-33. First datewhere do we go? Waiting for your letter.
CBW Box 847.
HONEST, SINCERE NIS SWM, 25, seeks NI
SSF, 20-28, fora special friendship. I enjoy
sporls, music, movies, concerts, Thoreau,
dining out and quiet evenings at home.
Photo appreciated, but not necessal}'. All
replies answered and photos returned .
CBW Box 848. - 5835
DWM, 37, AT HOME indoors or outdoors,
likes to cook and cuddle, would like to meet
fit s/oWF, 25-37, NIS, HID who is easy
going & has a sense of humor, for good
times, conversation and romance. - 5838
SWM, 22,ATIRACTlVE, shy, semi-athletic,
witty, warm, recent conege graduate who
likes cooking, old movies, music, and art,
seeks a young atlACtive female of similar
interests to share the best of Portland's
culture and nightlife, laughter, honesty, affection, friendship and possibly romance.
CBW Box 851. ,. 5840

1 .49/min)

men ... men
SLIGHTLY IMPERFECT, NOBODY IS PERFECT, sorl}'. GWM, mid-2Os.1seem to have
caught one of Pee Wee's more notable
habits. Looking for acure. If you're looking
for a hassle, guilt-free, no strings (unless
forced) attached friendships. Times short,
Jack Frost will soon be here. CBW Box 826.
-5812

ATIRACTIVE COUPLE, EARLY 30's, looking for similar couples for dinner, movies,
dancing and fantasy. We are new at this.
Must be clean! Eroticism without touching
at first. Photo a must! CBW Box 832.
.. 5816
WWM-ATIRACTIVE, 45. Looking for sensuallady to give all over body massage once
a week. Non sexual, lers talk about it.
.. 5822
YOUNG COUPLE LOOKING for anolher female to share quiet times and pleasures and
tl}' new experiences. - 5823

MAN SEEKS FIT, SANE MEN to trade mas- HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MEISTER! I just seem
sage regularly. Healthy, in good shape, sane, to love you more and more.
honest, strong hands- looking for same,
muscular or athletic a plus. Daytimes best,
Yarmouth- Portland. Non-sexual, relieve
stress, soothe, relax. Experience nice, but
not necessal}'. Box 1573, Portland, ME_
04101. - 5826

MAN, EYES OF BLUE, 30, IN-SHAPE, professional, Spiritual, goofy, compaSSionate,
earthy, NtS, N/D (well, champagne on
occassion), vegetarian, new to area, seeks
similar or complimental}' companion(s) for
lunch, dinner, theatre, films, laughter, deep
talks, yoga, hiking, bov.1ing(?) and suggestions. ,. 5831

RESPOND TO ANY
PERSONAL AD
BY CALLING

1·900·370-2041
Call costs
$1.49 a minute

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min)

ADOPTION: FAMILY OF 3 wishes to become family of 4. If you can help us adopt a
baby, please call Tilly & John collect 802235-2312.
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ONE WAY TICKET FOR SALE: Portland to
Chicago, female, United Airlines, on November 12th. Call 926-4343.
SINGLES BOOKGROUP-Ages 25-50, men,
women wiU meet once per month to exchange ideas on variops books. Informal,
stimulating & fun. Call Susan at 775-6290,
answering machine. Begins Nov.

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

men rtr women

Solution to Real Puzzle #94

animals

FINALLY! A 1st ClASS SINGLES MAGAZINE-Single Gentlemen, a full color magazine for women, will hH the newsstands
across America in November and is now
available via subscriptions. We are creating
Bachelor Profiles for Issue 2, to be released
in Februal}'. MEN! Contact us today to be
featured at no cost. WOMEN! Order your
subscription now, 1 yr., 6 issues, only
$19.95. (919)659-1100, or write to 4781
Commercial Plaza Dr., Winston-Salem, NC
27104.
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EUROPE- ONLY $160! Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet to Europe for $160. CARIBBEAN- OnIy$l89! Round-trip air to somewhere warm & sunny. AIRHITCH(r) 212864-2000.

Barter Baak-Your Trading Connectlon

• PrivaI.lJsIUrB s.w;ufiw BatUr
lndilliduals, Group$, SIMII Business_
• Send For A Fr. htfo-PtlICltI •
Non-Profit Agency of The Joy Foundolion
• VIrile: Box ~:19, s.oo, Me 0407l •

Just cal 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-Iona phone.
When PersonaJ ~ .,awn, follow the Insructlons and
enter fle four-dgit ,. number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enlBranother- numberor
browse through othermessages. (Cans cost 1.49 amInUIB.)
To respond to ., adwiJhouta" number, wrilB to the P.O.
box or caw box indicated. When addressing mail to a caw
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower IafJ
hand corner of your envelope.

How to place a

caw personal ad

You can place yO1M' ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by OIM' oIfice at 551A Congress Sl in downtown Portland.
Cal 775-6601 to lind out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal CaJ~ .. number. When you place your ad,
you' be you'l be given a" number and an easy-to-folow
instruction sheellrs important that you cal and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that way you
miss any of your responses.
When recording your 9O-second greeting, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but don' leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggesl that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their IBlephone numbers and best times to caN .

won'

You can change your" message as ohlin as you like.
And you can start gelling responses right away.

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:
o women orr men

Personal eds of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25e each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
Iawer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Call11D - number is free. Use of a caw
box (inclucing mail Ioiwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CaWboxw/oa-numbercosts$9aweek. Visa,Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Rules & deadlnes
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seekIng relationships. CBW wiD refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No fuN names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach caw by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St, Portland; ME 04102.
Phone: 775-6601 . FAX: 775-1615

Omen .. women

o women orr women
Omen .. men

o others
o companions
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C-o &y Wukly

HYPNOTH£RAPY

:Richard's

I GEllMAN '" AMEJIlCAN CUISINE I

LEA

DE ECIION
SERVICES
TcaU &he claill off with .ome
good CemlClll Coolcing/
DR. KATH£RIN£ J. MOODY

:n...cfo,. - S-..lo,..

Dinner 5 &0 9 pm
CoU for DoiJy sp«;.u,
R ...,.",tio,.... Acc.plad

C£RTIf"IED eL.1"1eJU. HY_OTHERAPtST
CERTIFIED HYPtotOAHAESTttESlOI..OO1ST

729-9673
C~L.L. TOO~Y

(207) 766-9723
(207) 828-4849

RTE
123, NO. HARPSWELL, ME
We wi! be dooIng _ _ 30 lor . . . . . -

.

"BEST IN TOWN!"
GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
BBQ SPARERmS
with. homemade .sauce

CATFISH SPECIAL
• fresh water •
with. tarter .sauce

AU meals corne with "Super" Vegetables
For YOUT Party

CaU for 100 or more pieces of
Golden Fried Chicken

. 8OUTBlBlt'
·.I~"
• ••••

~
•

',,,

~~A~......,

Dinner Hours:
Monday· Saturday 5·9pm
We serve small parties.

Call tor take out; '1'13-89"

14 VEB.Al\TDA ST•• PORTLAND

~
\

Community
cable Network
. . . of11/8/81

• LIVING TAPESTRIES:
Looking 10 Ih. 90's:
My F••ls Too Big (1/2 hr)
• USM CLOSEUPS: Daan Davis
&. Judy Tizon discuss
Christoph.r Columbu. (1/2 hr)
• IRELAND TODAY: An
Interview with
Slavl Concannon (1 hr)
• POWER &. STEELE ON
THEATER: The Aclor'.
Persplctive (112 h)
• IN THE GALLERY: The Hunlar
and Ihl Hunlad (1/2hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Moo.
1-4 & 7·1Opm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.

Cable Channel 37 In Portland, SO. Port·
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar·
borough. Channel varies in Gorham.

Gift Baskets
for the Holidays

Feeling Addiited to Food?
DON'T GO ON A DIET!

ORDER EARLY

NOV 6-10

• Cheese Platters for
your Holiday Parties
• Taking Orders for
Holiday Pates

NOV 9-12

1J;;';MATI:15

Delicious Homemade Soups Daily
Tel: 772-4647 • Fax 772·5294

WE[)'SAT9

OBSESS] O'J.£

ARCHANGEL

Portland
Wme&Cheese

NOV

I New Hours Starting Nov. 14:

Mon·Wed & Sat: 9:'30·5:30
168 Middle Sl in Portland's Old Port Thurs« Fri: 9:30·7:30

Accurate • Affordable • Fast. Non-Destructive
Portland, Maine 04108
TOLL-FREE 1-800-788-6891

lJTU.

SAT·SUN I, 7

REQUIEM
DOMINIC

CONTROL YOUR WEIGHT PERMANANTLY
WIlli CLINICAL HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP

Call today for
Free Introductory Session
November 13, 1991
Class Begins November 20,1991

RUSSELL MOAT L.C.s.w.
CERTIFIED HYPNOTHERAPIST. 775·1771

757 Congress St., Portland

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A senSible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Telis parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Healthllne,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

THE HIGHLIGHT
OF YOUR LIFE!
let our staff add customized
highlights to your hair wi1hout
subtracting time from your busy
lifestyle by USing the NEW
Colorgraphics Highligh1ing System.
irS FUN
Irs FAST
Irs FASHION
Brilliant highlights make your hair
shimmer and shine with a new vitality.
MATRIX

HOW'S MY
DRIVING? CALL
207-780-4909

The Lost Highway
Wednesday 9 - 11 am

8 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

775-2555

8:30 - 7:00 M-F
8:30 - 5:00 SAT

